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When the rich get away from it all they get
there in the Portofino. That's how they enjoy
the luxury of V-8 power, remote controlled VCR and even touches like infrared beams to control the shower.
From the aerodynamic hull to its
swept back continental lines, this is an
exciting contour for a $100,000 plus luxury cruiser. No
wonder the Portofino rides in the water with a slightly
arrogant tilt. And just as the Portofino Express ushers in
a new design era in big cruiser technology, so
too, our 1/18 scale replica changes the face of
RIC boating . Now you 're no longer limited to
speed boats with virtually no detailing , or
sparingly detailed luxury boats with little pickup. With MRC's Portofino you can have it all ...
at an affordable price. You 'll find the pure
white hull and superstructure have been
reproduced elegantly in ABS plastic. The
chrome fittings and wrap around windshield are
captured in their avant-garde best. The detailing is complete from cockpit to search~lights, radar bar, seats, even a simulated
' " ·,
wet bar and sink. It's amazing how much
luxury we've put into our 28.8" long by 9.7 " wide kit.

THE POWER BELOW
Below decks you 'll discover a secret
known only to the rich : with
wealth comes power. This means
a muscular RS540 Mabuchi
electric motor driving 3:1
reduction gear coupled to a
sprint propeller. It's the same
motor used in our Excalibur .40 Hawk racer... so you
can just imagine the power boost it gives this sleek
cruiser. Now sit back, enjoy some fine wine and
watch your Portofino glide effortlessly through the
water... bow high , weight evenly distributed. Your
control is total. The response to your radio control
command is crisp. As the deep vee styled hull rises
above the wate r you watch it, envious eyes watch
you , and you 're suddenly under the spell of a
sleek model.

.; ;

Model Rectifier Corporation
2500 Wood bridge Avenue
Edison, N.J. 08817

Write for our 64 page R/C Products Catalog. Send 50<t to cover postage and handling.
" We llcraft IS a registered trademark of Wellcraft Manne Corp.

For max1mum enjoyment and safety, carefully follow the enclosed operating and assembly Instructions.
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Quantum is Airtronics' world class
PCM professional R/C series, offering
the finest top of the line features available o.n any Airtronics R/C system.
This state of the art system is
refined and engineered for
superior flying. Advanced
features allow you to
preset and control
all aspects
of pattern

the flexibility to match your individual preferences and flying style.
The 8 Channel FM/PCM Narrow
Band Quantum Series features Pulse
Code Modulation, Plug-In RF Module, Electronic 'Irims, and Adjustable
Length and Tension Sticks.
Quantum incorporates
Cartridge-Style
Plug-In
iCd

Elevator, Flap, and Spoiler Controls.
Quantum QM8P provides 1\vo
Snap Roll Adjustments, Idle Up, Low
'Iravel Throttle 'Irim and Variable
Pitch Control Adjustments, Rudder/
Aileron and Rudder/Elevator Mixing.
Quantum utilizes a
cartridge-style plug-in
NiCd battery.

This advanced
system also
features 'Iravel
Adjustments on
Elevator, Aileron, Rudder,
Throttle and Prop Pitch, Automatic
Dual Rate Rudder, Exponential
Adjustment on Ailerons,
Elevator and Rudder,
Preset Flap 'Irim,
'Irim Dual Rate,
Retract and
Landing Gear
Brake System,
and Mixture
Control.

Quantum
features an
accessible,
front-mounted
control panel.

maneuvers
and scale flight
operations.
The Quantum QM8P
gives you the competitive
advantage of fully adaptable
transmitter features, providing
QM8P SYSTEM SPEOFJCATIONS:
Transmitter Type:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Power Output:
Frequencies:
Modulation:
Power Supply:
Current Drain:
Receiver Type:
Sensitivity:
Power Supply:

8 Channel Digital Proportional Narrow Band
L: 7" x W: 2" x H: 71/2 "
40 oz.
750 MW
50 and 72 MHz
FM/PCM
9.6 Volt NiCd
210 MA
Dual Conversion FM/PCM Narrow Band
15 Microvolts(nominal)
4.8- 6.0 Volt NiCd

One look will tell you this R/C
system means business; from its
clean professional appearance to its
full array of advanced technological
Battery, flying features.
L.E.D.
When only the best is good
Indicators, enough, get the best radio you can
Low Battery buy. Make the quantum leap to
L.E.D. Indica- Airtronics' Quantum.
tor and a Liquid
Crystal Display with Bar Graph
Meter and Integrated Timer.
11 Autry, Irvine, CA 92718(714)830-8769
The innovative QM8P also features
Servo Reversing, Dual Rate on ElevaAirtronics' complete new product catalng is available
tor, 'Iriple Rate on Aileron, Fail/Safe for
S2.00. Please send check or money or·der to the
with Inhibit , and Mix Functions for address above.

At Airtronics, we want to be known as the best, not just the best known.

AIRTRON/CS®
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Byron Original's Beechcraft Staggerwing sits on
the apron awaiting its maiden voyage . Vic Macaluso built this one and used it as a test
bed for his How-To on glassing foam core wings with Satellite City's new Hot Stuff UFO
(User Friendly Oderless) adhesive. Photo: Vic Macaluso.
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editorial.......-

Tom Sandor's Ryan ST reeks of that graceful beauty that seems to adorn examples of those nostalgic times
in modelling . Tom's construction feature joins a wistful look at modell ing "back then" as FM offers you
articles on Vintage Controline, the Commando Old Timer, and another walk with Bob Aberle down the Museum Trail.

few months ago, the Chrysler Corporation presented a special television program about the life of aviatrix Pancho Barnes. Aside from
being a very well done historical piece, the
movie served as a showcase for some beautifully restored examples of the airplanes of
the 1930's era. In one scene, a cross-country
air race for women, the character playing
Amelia Earhardt climbed aboard one of the
most aesthetically pleasing airplanes of all
time, the Ryan ST. This low-wing, panted
beauty was polished to perfection, and
brought back, to me at least, the reason for
love affairs with air machines. Certain airplanes from each era, be it the past or modern
times, evoke strong feelings of admiration
from those who are smitten with the love of
flight. May it always be this way. I'm sure
Tom Sandor was having similar thoughts
when he put pen to mylar and designed his
rubber scale version of the Ryan ST which
we are presenting as a construction feature
this month (see page 38).
While we're on the subject of re-creating
the past, take a look at Dr. D.B. Mathews'
56% enlargement of the old time Commando
on page 24. The good doctor has sized this
one for electric, too, and it should appear in

A

these pages in a short while.
Continuing the nostalgic theme, Dick Sarpolus visited the Vintage Stunt Championships, held at the Whittier Narrows field, in
February of this year, and reports on the
unique meet which featured many of C/L
stunt's most noted designers/fliers in attendance. George Aldrich even flew the original
Nobler through several patterns. An outstanding turnout of contestants with an impressive array of the best designs from the
"Golden Age" of control line signals us that
this type of event is needed and wanted by
those who compete. Nuff said.
Lastly, Bob Aberle continues his trek to
the best Eastern aviation museums with his
visit to Harris Hill and the National Soaring
Museum. Situated in Elmira, New York's
rolling hills, this institution is dedicated to
preserving the heritage of soaring from its
simple hang glider beginnings, through the
war years with the development of troop
gliders, to today 's modern competition machines. - BOB HUNT
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All Paper Flying Scale M ode l A irplane

$7 . 00

*ALL PARTS PRE- CUT & PRE-PAINTED
*BUILD & FLY IN TWO HOURS

14" Wingspan

PAPER AIRPLANES
433 NIHOA STREET
KAHU LUI , HI 96732 USA
CATALOG:
$7.50 Contains 1000's of paper airp l anes .
Fr o m postage
stamp size to 6 foot wing span! Gliders or rubber powered. Die-cut
or you-cut. Largest known source of paper airplanes . in the world!
Cost of catalog deducted from 1st order over $25.00.
ASTOUNDING!
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Street Address

City

State

Zip

INTERNATIONAL, IN C. '"

5614 Franklin Pike Circle
Brentwood, TN 37027
(615) 373-1444

lua $2.50
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1213- (()pter
Rubber Band Powered Helicopter
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rtymg repealibilhty loftlhconsi:tant re:ult:
Flys rORWARCl BACK WARD
It HOVERS

It TURNS
It can e\'en Fly INVERTED
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VILI.A PARK, ILLI NOIS 60181
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VINTAGE 1\-C PLANS
~~~~...111~::;"
CONSOLIDATED
.
PBY-5A "CATALINA"
WING SPA N

9FT.

ALL RIBS B F ULL FORMERS SHOWN ON PLANS /1
PLAST IC ENG. COWLS $10.90 PR.
CLEAR GUN BLISTERS $7.60 PR.

4 LARGE PLAN sHEETs -

6FT. WING

Plans $ 18.95

SPAN MODEL PBY-5A

Plans $14.95

ENG INE cowLs $7.50 PR.
GU N BLISTERS $ 5.50 PR · ADD $3.00 POSTAGE

CATALOG-OVER 50 PLANS $1.00 DEALERS WRITE

WORLD

Q

WIDE

SID MORGAN
13157 ORMOND BELLEVILLE

MICH.4BIII

U.S.A .

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

/

11

E22

11
\

Postage & Handling
$12.49 KITHNA-102 10% of Order, Min. $1.50
This design features removable wing for storage
and adjustable .wing positioning for dynamic
balancing .
A GREAT FATHER AND SON PROJECT!
J

I

~~~THEAST

18" WINGSPAN

EMBRYO CLASS

2856 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE , BATH ,

PA . 18014

FUTABA CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
555 West Victoria St., Compton, CA 213-5379610, has released the Futaba 5UAF 5channel FM radio system for aircraft. Now
you can have a 5-channel system with extra
features like transmitter RF module, ATV,
dual rate, and FM. Flip up the front panel
cover and a full array of programming controls appear. The 5UAF provides ATV adjusters for aileron, elevator, throttle, and rudder; dual rates for aileron and elevator; and,

servo reversing on all channels. The new
5UAF also has an ergonomically designed
transmitter that 's contoured for a perfect,
comfortable fit. Other features of the transmitter include adjustable, open gimbal control sticks, fine trim adjusters, built-in Ni-Cd
pack and carrying handle. In addition to the
advanced electronics and controls, you'll also
find a built-in trainer system. Using the optional trainer cord, control can instantaneously be switched from student to instruc-

PRACTICAL SIZED GIANT SCALE MODEL PLANS
Fiberglass Cowlings and Canopies Available

DC-3
F4U '" CORSAIR ..
A6M5 .. ZERO ..
CURTIS .. P40 ..
AT-6 .. TEXAN ..
F6F .. BEARCAT""
FOKKER .. DR-1 ""

1 1/2" =
2 1/4" =
2 1/2 " =
2 1/2 " =
2.4"
2 1/2" =
2 .7"

1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"

140"
93 "
91 "
94"
101 "
B6 "
63 "

Span
Span
Spa.1
Span
Span
Span
Tripe

Order From:

Nick Ziroli
6

$42 .00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$27 .00

Catalog of Plans. Accessories and Supplies
Credited to Fi rst Order of $25 or More

Phantom 35 " Span·
Viggen
32 " Span
F-15
36" Span
Plan and Canopy

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$15.00

Our Plans are sent Pos t-Pa1d wtth1n the USA

29 Edgar Dr., Smithtown, NY 11787, U.S.A.

516-234-5038
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IS THIS REALLY TRUE ???
Out of th e thousands of calls and letters we've received about "UFO";. , many of you asked "Is this real ly true?", or "Will it really
bond foam"?. Although we understand that a product that is User-Friend ly, Oder less and Bonds White Foam is revol ution ary,
the "Is it really true"? questions , opened our eyes to the fact that many of you didn't believe th e ad. And, if this was the case how
many of Satellite City's other ads , over the years, have some of you seen as just so much hype ? Let's set the record stra ight.

When Satellite City advertises:
" HOT STUFF"Nis the Original Hobby Instant g lue"
" HOT STUFF"Nproduct s are the only Instant glues used on the

" Voyager"

" SPECIAL'T~ was tested by Scale RIC Modeler and found to be
TWICE AS STRONG as the next best hobby Instant"

""HOT STU FF':. products are the BEST INDUSTRIAL GRADE"

"U' r=o rrr"'
, -

1

• WILL NOT FUME
·HAS
NO ODOR
DOESN'T
FOG PLASTIC
• FOR ALL MODELING USES
• BONDS WHITE FOAM - WI THOUT PRIMER

- IT'S TRUE! NO HYPE

•

"All " HOT STUFF:: products are GUARANTEED 100% for ab ility to bond"

NO BALONEY

" HOT STUFF''" products are AMERICAN products"

You might very well ask HOW we do it. But you'll never have to wonder IF

- IT'S TRUE! We pride ourselves on our products, our service and the fact that our ads tell it iike it is. If you
make it a point to use "HOT STUFFr"..: products -you already know all of this.
Tell a friend why you make a point of using "HOT STUFF;.:. products.

Satellite City
FLYING MODELS

P.O. Box 836, Simi Valley, CA. 93062 (805) 522-0062

7

Free Flight Kits and Supplies
Rubber , Glider, and Power Kits
Scale and Old Timer Too!
Co2 and Electric Motors
Rubber, Tissue, Cox Parts
Rubber Accessories, Winding Hooks
Timers, Nitrate Dope

J)~SPLAINE;S

HOBBIEs
JUST A NEAT UTILE RC
SHOP IN CHICAGOLAND
NEAR O'HARE

CATALOGUE $2.00

CAMPBELL'S CUSTOM KITS
P.O. BOX 5996
LAKE WORTH, FL. 33466-5996

tor. Receiver for the 5 U AF system is the
R128DF. This 8-channel, FM, dual conversion receiver is fully 1991/20kHz compatible.
The 5UAF system is equipped with four
S148 servos. Like all new Futaba components, the Sl48 servos are assembled using
wireless (Surface Mount Technology) to eliminate vibration related damage and failure.
With SMT, the micro-sized subcomponents
are all mounted directly to the PC board. The
new Futaba 5UAF is available at local hobby
dealers. Check with them for additiobnal information, or contact Futaba at their address
above.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1464 Lee Street · Des Plaines, IL 60018
Phone: (312) 297-2118

ARGUS BOOKS, Wolsey House, Wolsey
Rd., Hemel Hemp stead, Herts HP2 4SS,
England, has recently released Peter Holland's book entitled Moulding & Glass Fibre
Techniques, as one of their Radio Control
Handbook series. Included are chapters on
Heat forming sheet materials, Basic glass fibre laminating, Mouldings, Integrated construction, fillets and finishing, rubber mouldings, Repairs with and to GRP (Glass
Rienforced Plastic), Hints and tips, and an
Appendix of useful addresses. There is an
abundance of clear black and white pictures
and many illustrations depicting the techniques covered. All in all a very well done
book on this increasingly popular subject.
The 66 page book retails for $4.95. For more
information, please write to the address
above, or see your local hobby dealer.

P.O. Box 1247

KRESS JETS, INC.

How many times have you wanted
110 volts at the field for a Dreml
tool, soldering iron , A.C. charger
etc.? Just connect our AT FIELD
110 VOLT SOURCE to a 12 volt
battery and it will deliver a constant 50 watts or up to 100
watts for a limited time .
#RED 42, Only $79.95

4308 ULSTER LANDING ROAD
SAUGERTIES , NY 12477
{914)336-8149

DUCTEDFANS
.~FULL LINE
• LOW COST
• ENGINES
• ACCESSORIES

• SEE YOUR DEALER • SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR RAM INFO
If unavailable locally, send check, money order or full credit card info for the cost of the item plus
$2.00 ($5.00 foreign ) for immedia\e shipment. Include full address for U.P.S. Sorry no C.O.D.

4736 N. Milwaukee Ave. - Ch
8

IL 60630
JUNE 1989
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Unl
inside
it fly knJ'tp.,pnrtP
point
maybe it's time for you to move up
some "real " high nP1rfnrni1::.ncP ·
mance t hat starts the minute you open the box.

Easy, Rapid

embly

Now bc;>th our Super lifots and the new Hots II are Success Series kits. MicroCut Quality wood partS and the Success Series Construction Manual will have you
out of t he workshop and into the air fast.
Check out these outst ding features . ..
Sturdy Wing Construction featuring Spruce
Spars, Spar Doublers, and Balsa
Shear Webs
Pre-Shaped Leading
Edges,lrrailing Edges
and Ailerons
Reinforced Fuselage
Construction using
Aircraft Plywood
Doublers
Cleanly die-cut Ribs
and f:uselage Parts
Machine-Cut 1/4" th ck
Tail Sutfaces
Tough , pre-bent, Aluminum
Landing Gear wtth ~teel
Axles and Nylon Mounting
Bolts

Wit
Ask

eatur
For

Our new Hots II was designed
using your suggestions. Just
check aut these impro111ements ...
One-piece, removable, bott-on
wing
Larger Fuselage for easier radio
installation and access
Larger Fuel Tank Compartment
for longer flight times
Fully Cowled Engine for a
streamlined appearance

Dealer

See

Wingspan :
Wi ng Area :
Engine:

Hots II
45 1A '"

Flying We ig ht ,

436 sq . in.
2-cycle - .40 - .45
4 -cyc le - .40 - .50
J lA - 4'h lbs.

702 sq. ln.
2-Cycle - .4 5 - .75
4-Cycl e - .60 - 1.20
Sto 7 1bs.

Channels :

4

4

Kit

11

164

Kit # 157

1 1 I' MIDWEST
~ PRODUCTS CO., INC.

400 5. Indiana St P.O. Box 564 Hobart IN 46342 (219) 942· 1134

Cl-1989. Midwest Products Co .. Inc.

#12-88-211

LARRABEE, Box 725, San Dimas, CA
91773, has introduced a three-in-one kit that

P.A.W.
·049

TO

DIESELS
·35,

RC & STD

••AeONAL & JI'.I.NCILY • • • vtc•
~

SEND $1 FOR LISTS I
USEFUL DIESEL INFO.
ERIC CLUTTON,
913 CEDAR LANE,
TULLAHOMA, TN.37388
DIESELS ARE QUIET
YOU haven't subscribed to
FLYING MODELS yet?
(Hey, Bobl We found him! )

AIR AGE PUBLISHING, 251 Danbury Rd.,
Wilton, CT 06897, has recently published
their newest hobby how-to book, Basics of
Radio-Control H elicopters by Lt. Col. Paul
Tradelius. A comprehensive, informative,
and up-to-date book, it takes the helicopter
newcomer through various phases of assembly and flying and teaches him time-proven
expert techniques. Basics of Radio-Control
Helicopters will guide the modeler from selecting the "right" helicopter kit and radio,
through building the machine, right up to
aerobatic flying. Internationally recognized
expert, author, and pilot, Paul Tradelius
takes you though it all with supporting illustrations and photos. Helicopter theory is presented in readily understandable terms. Autorotation,
collective
pitch,
gyro
stabilization, and other helicopter unique
functions are all clearly explained. What kind
of tools are needed, how to accomplish the inevitable repairs, even where to buy-it's all
there. Cover price for Basics of Radio-Control
Helicopters is $9.95 and it's available at
many leading hobby dealers, or direct from
Air Age at their address above for an additional $1.7 5 shipping and handling charge.
Contact them at their address above for more
information, or call 800-834-2900.
Pre-cut balsa,
pre-painted. Catapu\1
~·~'''""
=·~-''"'·

Aero Engineering
RR I , Box4 17
Jeffersonville, VT 05464

&
canopy included. Build in lO min.
Look & fly great. F-5 or A-4, $4.95.
Blue Angels F-18. $6.95.
More models being addt.-d. Orders: add
$2.00 shipping for any number of
planes. SASE for flyer with complete
li st & photos.

Dealer inquiries invited.

contains very durable flying scale model
gliders. Using high quality card stock and
laminated construction, the accent is on ease
of assembly and excellent flying performance. The kit includes a cutting board, a
display stand, and an assembly fixture to insure correct alignment of all parts. Well written and illustrated instructions help make
building and flying a real pleasure. Cost is
$6.00 a kit which includes postage and handling. Contact Larrabee at their address
above 714-599-2711 for more information or
to order.

PHARIS MODELS, PO Box 804, Folsom,
CA 95630, has introduced a kit of the 1939
Ace Whitman Albatross. This 36-inch span
rubber powered model has original Ace Whitman Plans on two 18X39 inch sheets. The kit
contains all the necessary strip wood, print
wood, tissue, 9 1/2 inch plastic prop, rubber
motor, and modifications for a dethermalizer.
Besides being reasonably simple to built, the
Albatross sells for $20.95, plus $3.00 shipping per order. To order, or for more information, call Pharis Models at their address
above 916-985-3569.

.Al.H

* SCALE DOCUMENTATION *
FEATURING:

~

INGS

PHOTOS

l=lEPLA-TECH
~ INTERNATIO NA L

AIRPLANE
CATALOG $2 .50

48500 MC KENZIE HWY. DEPT 10
VIDA OREGON 97488

RADIO BOX SYSTEM
~:,
- ~ The #1 system for radio boxes.
Introducing the new Bru-Line " Proof Switch " . The " Proof
Switch " is water proof, vibration proof, corrosion proof. Has
positive locking to prevent accidental switching on or off.

CAT. NO. 106
" Proof Switch"

Retail s9.95
Add $1.25 for shipping.
Send $1 .50 for catalog .
Mich igan residents add
4% sales tax.
10

#100
#101
#105
#106
#110

Bru Line Radio Box Accessories
Push Rod Seals w/hardware . ... . ... . .. .
Replacement Seals ..... . . . .... . .. . ...
Radio Box Tape . . .. . .. ... ... . ... . .. ..
Proof Switch . . .. ..... . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ..
Boat & Car Antenna .. .. . . ..... . . . . . . . .
®

$2.75
$2.00
$3.50
$9.95
$3.75

SEE YOUR LOCAL HOBBY DEALER!
If unavailable locally, send to:

U1.f,

Bru Line Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 3786, Center Line, Ml 48015
JUNE 1989

ARISTO·CRAfTIPOLK'S MOD€L CRAfT IIOBBI€S:
Pl'lcessub~«t ro ch'n''

State·Of- The·Art Products at Sensible Prices!

AIII$TIJ-CIT A.R.F.

CIIAUENGER A.R.F.

92'11 A.R.F., all balsa, covered and ready lor !lldio installation.

~~ ~
./' ~ ~

Afll'~'l!ifillll"""""'~.
lun;~~ay Ready w/.25 engine and 4 ch

ARI0102

IMPROVED:

•

Aristo-Cat .25 Shoulder Wing
ARI0100 $ 94.95
Aristo·&al .25 I.Dw Wing
ARI0101 $ 94.95
Aristo-Cal .40 Shoulder Wing- ARI0140 $129.95

RIC installed. 50" wingspan.

.25 Engine; 50" Wingspan ARI0108 $ 84.95
.45 Engine; 56" Wingspan ARI01 09 $139.95-

$269.95

CHALLENGER 720 7 Channll FMI

4 CHANNEL

1

ARI0155

2 high torque servos, battery box, re·
ceiver, switch harness. F.C.C. ap·
proved. Dry system.

..,, 1991 Tlt:lmltJJY:
>

A6 RIC AIRPLANE BAS ENGINE wJJArum,.

DIGITAL PRDPDRTIDNAL RABID

Narrow Band, Servo Reversing,
Dual Rate Mixing. AM Rejection
and 3rd order modulation
reduction. Metal case. Open
Gimbals. New 72 frequencies.
3 Servos.

$89.95 _.~~-..,._,.

72 MGHZ ARI04000
$79.95
75 MGHZ ARI04000·75
$79.95

ARI0720 w/Nicads
and Charger
ARI0720+ $189.95

AO RIC AIRPLANE BAS ENGINE w/MIIffllr
ARI0153 $79.95

HOT SHOT HAND FIIEL 1'1/MP

LOCKING GLB PIDG CLIP SET

The fastest 1111 machine we've come
across at a rock bottom price!

Secure grip design resists engine vibra·
lion, quick releasa.

.25 RIC AIRPlANE GAS ENGINE w/MuHier
.28 RIC HELICOPTER GAS ENGINE w/Muffler
ARI0151 $68.75

ARiml BIG IIAOII'I RARIER
HIGH TORQUE - 50 LB. ON 12V BATIERY.
1 YEAR GUARANTEE.

'

ARI0152 $68.75
ARI0150 $62.50
$68.75

Short Set: ARI04302 $7.95
Long Set: ARI04303 $8.50
locking Set ARI04301 $4.95

ARI2090 $12.95

.21 R/C CAR GAS ENGINE w/PJiuffiP.r
.28 RIC AIRPlANE GAS ENGINE w/Muffler

HEAT IEAUNG IRON

PBLYTEI & POLYFILM COVERING MML.

Constant heatthru "thermoknob" control
"wipe clean" long life teflon glides over
material without marring. • :~ "'i':j\

Contours bette~ sticks better.
Fuel resistant. Red, blue.
black, orange, while,
Specify color.

ARI0510
$18.95 1lllo...:lo_....

Rfiii/JCtlllltlllt SIIIIB frllt
ARI0510S $4.95

*"

POLYTEX 2 Meter Roll
POLYTEX 5 Meter Roll
POLYFILM 2 Meter Roll
POLYFILM 5 Meter Roll

ARI5100
ARI5120
ARI5200
ARI5220

$ 9.95
$24.95
$ 8.95
$22.50

\
ARI0511

~

For power starts of any engine size. 73!4" x 51'• " x 2'/a".

AR I1212 $24.95

..;
)

/"

PBWER/PWS CEL CELL

$29.95
$29.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$ 8.00

POWER PANEL WITH AUTO'ABJU81 DRIVEl.
Auto adjust output lor any
glo plug
Powered by any type of sealed
or wet 12v battery
Three power outpuls 1) 12v lot
engine starter 2) 6v or 12v

~-·~$4.50

11Bv SOLDERING IRON
ARI8131

;I '',',,
. . I

30 watt lor Hobbyist use.

$4.50

D.n"1F"ICDii~

$19.95[ 12v 6 amp (5%" x 33/4 " x 2Yt ") ARI1201 $29.95
6v 4 amp (23/4" x 4" x H'4 ") ARI1200 $12.59

12r RELD SOLDERING IRON

dual~~!r

· ···

ARI0503 $3.95

For outdoor repairs, 30 watt wlcigarette lighter
attachment.

With
plus Nicads. For Aristo radio
systems, transmitter and receiver.
For 250 w!Charger ARI0314
For 260 w!Charger ARI0316
For 7 Ch w!Charger ARI0309
For Pistol w!Charger ARI0312
For 2000 and 4000
w!Charger
ARI0313
Nicad Charger alone ARI0310

sr.tsft

~ ~,

NICAD CONVERSION

_ .-·
,

ARI0500 S51 .95

12v 12 AMP WET 11AR1MIITBRCYCLE I1AITEII'f

HEAT Gill/
• Wide nozzle included
• Adjustable a~
lr in.take .. ,
• For Iabrie or
plastic coverings
·

green, antique, yellow.

•

,.,.,., , . , ,. 1111 IIMIIlY

To Order . . . Call TOLL-FREE 1·800·225-POLK.
We accept Visa, MasterCard and American Express. Include card number and expiration
date with order. Or send check or money order to: Aristo·Craft 1 Polk's Model Craft Hob·
bies, Room 36, 346 Bergen Ave •. Jersey City, NJ 07 304. NJ and NY residents please in·
elude state sales tax. Please allow 2·3 weeks for UPS insured delivery.

;j'~~~!~ ~~~ ';,~tmp

ARI2080 $27.50

J'TEC, 164 School St., Daly City, CA 94014,
now have available " Snuf-Vibe" Isolation
Engine Mounting Kits and Isolated Engine
Mounts. The Snuf-Vibe system comopletely
encases the engine mounting bolts with neoprene rubber, in the engine mount and in the
firewall for double protection. The Snuf-Vibe
Isolated Engine Mounting Kits contain four
(4) complete isolation sets and easy instructions for use with any cast aluminum or glass
filled engine mounts. They are available in

two sizes: JT-632SV (6-32 bolts) $7.95, and
JT-832SV (8-32 bolts) $8.95. Also, in addition
to there standard line of cast aluminum engine mounts, J'Tec now offers Snuf-Vibe Isolated Engine Mounts, drilled and t apped, and
ready to install. These are available at $5.95
extra per engine mount. When ordering, just
add "CV" to the existing catalog numbers.
For more information, please write to t he address above, see your local hobby retailer, or
call: 4151756-3400.

WE SPECIALIZE IN :
RUBBER POWER, C02, ELECTRIC

035 ELECTRIC MOTOR
SUPER LIGHT WEIGHT ELECTRIC
WEIGHT ONLY 2 . 6 OZ , USES LESS CURRENT
LOWER CURRENT MEANS SMALLER BATTERIES
TURNS 6· 3 PROP 12000 RPM , ONLY 6.5 AMPS
IDEAL FOR SMALL RIC & FREE FLIGHT
FLY 30 TO 48 INCH WINGSPAN MODELS

MOTOR ONLY $19.95
RIC OR F. F. SYSTEM $62. 95

Complete Kit #PS-14 ..

. ..... .. . .. $8.75

Mass. residents please
plus $1.00 S&H
add 5% sales tax.
Send $1.00 for complete
Dealer Inquiries Invited Catalog of fine kits.

~ P~~X~~cu~n~~~~~

~
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(508) 995·7609

QUALITY KITS, PLANS, TISSUE, PROPS,
BEARINGS, WHEELS AND MUCH MORE
C02 ENGINES
TELCO · MOD E LA · BROWN · DAVIS

ALSO NE W ! THE "1 300 R I C BLIMP"

CA TALOG #30- $2. 00

@

Petit-Polymers

BOX 2498
LA MESA, CA 92044
PHONE ( 619) 448 1818

24" Scale Models $13.95 p.p.
• Cu rtis P-1 • Hanriot HD-1
• Loeing M8 •Pfalz 0 12
• Sopwith Baby Seaplane
Send SASE For Brochure

SIERRA NEVADA MODELS

P.O . Box 6 195 Incl ine Vill age
NV 89450
JUNE 1989

SULLIVAN PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 5155,
Baltimore, MD 21224, announces their new
ShurLock Wheel Retaining Clips, which are
said to be a reliable, vibration-proof replacement for wheel collars. ShurLock Wheel Retainers install with an easy push, and although the wheel is then securly locked on, a
twist-and-tug will remove them. They are
reuseable.

SAVE YOUR FIELD!
The "SNUF-LER" muffler is a low cost , easy to install, lig htweight, sound reducing
mu ff ler w ith no perfo rmance pena lty. It is t he answer to AMA muffler rule
suggestions and saving flying f ields.
• Meets AMA muffler ru le suggestions .
• 3 to 10 deci bels quiete r than stock muffler.
• No power lo ss with possible 300· 500 RPM i ncrease.

•Improves engine idle -

"SNUF·LER"
MUFFLER

gives better fuel econom y.

• Easil y attac hed to most .25·1.08 stock mufflers.

FOURMOST PRODUCTS, 4040 24th Ave.,
Forest Grove, OR 97116, announces their new
Window Flange, a flexible black vinyl strip
that is preformed to make a flange. As well
as securing the window in place, the window
flange provides a realistic black outline without the inconvience of tape. Window Flange
installs easily on both contoured and rectangular windows with just a razor blade and
CyA adhesive. Available in three different
sizes: .150, .250, and .350 inches. These are
sold separately in four foot coils for $2.95
each.
HOBBY LOBBY INTL., 5614 Franklin Pike
Circle, Brentwood, TN 37027 has recently im·
ported the new Simprop Modular Airbrake
Set. Each set contains ten individual units
which can be linked together in sets up to
five apiece to be used as spoiler or airbrake
on each wing. Or, their short individual
length (F/s inches) will allow, for example,
two of these to be placed on each side of the
fuselage on a sport RIC plane as airbrakes.
Each unit weighs only 5 grams and is made
of a durable plastic that glues easily into
wood or foam structures. The Simprop Mod·
ular Airbrakes are listed as HLSI0268 in the
Hobby Lobby catalog.

• Heat and corrosion resistant Black "E" coat finish.
• No special adapters requ ired .

$24.95
CAT. NO. BOO

• Weighs 3.5 ozs.
Fits: ASP, BRAT, ENYA, FOX, HP, IRVINE, K & B,
O.S. MAX, ROYAL, YS and SUPER TIG RE mufflers.
If not available at your hobby shop. ORDER DIRECT tor
immediate shipment. Check. M.O., Visa. M.C., or C.O.D. SEND 25e or STAMP
accepted. Add $2.50 for UPS; $2.00 for C.O.D. and 6% sales tax · FOR ADDITIONAL INFO
for Calif. resident.
AND J'TEC CATALOG

164 School St, Daly Crty, CA 94014
(415) 756·3400

THE
of real,
SOLID-FUEL
rocket construction, using
simple hand
tools and readily available
supplies.

Department FM&
11620 Kitching Street
Moreno Vcilley, CA 92382:·9978

OWN'
MOTORS!
SHOW YOU
HOW!UPT080
POUNDS OF
THRUST, FOR
LESS THAN $1.00
EACH!

INTERESTED? Just
send $2.00 for a complete catalog, plus a
working sample of.
an e,lectric ignit~r
that YOU CAN +MAKE
YOURSEtF, from ordi:
nary materials
around the house.

© 1984
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addition to any modeler's or aviation historian's library. It is priced at $17.95. For more
information, please write to the address
above, or call: 212/674-5 151 and ask for
Diane Mancher at ext.475.

INDOOR MODEL SUPPLY

BOX 5311, SALEM, OR 97304
Don't Bail Out!!!
FM Can Solve Your
MODELING PROBLEMS.

St. MARTIN'S PRESS, 175 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10010, has released a new book by
Michael Johnson and Alan Austin called
Classic Paper Airplanes, which contains 10
die-cut paper airplanes which you can build
and fly. Included are the Blackburn Monoplane, Morane Saulnier Type N Monoplane,
Fokker DR1 Triplane, Fokker EV/DVIII
Monoplane, Siai-Marchetti S55 Flying Boat,
Ryan NYP " Spirit of St. Louis" Monoplane,
Schleicher Rhonadler Glider, Fairey LongRange Monoplane, Avro Monoplane, and the
Hawker Hart Biplane. All of these planes are
printed on high quality paper in full four
color. An introduction explains the techniques to be used in successfully assembling
the~e planes, and offers a course in flight
trimming which is useful to all types of modeling. There is a chapter devoted to each airplane, which explains the history of the type,
and gives the performance statistics. This is
a large format book, measuring 10 X 13
inches. The airplanes assembled from this
book can be fitted with small motors for powered flight, and instructions are included.
Classic Paper Airplanes is a unique and very
well done book which would make a welcome

BIO-PAK ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 2280,
Farmingdale, NJ 07727, has introduced the
Craftip snap off blade cutter, pen, and burnisher combination tool. This new tool saves
time and simplifies craft and hobby work.
The Craftip features a safe flip-over cap
which covers the blade when the pen is used
and covers the pen when the blade is being
used. The cap can also be used as a burnisher.
A pocket clip is also provided. For further information, please write to the address above,
or call: 201 /938-3000.

OPS orYS.
parts are
as close as
hone
1-800-535-2568.
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Futilbil

s~

~ 'l~, 'l~ee.

P.O_ BOX 26247 • NEW ORLEANS, LA 70186 • 1-800-535-2568 • FAX 1-504-244-1200
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The J!laris cal~ {or a ./.
stanilard .40-:stze eQgJ.ne ...

I

I
Engines built with a passion for pei'forf'f!Jc~
The SuperTigre reputation for excellence is built on ,{Tlore than
high-speed performance alone. One element thatdoesn't show up ;
in the blueprints but is eviae~t throughout th~ SuperTigre engine
line is a passion for performance .. Quality standard feat~res sue~ a~
ball-bearing supported crankshafts and Schnuerle portmg are JUSl
the beginning. Every SuperTigre powerplart is produced with
expert craftsmanship for reliability and long life. Their attention to
detail insures that when you fly with a Super'tigre engine, you ' ll be
getting the speed, power, and performance backed by SuperTigre's
40 years of experience in craftif.lg the finest rrlodel engines available.
You can prove this for yourself when you gr.ab a SuperTigre by the
tail , install it in your aircraft, rev it up, and listen to it roar.

1

Whatever your flying ne~ds,
exceed them with Supe'rTigre
In addition to the popular s(4o ABC, there is a quality Super·

Tigre engine that will satisfw;virtually any flying application. The
G-40 and G-49 Sport deliver economical sport power. Super·
Tigre is recognized as a world leader in lwo' cycle giant scale engine
development for both power and realism. The renowned S-Series
supplies a wide range of displacements, from .21 to .90-size, for
competition , pattern or sport pilot. You can find out more about
SuperTigre engines by visiting your local hobby shop .

Send for your 44 page, full-colo; Great Planes'1987 Exclusive Products Catalog today! Oniy $2.00 f(}~ all of the best in RiC!

. Unu sual Items .. . Exclusive Prod ucts - many at
savings of up to 40%, 21! designed to make your 10b
easier, more enjoyable . fo r more professional resultsI

L

TO ORDER : Send $1.00 with this coupon
(or withyourname and address) to:
Micro•Mark • 340-678 Snyder Ave.
Berkley Heights • NJ 07922

ADDRESS----- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

--------------------* EASY

CITY

STATE _ _ ZIP

FLYING SPORT SCALE

*

QUALITY PLANS

$25-00

NO SHIPPING CHARGE-N.Y.S. ADD TAX
U.S.A.A.F. AERONCA L16 - B/ CHAMP
1/ 5-84"SPAN .60-.90 2/ 4 CYCLE
U.S.A.A.F. AERONCA L3 / DEFENDER
1/ 4- 105"SPAN . 90- 1.5 2/ 4 CYCLE
RYAN Ml MAILPLANE/ HISPANO ENGINE
1/ 6-7 2"SPAN . 60-.9 0 2/ 4 CYCLE

CJ"he
Polding
wfng

A-J
INTERCEPTOR
Ready to Fly $7.50

NO li

ROLLASON DRUINE TURBULENT
1/ 4-65"SPAN .60-.90 2/ 4 CYCLE

*

AERO PLANS

P.O. BOX 939
OLEAN N.Y. 147 60
1 - (716) 372-7054

*

U-Build Kit $5.95

P LU, Sl A00 U OO f O R POS TA G E & HANDliN G f il S! THRH MOD El S

itDJeJwdD!..

~

AIRCRAFT COMPANY

P. 0 . Box 68132
Portland, OR 97268

..

LEISURE ELECTRONICS, 22971 Triton
Way, Unit B , Laguna Hills, CA 92653, has introduced a new streamlined gearbox with extension shaft for sail planes. This allows the
motor to be located back into the thicker section of the fuselage. By pushing the motor
back, the designer also gains more freedom in
the placement of the center of gravity. Leisure's streamlined gearbox and extension
shaft is available separately (stock #6015),
with stock motor (stock #503L), or with competition motor (stock #603XL). Already offered in the Airtronics Eclipse kit, the unit
can easily be installed as a modification in
other electric gliders. Check with local dealers for more information or contact Leisure
Electronics at their address above (call 805257-1443).
A.R.B. COMPANY, 8825 R oswell Road, Suite
613, Dunwoody, GA 30350, has Ui.troduced
the Buddy System, an affordable new approach to training novice RiC pilots. The
Buddy System is the first and only low-cost
RIC trainer system designed to be installed
in Futaba and Airtronics radios, using the
same channel. The Buddy System can also be

K•S METAL
• Aluminum/Brass/Copper Tubing &Shapes .
• Music Wire

•Tools
• Soldering Irons

• Silk, Silk Span
• F'lflishing Materials
Send 25C for catalog

K&S Engineerint

6917 W. S"9th Street
IL60638

-- -

--

-

---

---- ---

-

Electric Flight
On off Coni ro ller

Perfect for 05 Motors 5-10 cells

I
li as Brake
'
Lighh\ cight 1.2 oz.
Adju sta ble suit ching point

2 mouth
money ba ck
gua ra ntee

o"N/'oFF,;ct~·~;·;~~~·~~p $ 2 4.95
'

1\lorc Po" cr, s ave " eig ht
Very high efficie ncy on ly 0.06V loss
a t 20 A. Size 2.2x I.Jx.63

DAVE BROWN PRODUCTS

4560 Layhigh Rd., Hamilton, Ohio 45013 • (513) 738-1576
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AddS 1.00 for ~h i pp i ng
California residems add 6.5% $1.63 Ta.x

Se nd Check or money ord er to
Com,. with
,~ J
Fut aba conn ector !-~<·

oth~~~c(;:;~~i~~~~~are

High Sky
3929 Kansas St. #9
1 San Diego,CA 92104
""'-JUNE 1989

Caught in a thermal, you need a way out ... In a steep
dive, you need to slow down ... Leading the competition,
you need to hit the mark. You can: do it all! Spoil your
sailplane with the precise control of the three-channel Cox
Cadet ill.
The Cadet ill's fully proportional third-channel slide lever
enables you to activate and retract spoilers to the exact
setting you need. And with a single stick gimble for primary
controls, you transmit coordinated, accurate commands.
Cox micro servos weigh less, so when you add a third
channel your sailplane remains agile and responsive. And
powerful 40 ounce-inches of torque delivers the smooth
control surface movement you need for precise control.
Spoil your sailplane with precise control. Ask your
favorite hobby shop for the Cox Cadet ill three-channel
radio system.
No. 8230A Cadet III tramsmitter with servo reversing
switches, receiver, two micro servos and "AA" airborne
battery box. (To further reduce airborne weight ask for
No. 8230D with "AAA" battery box.)

SKLfRALf 95
C/L STUNT AND SPORT MODEL
Designed by ~

iD'Uftt

~SIG3.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Engines: .19 - .35 cu. in.
Wing Span: 44 in.
Wing Area: 396 sq. in.
Fuselage Length: 33 in.

KIT CL-25

KIT FEATURES:
An Easy-To-Build All-Wood Design
Top Quality Sig Balsa And Plywood
1/2" Balsa Profile Fuselage
Die-Cut Sheet Balsa Tail Surfaces
Die-Cut Plywood Doublers And Wing Ribs
Strong Spruce Spars
Pre-Bent Pushrod And Landing Gear
" Easy Hinges"
Colorful Decal Markings
Highly Detailed Full-Size Plans
Complete Hardware Package (no running back and forth to
the hobby shop)
HARDWARE PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Sig 3" Nylon Bellcrank
Lead Out Cable
Wing Tip Weight
Molded Nylon L.G. Straps
Molded Nylon Control Horn
Engine Mounting Bolts
J-Bolts, Screws, Washers,
And Other Small Hardware

$34.95

The SKYRAY 35 is an easy-to-build .19 - .35 size profile model that is suitable for a wide variety of controlline flying fun. This excellent all purpose design is suitable for stunt, combat, racing , or general sport flying.
When equipped with a .19 engine, it makes a great control-line trainer. Bolt on a Fox .35 Stunt engine , and
the SKYRA Y 35 will fly the complete AMA stunt pattern. Install a high-performance combat engine , and
you 'll have a real HOT ROD on your hands! Dyed-in-the-wool " roundy-rounders " will really appreciate the
SKYRAY'S rugged construction and super tough wing design, which features spruce spars and die-cut Lite-Ply
wing ribs.
All prices subject to change without notice.

A WELCOME ADDITION TO SIG'S CURRENT CONTROL-LINE WINNERS
MUSTANG STUNTER

SUPER CHIPMUNK

KIT CL-21
$55.95
KIT CL-24
$84.95

AKROBAT

KIT CL-22
$36.95

See your dealer first! If not available, call 800-247-5008 toll free for orders only. For [ VIS4' I [~]
domestic orders under $15 add $2.50 postage. Over $15 ppd. Latest Catalog - $3.00 ,
J C3CJ

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC ......... Montezuma, lA 50171
18
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retro-fitted and used with any other radio
system. Installation can be completed in
about 30 minutes by anyone who can solder
two wires together. There is instantaneous
switching between radios for those last sec·
ond saves and for an additional $15.00,
A.R.B. Company will install the Buddy Sys·
tern in your radios. Cost of the Buddy System is $34.95. For more details about it, contact A.R.B. Company at their address above
or call 404-993-6983.

If you've ever had a fuel tank split and leak fuel into your
fuselage, you know how important it is to install a tank
you can trust. Du-Bro Products manufactures a complete
line of rugged polypropylene tanks in 10 convenient sizes
2 oz to 24 oz. All guaranteed for life against splitting, and
leaking or your money back.
WATERLINE DISTRIBUTORS, INC., 905
North Harbour City Blvd. , Melbourne, FL
32935, has released their Square Cut Tools.
These tools have been designed to allow the
modeler to cut clean square holes and slots in
balsa wood. Square Cut Tools are offered in
two sets. The Master Set contains five (5)
pieces to cut 1/s inch, 3hs inch, 1/ 4 inch, S!l s
inch, and 3/s inch, at a suggested retail price
of $16.98. The Builder's 3-piece set contains
3hs inch, 1/4 inch, and 5 hs inch sizes, and the
suggested retail price is $9.98. The Square
Cut Tools are manufactured in the U.S.A.
from nickel plated steel. For more informa·
tion, please write to the address above, or
call: 407/ 254-0516.
BYRON ORIGINALS, PO Box 279, Ida
Grove, IA 51445, has introduced their new
Pit Pal field box. Made from injection
molded, high impact polyethylene for light
weight and durability, the Pit Pal comes completely assembled and requires absolutely no
painting. It is fuel resistant and has no sharp
comers that can gouge, scratch, or tear. Special mounting pads on the side of each handle
are designed for mounting either a 12-volt

0

• Each tank comes complete with soft brass tubing and hardware.
• Protruding front lip prevents fuel lines from being crimped on
hard landings.
• Single or twin vent design.
• A gas conversion stopper is available to use your tank for
gasoline. Cat. No. 400.
• Visit your local Hobby Shop for all of your fuel
hook up accessories.

g@)l

l

I

0
Fuel Tubing

Tank Filter

In-Line Fuel Filter

Kwik Fill Fuel Pump

Kwik Fill Fuel Value
(Gas and Glo Fuel)

~a

Fuel
Can

-~~

~

~
.

~

.~;~.~~~;!;5

• TURBOCRAFT • TURBONIQUE •
Catalog: $5.00 • Newsletter: $12.00/year
DOYLEJET •
PO Box 60311-B
Houston, Texas ·77205
FLYING MODELS

(713) 440-4744
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F-100 SUPERSABER
optional drop tanks and dive brake

WS
4- 9 Channel
28 oz. Wing Load
832 sq. in . area
67" L X 54"

SAAB AJ37 V/GGEN

.

optional canard flaps

64" L x 45" WS
5-6 Channel
26 oz. Wing Load
895 sq . in . area

:e

. $329-00
1/9.5 Scale

electric fuel pump or a hand pump for glow
fuel. Even provisions have been made for
conveniently routing fuel lines. Beneath the
functionally located power panel door is a 12volt battery compartment. Balancing out the
battery on the opposite side are compartments for the transmitter and a conventional
12-volt electric starter. And, for ducted fan
modelers who have always wondered what to
do with the Magic Wand Starter Extension,
it simply slips into the Pit Pal's handle for
convenient carrying. Check with local hobby
dealers to see the Pit Pal.
PRATHER PRODUCTS, 1660 Ravenna
Ave., Wilmington, CA 90744, has announced
that their Prop Pitch Gauge, out of production for several years, has just been reintroduced. For those modelers who insist on
getting the best performance from their en-

gines, this is a necessary tool. Racers have
long known the necessity of checking and
truing props for maximum performance.
Listed as Prather catalog No. 7050, the Prop
Pitch Gauge sells for $59.95. For more information, contact Prather Products at their ad=
dress above or call 213-835-4764.

•

VIDEO $19.95 •
$2.00 Kit Info

:Cw:~-fiZ & Dealer

~

~

List

_

~

CANARDS!

~

1/4SCL Quickie $99 .00
4 CH • .35- .45 ENG .
Canard Trainer $59.00
4 CH • .35-. 45 ENG .

1/5 SCL $129
4-5 CH • .40 ENG .

Made in USA by Modelers, lor Modelers
U.S. and Foreign Dealers/ Distributors Wanted

C ress/ine Model Products, Ltd......,._
~;~gK~~~g~. ~~~~~B~D

(

414) 548-3792

FREE
96 PACE SPORT FLYER
A must for all R/C'ers, the SPORT FLYER Is 96
big pages just loaded with hundreds of
unadvertised Items not found In national
maga zines-and all at discount prices for
BIG SAVINGS. Be the first to see our newest
Items! Get in on all of our unadvertised
sales! To get your free copy, call us TOLL FREE
today, or write Hobby Shack and request
your FREE Sport Flyer. Don't wait, do It now!

Scale scolding
I thought it was so funny I couldn't stop
laughing. In your reply to David Zwolak's
letter in the April FLYING MODELS Air Mail
column, you state that "We always include a
scale on our drawings. " Just turn to the next
page in that issue and see if you can find a
scale on the plans of "Big Foot. " I couldn't.
Hope you can see the humor in this. Seriously, it's always a good idea to include a
scale on the plans that appear in your magazine for posterity's sake. Someday these
plans might not be offered for sale and someone may want to build one from the magazine plan.
CARL BEG ELMAN
Bayside, NY
You're right, CarL We 'll try and be more
care full-Ed.

Big number
I'm trying to track down a construction article which I believe was published in FLYING
MODELS in the late 1970's or early 1980's.
I'm not sure about the name of the plane in
question, but think it was called the "Big 6. "

There was a picture of this plane on the front
cover, and as I recall it was powered by a
geared engine.
If possible, I would like a copy of this article, and information on how to receive a set of
plans for constructing it.
FRANCOIS RIVARD
Mississauga, Ontario
The plane in question was published in the
November 1982 issue, and was called the
"Big 1." George Buso designed this behemoth around the We bra .61 geared motor, and
it featured over 1200 square inches of wing
area. We saw this beauty fly and can say that
it was extremely impressive. The plan for the
"Big 1" is still available from Carstens Flying Plan service. Order plan number CF-613,
at $20.00. (This airplane was presented on
two complete sheets.)
A complete listing of Carstens' plans is
available for $1.00 from Carstens Publications, P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860. Photocopy reprints of any FLYING MODELS article are available at a cost of $.50 per page. Ed.

=

Call us Right Now or send In This coupon
For Your FREE Sport Flyer-Do It Today

800--85418471
California 800,4 72-'8456
0 RUSH ME MY FREE SPORT FLYER
Name _____________________________
Address ----------------------------City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

state - - - ---------Zip

HabbyShacli.
18480 BanamerCircle, Dept. FM039
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8610
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146 West 22nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10011
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Plastic Ready -to-Fly AIRPLANES With
41120 P!!A.Incolln.li) .95
41110 com..c:l!o ....... n95
5511 P40Warllawk ... 2!.!5
5110 PTI! Tninor... 28.!5
5500 cosmic Wind •• 2!!5
l&OO P51 Musi..C• .2L95
1610 su~er Sport .....2q5

IU-CONTROL ACCESSORIES I
Handlt ,Sullivu U66 Adj . 3.75
Handlt ,SII IIIvln !:'161 Adj . 4.25

Handle w linu , Petl.fi26

l.65

Flex lead out cable lt225

.80

Handle w lines,C.G. ~430 1.59
Bellcrank,Fox 1!86718 2'' 2.15
BeHcrank.Fox ~86179 3'' 2.15
Bellcrank,PertSmaU #222 .95
Seltcrank,Peri .Larce;223 1.00
Bellcrank & Hlfn ,C.G.p432 ·59
Flu lead out cable IA·Bl .1.50
- ~-.-,.,• .,, Flu lead out cable (C ·Dl 1.60
Flex
Line
Line
Snap
Snap
Line

tnd out cable 1ftA ;j232
conn ,Sullinn 80,:!(2 1
conn,Sulliun llCr/121
swivels, small P. ~2 09
swivels,tarce P.#ZlO
toM .small Petf.R226

.ao
.so

.90
.50
.60
.65

Line t oiV! .medium ~rf. lt2 1T .55
Line conn.t arg e Pert. #22 3 ·15

The covering with th~ Built _in
Finish. Fuel Proof Light .
Fade proof and Puncture
11
11
26 X72 " " " " " " ' . ' " " "
• Insignia Blue, Wh1te,
orange, Black , Cream,
Blue, Aluminum a_~d

3101 Porterfield ..... 151/• n 3.4
3102 Bellanca ....... .151/• 11 3.49

~Comet

3207 Phantom Fury. 32
3208 Aeronca K ..... 25 11
11

3210 Nieuport II .. ...

13 ',~ 11

3211 Taylor Cub .... 18 " 4.95
3301 N.A.Trainer .. , 11 112" 6.95

3302 cessna C-37 .. 20 "

GA~

3303 Cll'tiss Robin. 22 "
3304 Curtiss Jenny, 24 "

6.95 ,
6.95

3305 DeHavilland

21 " 6.95

3306 Messerschmitt .18"

22

!.!5
!.95
9.!5 PI SE5a & Fokker DB .....
!.!5 P2 Monocoupe & Citabria ..
!5.95 P3 waco SRE & Cadet .....
15.95 P5 Stearman& Taylorcraft.
1U5 P6 JeMy & Spirit of St.L ..

6.95

II"
14 "
11 "
19 "
18 "
11 "

12 '1>' ~ . 95

:: ~.~i/~~th"o·;...::::.

5.!5
4.50
4.85
4.85
4.85
4.85

a:: u~

comet Trainer ........ 1}1!2"2.45

6.95
6.95
6.95

~,.~.~l·o!"'c~~c~.:::::. l~'fl:!i

6.95

Sig Flip ................ 14 " 2.45

6.95

14.!5
14.!5 We Also STOCK a FULL Line of
IC.!5 Rubber Accessories: Propellers,
14.!5 Hooks, Rubber, Lubricant, _B ear14.95 ings, washers, Tissue covenng ...
12.95
15.!5

3209 Stinson SR-l .. 25"

"Slick Chuck ..........
" lii"Eagtet ..........
" Bo Weevil ..... ......
" sweepene .. .........
" Polly ................ .
" Flash ................

15" 4.95
16 " 5.50
18 " 5.95

::~:: Mii·::.:·.:::·.::. l~;; ~:~i

Robin .. 14 112 11 4.95

3103 Ryan SC ........ 15'1•" 3.49
3104 Fokker 0 VIII · 12 "
3105 Spad ............. 12 "
3106 Curt.Robin Cl. 15 "
3201 P40 Tiger Shark 18 "
32111 Taylorcraft .... 22 "
3204 NA F51 Mustanus "
3206 Piper Cub ..... 25 "

14 " 3.98
14" 5.4!

1

Comet

2306

Blue Ridge Models:
Would Chuck ...........
Middle Chuck ...... ....
Super Chuck ...........
Wing F ing ..............
Campbell Piglet ......
" Thermal Piglet ....

" Centurion .. ...... ... 15 '' 3.69

Peck P.Kwik Flip ... 18" 4.98

" Kwik Flip Jr ....... 13112''3.15
" Pidgeon ............. 12 " 2.15
II .. , 141/•''1,49

t.F . wristocrat

,
Each 59.50
YOUR CHOICE of COLORS .:
ROLLS.2395
FOR .

3

~7995

A-JUSTO-JIG ..

Full House Wing and Fuselage
Jig. Build your wing & Fuselage
in less time ... The unit rotates
360° • Choose any position f(ll'
assembly,planking,gluing, etc.

TAP and DIES

Size Tap

Die

00-90
o-so
1-12
2-56
3-48
4-40
5-40
6-32
8-32
'1··28

5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.25

3.35
2.79
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.10

Dia.

BOAT COMBO
Dumas DEEP VEE 10

~8~
Pre-fab die cut Balsa
and Plywood parts
Wrth Cox ,049
R/ C
Engine

FS-20 """ "
FS-40 "" ""

FS·U """ "
FS·9o sua .. .

FS·J.!'O SUR 329.95
FS-1.20 Twin 549.95

Ys.&OFSH~

Htllctpttr

.--

163~8'"
Y5.10 FRH

Rnr Exba.st

1&1.!5

~l :: ~~:!Ex~'"' ::::

YS,45 Srde
YS .45 Rtlf

EnJI Marine

'
'

Fatxbx

m:::

"" 122 !5
,,, 122:15

E8clnts
_.

ENYA .19 R C
Wiler coolel

1.,_

4795 . 1!

't)

~-

EHYA ,I! RIC
M•rl•e
WIIUCIIId

.21 RIC

459 !5
.40 Rl t

5495
CATALOG &
BULLETINS
o Model Airplane-Boats-Cars-R /C Catalog S2.
,
o Model Rallroad-Ho and N-Gauge Bulletin
o l2 Issues of RR or Ai r Bulletin Specify

~ ::J Model Air.plane-Boats-Cars ..... Bulletin
"\.%~

\),.~t\:a"-e

~~~-a\0~
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Old T imer Replica:

Commando
By Dr. D.B. Mathews
Blow the original up 56%, add a .40 engine, and you've got a S.A.M. natural.

PHOTOORAPHY: DA.D.B. MATHEWS

his project represents one of the
more interesting motivational stories of my Old Timer designing. The
very first RIC assisted Old Timer I
built was a B uzzard Bombshell which was
converted from free flight to RIC in 1973.
The old B om bshell had been a delightful freeflight and served me well in t he very earliest
days of S.A.M. fun fly activities. Its venerable and well-used Enya .29 would consistently lift it to t hermal flights and provide
many thrilling chases down wind over hill
and dale.
By 1973 t hose chases were becoming less
and less t hrilling as the slow but relentless

T

progression of time made such activities
more and more an "agony of the feet ". I had
flown (and that term is used advisedly) RIC
back in the early 1950s using W indy J oe's,
Rudderbugs, and Livewire Trainers. Then, as
my two sons came along, I abandoned the
tinkering with RIC and developed a strong interest in free flight in all its forms .
When those sons were no longer available
to help in chasing and recovering, free flight
began to become physically and emotionally
burdensome. I was ready to find some other
way to enjoy the beauty of a thermalling
model without being compelled to travel well
into the countryside to fly and spend intermi-

Each fuselage side frame is first built flat on the bu ilding board and then the
front formers added (above left) while squares or draftsman triangles keep

24

nable hours looking for the de-thermalised
model in wheat fields, or worse.
Through the model press I became aware
of several pioneering efforts at controlling
the recovery phase of free flight with RIC
units. Although the Buzzard cabin and empennage required some "boat in a bottle"
construction techniques I managed to
squeeze a three channel system in, and proceeded to have a delightful time.
Historically this was several years before
any formal rules even existed for what has
now become S.A.M. RIC Old Timer. S.A.M.
at that time was a free flight oriented group
interested in preserving the era of modeling

them perpendicular. Almost complete framework of the horizontal stab (above
right) shows the single elevator surface which the author favors.
JUNE 1989

preceeding WW II. The subsequent impact
of RIC assist on this noble concept is not in
the scope of this article.
So what does all this have to do with enlarging an Ontario Model Supply Com ·
mando? Well quite a bit really. As those who
have built Bombshells can tell you, the construction of that design is both complex and
rather heavy. Also, for pure competition use,
it is a bit of a paradox. S.A.M. rules require
225 square inches per .10 cubic inch of engine
displacement. The Bombshell measures out
as legal for a .37 cubic inch powerplant. It
would heed to be enlarged slightly for a .40
cubic inch engine.
The Commando on the other hand, is in
many ways a Buzzard but with a much simplified structure. The airfoil, moments, tail
volume, etc. of the Commando are almost
identical. Though kitted in a small 50-inch
version as opposed to the Bombshell's 72
inches there is just too much similarity for
the Commando not to be considered some
sort of cross between the aerodynamics of
the Buzzard Bombshell and the construction
techniques and appearance of a Brigadeer.
Having built and flown a 50-inch Commando with great fun, I became intrigued
with enlarging the Commando rather than
the Bombshell. The ensuing model retains
the excellence of the latter while being infinitely easier to build (and less expensive
since very little sheet balsa is required) as is
the Commando.
Additionally, this version of the Commando is unusually versatile. Powered with a
.40 four stroke it has become a legendary
trainer here in Wichita having been used as a
Club trainer by Mike Tallman for over three
years. When I still owned it, an ST .40 pulled
it nearly vertical and to such heights that it
almost insured max flights had it been used
in competition.
So, if you'd like a model with all the flight
virtues of a Bombshell but with a different
and much easier to build structure let's take
a look at how to build one.

Construction
Cyanoacrylate (Cy A) is the primary adhesive used throughout. Aliphatic resins are
used to laminate the various balsa outlines
and five minute epoxy to adhere the firewall
and wing joints.
All wood is balsa unless otherwise specified: use medium "C" grain sheet. The strip
stock should be clear of knots and be of medium density. Adhesion to spruce can be enhanced if it is lightly sanded before assembly;
this seems to remove some of the resins that
have worked to the surface after milling and
storage.
Wing. Develop a master rib of plywood and
use this to stack cut ribs with a band or jig
saw. This can easily be done by placing a
piece of office type carbon paper under the
plan and on the ply and then tracing over the
outline with a hard pencil.
Notch the trailing edge stock with a razor
saw or with the blade reversed in a jig saw.
These add considerable additional wetted
area for the Cy A.
Pin the trailing edge to a flat surface, shimming it slightly. Repeat for the bottom two
spars, then carefully place each rib over the
drawing making sure it is at right angles to
the building surface and directly over the
drawing. Use the jig to set the angle of the
center section rib.
Spot each joint with CyA, then add the top
spars and leading edge, and tips. Remove
FLYING MODELS
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Old Timer Replica: Commando
I

After the wing is framed and assembled, the ply dihedral brace is added by
first using a doubled hacksaw blade to cut the center section ribs (above left)
away from the rear face of the front spars. Then a plate {it must be the proper

length) of the 'i1s ply is inserted in the cut-out {above right) and marked with
the angles of the brace profile. When the shape of the brace is cut, it is then
clamped and glued to the ribs and spars {below left).
this panel from the board and repeat the sequence for the opposite panel. Be sure you
are building a right and a left wing panel.
Block up each panel seven inches (an ACE
wing dihedral jig is immensely helpful). Place
t he center rib flush with a flat S)lrface and
coarse sand in the angle. Repeat for the opposite panel. Finish the center section in the
same manner, then join the panels with five
minute epoxy. When cured, use two hack saw
blades taped together to cut a slot from the
center section ribs and the root ribs along the
back faces of the front spars. Slide a sheet of
1h s ply down through this slot and mark an
outline with a pencil. Remove the ply and cut
out the front dihedral brace. Epoxy this into
the slots and repeat the technique for the
rear brace. This gives a custom brace that
will fit your wing exactly.
Fine sand the structure and cover with
your favorite material. The unit has suffi-

There's plenty of " sticks" in the Commando's complete framework but the author clai ms that it's si mpler to construct than a Bombshell.
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cient strength for any of the heat shrink covering materials. Naturally silk could be used
also.
Fuselage. Standard box-type construction
is employed. One frame is built over the other
using scraps of masking tape to prevent
sticking. The fill sheet is best precut using
the technique described for wing ribs.
It is a good idea to assemble the formers
and cut out the firewall while the framework
is curing. Remove the frames, and pop them
apart using a table knife. Sand a bevel into
the tail post area, then place the right side
onto the drawing table and trial fit the bulkheads. Attach them with CyA making sure
they are at right angles to the frame.
Install the left frame onto the assembly;
again checking alignment before adhering. I
prefer to leave the box on the board and jack
up the tail post by one half the total width.
Cut the cross pieces in pairs using the top
view as a guide.
An alternative method is to remove the
box and place it over the top view, then construct the framework from that position. In
either case, just be certain the tail post is
right on the midline and that the stab seat is
level with the wing saddle.
Bend the landing gear over the drawi.:hg using a large vise grip plier and a bench vise. A
cut-off wheel is also most useful here. If you
make an error, do not attempt to rebend, just
toss the wire and start again. The unit is held
to the firewall with nylon clips. It is wise to
use the prebent wire as a guide to drill the
appropriate holes. The same applies to the
engine mount. Speaking of which, I used
Hayes long mounts with a .40 stroker well
back and the .40 two cycle well forward to
avoid major swings in the C.G. If your model
is to use only one motor, adjust its position
after final assembly.
Stabilizer. Although the Commando stab
planform is very close to that of the Bombshell it at least has ribs rather than over and
under strip. For simplicity's sake I usually
place the elevator on half the stab and this
has worked very well albeit a bit odd looking.
The construction involves techniques similar to those of the wing, but we just place
blanks of sheet balsa in the appropriate
places, then block sand the whole unit to airFLYING MODELS

foil and taper. For the builder who might be
uncomfortable with that technique I have included rib patterns.
Rudder. The outlines are formed using pins
on the perimeters. "A" (straight) grain light
weight strip is soaked in ammonia water (one
teaspoon of household ammonia to fou r
ounces of water), coated with SIG Bond, or
such, then carefully bent over the plan. The
remaining framework is then built up. Note
the sheet filler piece extends to the bottom of
the stab through the slot.
Bevel the outside portion of the hinged surface and use your favorite brand. If you don 't
have one, consider the Easy Hinge from SIG.

Hook-ups and installations ·
Hard balsa pushrods or nylon tube-in-tube
can be used. J ust be sure the system is adequately braced against flexing, and runs
withou t binding. Nylon horns and clevises
are advised. The rudder rod will need some
adj ustments to pass ou t the slot in the fuselage top.
The tail skid can be bound to the ply plate
with carpet thread and Cy A or 1!16 inch nylon
clips used if you can find them. Wheels need
to be light if t he model doesn 't need the additional weight up front. The lightest and most
durable I know of are the Lite-Flites from
Dave Brown , a lthough t hey look a bit

If you want a real smoker put a .40 2-cycle in the nose but a .40 fo ur stroker like that in the author's plane
(above) will give a more real istic, leisurely climb. Why hide all the lovely geometry of that framework (below). Cover the Commando with some translucent plastic film . Al so is very lig ht weight.
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Old Timer Replica: Co mmando

-Old Ti mer designs have been overlooked as good, sport primary trainers. They have excellent flight stability and recover quite easily if the student pilot should get scrambled. They also are potent thermalling
machines!

strange. Trexler inflatable units are still
available for an authentic look if you wish.
Since this is a duration model, a small tank
is plenty. Keep it and the foam-wrapped battery and receiver well forward. Mount the
servos on basswood strip held against the fuselage wall with scraps of light ply.
The dowel wing holddowns and windshield

are best installed after covering.

Flying
If a .40 two cycle is used, be aware that the
Commando 40 will be a real smoker. I'd suggest starting out with an 11-6 wide-blade
prop and less than half throttle on the first
flights, cause you're going to tend to go

straight up, very rapidly. As you get comfortable, use a normal 10-6 and be prepared to
shut the motor off before the alloted engine
run is used up. This thing can get very high
in 20 seconds in the limited engine run
events.
With a four cycle .40 the model will behave
and fly in a manner much more realistically
to the era represented. Climbs are more leisurely, the angle of attack more realistic, and
the thing thermals just as well once it's to
altitude. For that matter the sound is much
more like a Super Cyk or O&R 60.
Needless to say this design would fly very
nicely with a good .25 two cycle if the nose
were ballasted to compensate for the lower
weight.
If you have a desire to be competitive in
S.A.M. events this design will hold its own
with most any cabin design around. If, on t he
other hand, you enjoy nostalgic trips back
into an era when skys were bluer, thermals
more prevalent, and miles closer together, under power the Commando a bit and have a
ball. There is something sort of neat about
parking this thing with the ultra sleek gliders
and thermalling away with the best of t hem.
Causes some odd reactions now and again.!
Finally. as a sport model or trainer this design is superb. It has excellent built-in stability and if the student becomes totally scrambled, he can just release the transmitter (or
set it on the ground for that matter) and let
the model work out its attitude while the
flyer works out his.
=
So build one and enjoy!

QUARTER-SCALE CAP 108
K1t 1ncludes f1be rglass
fuselage w1 th formers Installed. fiberglass rudder and
wheel pants, balsa-sheeled
foam core w1ngs and stab.
precut land1ng gear blocks,
and vacuum-formed canopy.

$260.00
"The CAP 108 1s the only CAP that showed absolutely no tendencies to stall
a wing on landing no matter how slow 1t flew It IS extremely docile to land but
1s capable of full aerobatics includ1ng Lomcevaks. It 1s a pleasure to fly."

Wing area :
Wingspan :
Length
Weight
Wing Load

980 sq . in.
75 in.
62 in.
13-16 lbs.
35 oz/sq. ft .

Other kits
SR-7<

108 Length

14 Corby Starlet 75 W1ng
"· 4 Skyhawk 40 Scale w1ng
45 Sport w1ng

11918 98th Ave . E ., Puyallup ,
WA 98373 (206) 845-8195

Suite 201 , 3040 Palstan Rd ., Mississauga,
Ont. Canada L4Y 226 (415) 273-6757

F4 Phantom
1S1ngle eng1ne)

THE TEAM DOES IT IN THE DIRT.

'FIIiHTER.

Race the car that beat the
imports in the toughest kind of
off-road competition.
The All-American Associated
RC1 0 took home the gold in
both the ROAR and OR RCA
National Championships.
Our RC1 0 turned back the
foreign car invasion with the
same racecar technology that
has kept Team Associated on
top of the RC car racing world
for over 15 years .
T6 aircraft
A RACE CAR, NOT A TOY.
aluminum
monocoque tub
Sure, you 've heard that before .
But Team Associated designs
and engineers only model RACE cars .
The new RC1 0 features fully adjustable, four
wheel independent suspension, an aluminum
alloy monocoque tub and race-proven hardware
throughout.
And the RC 10 doesn't need expensive
accessories and modifications to handle the
roughest tracks . The strength and durability is
standard equipment.
~· ,.~~ Seated gearbox
RACE-WINNING ENGINEERING.
,.-_,.._.__...-,
VariLok
For maximum traction
differential
the RC1 0 suspension
is damped by long throw,
Full race rear suspension includes bulletproof
half shaft and u-joints with tapered and
keyed modular wheels. Quick release knock
off design far fast pit work and tuning.
<0 1984 Associated Eleclrics

oil-filled racing shacks . These custom
shocks use machined alloy cylinders and
drill blank shafts for silky smooth action .
Rugged , yet light, the suspension gives
you all the adjustability of full size, full race
buggies . The A-arm/Ball joint design allows
precise camber, caster, ride height and
spring rate tuning . Even anti-roll bars
and a Varilok dif are included.
Exceptional ground clearance and
low center of gravity also contribute
to the superb balance and performance of the RC1 0 over all types
of terrain .
GET THE JUMP ON THE COMPETITION.
Go RC off-road racing with the
leaders. The National Champion
RC1 0 is available now and legal for
ROAR and OR RCA nationally sancti0ned competition .
Complete RC10 kits, replacement
parts and spares are readily available through
model car racing 's most extensive dealer
network.
Take the challenge and build yourself a winner.
Team Associated 's RC 10.

Smooth undercarriage
maximum ground clearance

ae

Model cars for Real racers .

Associated Electrics. Inc.
3585 Cadi ll ac Ave .
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 U .S.A.
(714) 850-9342 TLX 756887

An FM Product Review:

Aerocraft's

Aero Sport
By Ron Farkas

PHOTOGRAPHY: RON FARKAS

Not just another "plain Jane" plane, this model offers some
distinctive looks, good construction, and perky performance.

was first attracted to the Aero Sport
by its appearance, a nostalgic combination of golden era racing airplane and
EAA single place homebuilt. There's
also a hint of old time U-control stunt. In this
case the beauty proved to be much more than
skin deep since the Aero Sport is easy to
build, uses quality materials, and has great
flying characteristics. It is manufactured by
Aerocraft, PO Box 553, East Northport, NY
11731, retails for $74.95, and is sold through
local hobby shops.
The model is rather compact in size, with a
length of 42 inches, wing span of 53 inches,
and area of 609 square inches. Target weight
for the Aero Sport is 4.5 pounds. The wing is
built in one piece, with no dihedral. The attractive top decking and open cockpit conceal the fact that it is essentially a conventional shoulder wing design, with
proportions equivalent to Aerocraft's Spirit
model. The airfoil is nearly symmetrical, except for a flat section aft of the lower main
spar, as a concession to building ease. A number of creative assembly techniques are employed which work very well, particularly
due to the accuracy of the parts fit.
The Aero Sport kit consists of milled balsa,
hardwood and plywood parts, die-cut ribs
and both balsa sheet and strip stock. The
main landing gear is preformed aluminum,

I
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and the tail wheel wire is pre-bent. A modest
selection of hardware is provided, mostly
nuts and bolts, plus aileron torque rods and a
heavy gauge pre-cut celluloid windscreen.
The rolled plan is clearly drawn and the layout is, uncluttered. A supplemental drawing
of the nose is provided for a four-stroke engine installation. The instructions consist of
five typewritten pages of assembly steps,
with a two-page materials list and a flyer
with two photos of the completed model.

Construction
The brevity of the instructions and lack of
construction photos are among the kit 's few
shortcomings. Some of the numbered steps
contain several individual tasks that should
have been listed separately, and there are
some typographical errors. However the construction is straightforward for a reasonably
capable builder.
The wing is really simple since it is built
flat on the board and in one piece. The wing
span is longer than standard length balsa, so
all sheet and strip stock require splices. For
good strength, Aerocraft instructs the
builder to stagger the various splices so that
they are not all in one area of the wing. All
construction of the review model was accomplished using Carl Goldberg Models Jet, Super Jet, and Slow Jet cyanoacrylate adhe-

sives.
A really novel feature of the wing construction is that the leading edge uses a tongue
and groove fit into notches in the front of the
ribs. So the first step is to glue a strip of
balsa stock into a slot in back of the milled
leading edge stock. Wing assembly then follows a typical sequence of bottom sheeting
including capstrips, lower spar, ribs, leading
edge, center section brace and top spar.
Aerocraft has milled an angle on the bottom edge of the lower spar so that it leans
aft, and thus mates perfectly with the ribs
when they are resting on the building surface. That's a nice touch. However, I found
that the front of the bottom leading edge
sheet should be shimmed up off the board
while the ribs are being glued in place. Otherwise glue will harden in the small spaces beneath the ribs just ahead of the spar, causing
a lump when the sheet is finally attached to
the ribs later on. I noticed that the wing plan
measured one half inch longer than the specified span. The small deviation in rib spacing
did not really affect construction, but the
manufacturer has told me that later kits
have plans which are reproduced by a different process without any distortion.
The wing is completed by the addition of
shear webs, a servo compartment, all top
sheeting, capstrips, and milled balsa wingtip
JUNE 1989

There is no dihedral in the wing so the wing can be built in one piece (above
left). Because of the straightforward construction , cyanoacrylate adhesives

would make short work of the building. In this partially sheeted turtle deck as·
pieces. The last phase of wing construction is
the installation of the strip ailerons and
torque rods. The torque rod control arms
must lean forward in order to clear the turtle
deck former while the wing is being attached
to the fuselage. This angle is best made prior
to gluing the rod bearings to the trailing edge
of the wing. Note also that this will result in
unwanted aileron differential travel (more
down than up) so the builder should make a
corresponding adjustment of the pushrod
connections at the servo wheel (forward of
the wheel's midpoint in this case).
The basic wing construction is about as
fast as it can be in a built·up structure. The
sporty top decking and open cockpit will not

be added until after the wing is fitted to the
fuselage. Therefore, fuselage construction is
next on the agenda. The Aero Sport 's designer has devised some clever ways to make
the fuselage structure self-aligning. To begin,
some subassemblies must be laminated, like
the firewall, landing gear plate and side dou·
biers. Then the firewall and formers are glued
to one side, with the second side added to create the basic fuselage box. Next the landing
gear plate is glued into place, which locks the
forward fuselage section square.
At this stage of construction it is typical
for the directions to have you pull the tail
ends together and sheet the turtledeck. How·
ever, the Aero Sport's turtledeck is assem·

The graceful lines of the Aero Sport
FLYING MODELS

sembly (above right), note that the floor keys to the top edges of the fuselage
sides and acts as an alignment jig to pull the two fuselage sides together at the
tail. Technique is both accurate and strong.
bled and skinned separately. on its own !ami·
nated sheet floor. The floor keys to the
fuselage sides and thus becomes an align·
ment jig for pulling the tail together. This
method involves a few additional building
steps, but the result is both stronger and
more accurate.
While the top and bottom of the fuselage
are still open, it is easy to line up the wing
and drill holes for the leading edge dowels
and hold·down bolts. Having done that, the
wing is left in position while the top foredeck
and cockpit section are installed. The cockpit
parts are already milled to shape, and should
first be assembled over the plan and then
glued to the top of the wing itself. Final carv·

suggest a classic vintage look. Quality wood selection makes construction fairly easy.
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Aerocraft's Aero Sport

It's a pretty tight fit for the engine as can be seen in this underside shot of the
cowl (above left) so a removable cowl could make engine maintenance and
adjustment more accessible. The radio compartment is right under the cockpit
(above right) and though tight will fit the servos, receiver, and battery. You will

ing and sanding are then required to blend
the cockpit contours, with the fuselage top.
One of the remaining steps is to make the
cowl. The pre-cut blocks should be glued together, then tack glued to the firewall and
carved to shape. I chose to install an Enya
.40 RIC engine, inverted, to hide as much of
the cylinder as possible and also have the
muffler clear the fuselage. My cowl is removable, but it also could be installed permanently if you prefer. In either case the cowl
will have to be a tight fit over the engine in
order to preserve the contoill-s of the nose
section.
The completion of just a few more tasks
will have the model ready to cover. The tail
surfaces are glued in place and pushrods installed, followed by sheeting the fuselage bottom. The fuel tank hatch is mated to the fuselage bottom. The instructions recommend
temporarily installing all of the equipment in
the uncovered airframe, and checking for balance. Some ballast weight is expected to be
required at the tail. Since I was installing a
light weight engine, I bypassed this step and
went ahead and covered the Aero Sport before balancing. Although it did turn out a bit
nose heavy, the situation was corrected by
moving the airborne battery back with the
servos. However, a heavier engine would
surely have required some weight to be
added in the fuselage under the stab.
The final weight of 77 ounces is a little over
the designer's target weight, yet the wing
loading is still only 18.2 ounces per square
32

have to maintain clearance for the aileron servo and push rods. Any two stroke
.40 will fly the Aero Sport (below left) but a four cycle .46 really suits it. The
model's sporty appearance (below right) would make a good subject for a fullsize EAA homebuilt aircraft.

foot. I covered the Aero Sport entirely with
white Carl Goldberg Models UltraCote heatshrink plastic film. It was also used for the
red and yelllow trim colors, by applying with
low heat and being careful not to let air bubbles get trapped beneath the trim. The firewall, cowl interior and cockpit opening were
all painted with white Hobbypoxy for fuel
protection.
Attaching a curved windscreen to an open

cockpit model can be troublesome. This time,
I cut a groove through the covering and into
the balsa, and glued the windscreen in the
groove with Super Jet adhesive. Then I
masked off the area and smoothed on a paste
of Hobbypoxy Formula II with microballoons. Before that hardened the tape was
pulled off, leaving a sharp line. After painting to match the covering, it looked like a
piece of metal framework. The final result

Ron chose the term "groovy" to define the Aero Sport 's flying characteristics. He grades the roll rate as
rapid but control response is good enough that it won't get away from you . Rudder gives crisp stall turns .
JUNE 1989

was both good looking and very secure.

Flying
The Aero Sport was test flown from a
grassy field on a bitter cold breezy winter
day: There was no problem whatever in get·
ting airborne in a hurry, even with a rather
mild .40 engine. Some right rudder was required, but only for the first few moments.
After a'bit of right aileron trim and down elevator trim it flew hands-off, and very groovy
at that. With the control throws set according to the instructions, the performance is
spirited indeed. Set up this way it turns on a
dime and gives you a nickel change, yet it
does not appear to be too sensitive for an accomplished flyer.
It is likely that the responsive maneuverability is a characteristic of the short tail moment, while the stability is enhanced by the
rather long nose moment. This is an interesting design approach, and one that works out
well in practice. I would discourage anyone
from hacking a few inches off of the nose, in
search of improved aerobatic performance.
The Aero Sport has a rapid roll rate. Inverted flight requires little or no elevator correction. Loops can be as open or tight as you
like. It has sufficient rudder control for nice
crisp stall turns, and without unwanted roll
coupling. It is also capable of some spectacular tumbling maneuvers, like the ever popular Lomcevak plus some yet unnamed ones.
Slow speed stability has not been sacrificed for all this performance. The Aero Sport
is very stable on landing approaches and can
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spirited performance, Ron claims that the Aero Sport can be dragged in for.a threepointer and can almost hover in a breeze without any tendency to stall or snap.

Despite some pretty

be dragged in for a three-point landing or
flown onto the mains. Also it can be hovered
into a headwind for extended periods without
stalling. A full stall may let a wing drop, but
recovery is immediate upon releasing the elevator.
Before completion of this review model I
had seen and flown two others. One had a

Webra Speed .40 and it went like a rocket.
The other had an Enya .46 four stroke engine
and it was much like mine, but with that
lovely engine sound. All of the good handling
characteristics were found in both of these
models too. So, whichever powerplant is
used, the weekend sport flyer or hot dog pilot
should be satisfied with the Aero Sport. =
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Vintage Stunt Championships
An aerobatic blast from the past!
By Dick sa1rDo1us

PHOTOGRAPHY: DICK SARPOlUS

Pretty gals, neat cars, vintage aircraft-what more could one want. In this
nostalgic recreation of controline's past glory that's Michelle Keville on the left,

blast from the past: back to the
roots of our event. The Trailing
Edge of technology, a gathering
held in February 1989, in California of course (where else can you fly in February). This great meet brought out a number
of the early stunt legends, along with many
of today's top competitors. For this vintage
flier from New Jersey, it was a real treat to
spend a day in California watching the
Golden Era aircraft in action. Directed by
JoAnn Keville with some help from husband
Mike (new editor of the PAMPA Newsletter),
this affair had two categories of competition:
Old-Time Stunt ... per the GSCB rules, aircraft designs through 1952, flying the '51-'52
pattern, and Classic (Nostalgia) Stunt .. . designs through 1964, flying the current pattern.

A

This was a two day meet, with one round
flown each day. Although the competition
was important, the true attraction was the
camaraderie and the presence of so many
stunt notables, along with flying examples of
the event's classic aircraft designs. I was
only able to attend Saturday's festivities,
and it was a day to remember. George Aldrich drove in from Texas, and naturally flew
his Nobler through the pattern, gathering an
appreciative round of applause from the
knowing crowd. It's been a long time since
I've seen any clockwise flying; Aldrich is one
of the few still doing this.
George had a few other aircraft with him,
historically important models. His Go-Devi~
the Palmer design, ignition Orwick .64 powered, showed the small wing flap s which
started such a revolution in design and fly-

OK, Stunt fans, what is that plane (above left)? None other than the Super
Duper Zilch designed by Jim Saftig and killed by Berkeley Models for many
years in many sizes. Check out all that wing area and thin airfoil by today's
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JoAnn Kelville in the center, and Patty Brigem an on the right posing with all
these "blasts from the past ".

ing. He also had an ignition Super Cyke powered Akro Bat, one of the early stunters with
a larger wing area and thicker airfoil, again
an important step in design development. I
traded an Orwick .64 to George many years
ago, and sure wish I had it today to use for
some old-time flying.
I knew I was in the right place as I recognized most of the aircraft residing in the pit
area. The Barnstormer (my first aircraft
flown in AMA stunt competition), All American Senior, Madman, Dragon, Super and Super Duper Zilches, yes, a Fire bal~ plenty of
old timers. And plenty of Nostalgia models;
the Panther, Ares, Smoothie, Stuka Stunt,
Skylark, even a Fierce Arrow.
I saw a familiar face from New J ersey; Lou
Wolgast, who now resides in Tucson, was
competing with his Reinhart 1950 Internats

standards. If you really had your Stunt designs down you'd recognize this one
(above right) as the Super Zilch, which Dick believes is the oldest, original
Zilch with complete stick construction.
JUNE 1989

Winner. A look at the entrants list showed
such competitors as Bob Whitely, Ted Fancher, Tom Dixon in from Atlanta, Kaz
Minato, and many others. Also on hand were
Keith Trostle, past PAMPA president, Paul
Walker, Tom Lay the engine man, Ed
Southwick the Skylark designer with a 28year old Skylark, and plenty of California
stunt enthusiasts. Worthy of special attention is the attendance of Bob Palmer, true C/
L stunt innovator and designer of so many
classic stunt machines. Palmer and Aldrichtwo of my heroes from the past, that's for
sure.·
This was the right place for a stunt reunion; southern California has always been a
hotbed of top C/L activity. One judge looked
familiar; sure enough, I still have the March
1971 issue of MAN with Tom Warden on the
cover with his Continental stunter-and that
photo was taken at Whittier Narrows, the
site of this vintage meet, 18 years later.
One plane in particular shocked me; Kaz
Minato's rendition of deBolt's All American
Sr. Not yet born when deBolt was competing
with this design, Minato set his version off
with a high tech, new wave graphics finish
that attracted plenty of attention. Was such
a finish appropriate? I'm not so sure, but he
brought deBolt 's old timer right into the
1980's. I'll bet Hal would like this one.
A true classic is J.C. Yate's Madman, and
there were several reproductions on hand, all
super clean. The sound and fury of an unmuffled Orwick .64 running on gas-and-oil ignition was great; even the exhaust smell
brought back memories. Also catching my
eye were Fancher's trick colored tissue and
clear dope trim on his Ares and All American.
There's a wide choice of aircraft designs
available for Old Time Stunt competition,
but selection of a particular model can depend on how seriously you view the competition. Some of the event's classic designs just
aren 't as well suited for top performance. I 'd
like to see the Jim Walker Fireball in action,
as I remember Walker flying three at the
same time at a past Nationals; but tht'l aircraft wouldn't be pattern competitive. Many
of the aircraft at this event were brought out
just for fun and some sport flying; this was
encouraged by the contest organizers, and
helped the "reunion" feeling of the weekend.
Several attendees had their scrapbooks on
hand, and it was fun to see the photos of past
stunt activity.

II there was ever a famous Stunt ship more revered than the George Aldrich designed Nobler (above), it
would be hard to find. With its big wing , thick airfoil, and flaps , it set a trend and carved a big niche in Stunt
history. That's the Grand Old Man himself (below), George Aldrich , with a Go-Devil.

For those with quick reflexes, the Madman (a J.C. Yates design) (above left)
was just the ticket. This clean design could fly the pattern fast! This one has an
Orwick .64 ignition engine sitting in the nose of the aircraft. Don Hutchinson
FLYING MODELS

(above right) certainly enjoys his vintage aeromodelling, with two J.C. Yates
designs, a Madman and a Dragon. The Madman is sleeker, but the Dragon has
more wing area.
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Vintage Stunt Championships

There was a time when Monoline single wire strand control was used as an
alternate to the two-line system, as shown in this picture (above left). "Back
then" (when was that?) there was a trend toward scale Stunt designs like Don
Still's classic Stuka stunter (above right). This classic looking Skylark (below

left) is 28 years old and belongs to the designer himself, Ed Southwick. The
Kenhi Panther in the foreground (below right) is a great and interesting older
design that came from a line of good Kenhi stunt kits.

Akro Bats, like this one, came from the stunt era of larger wing areas , thin airfoils, and no flaps. Looks like a Super Cyke engine up front.
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The letters on the wing tell you what it is, the 1947 Trixter Barnstormer (above
left) in its original classic version with the later movable wing flaps. A marriage

of high tech, new wave graphics and classic design, Kaz Minato's nice deBolt
is a unique creation of tt.le 1951 stunter. Of

All American Senior (above right)

Selection of the powerplant can also depend on your competitive attitude; the Fox
.35 Stunt is of course a natural for many aircraft, and there are plenty of current engines
to provide all the power wanted. But, it
would be great to see more Orwick .64s, Super Cykes, Anderson Spitfires, OK .60s,
O&Rs, etc., in action. I guess the engine collectors have driven the prices up to a point
that most such engines just wouldn't be
flown today, and the added weight of the ignition system would hurt performance.
Another vintage touch was provided by
Tom Lay and Bob Whitely; they brought out
their '57 Chevy Bel Air hardtops for atmosphere. Both cars are in absolute showroom
new condition, and a photo session had the
'57s serving as a backdrop for many of the
aircraft. Love those fuzzy dice!
I always enjoy seeing the "old" pattern
flown, with the earlier aircraft. It seemed a
bit out of place to see some of those aircraft
handling the current pattern in the Nostalgia
event, but many of the planes can do very
well. Judging by the Classic/Nostalgia class
turnout, this category too will see plenty of
activity in the future. If you're getting interested, there are two main sources of plans
and information on the older designs: John
Miske, 415 Clifton Blvd., Clifton, NJ 08028
for many OTS plans, and 'lbm Dixon, Suite
401, 1938 Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, GA 30309
FLYING MODELS

later vintage, but still classics of their time, these Ares (below left) were the
design of former Nats Champ Bill Werwage. Ted Fancher, another former Nats
Champ, brought his own Ares (below right) with a nostalgic tissue and clear
dope finish. It was another attention-getter.

for OTS and Nostalgia plans.
Based on the large turnout and enthusiasm
displayed at this event, Mike and JoAnn are
already talking about a follow-on affair for

next year. Same basic format, with some
added fun. Maybe a '50s party/dance on Saturday night? Plan ahead for the LA Vintage
Stunt Champs in 1990!
=

Lou Wolgast is a well-known name in Old Time Stunt circles so it's no surprise when he came with a Red
Reinhardt 1950 Internals Winner. What engine? Why a Fox .35 of course.
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he beautiful Ryan S-T is one of those
"special looks " aircraft which
caught my fancy as a kid. At the
risk of dating myself, I shall never
forget the scene in a Joe E. Brown movie in
which this airplane appeared.
The comedian was flying a mailplane and
was mistaken for a bandit pilot. Above and
behind him appeared that silvery bird with
those great "pair of pants", or landing gear.
It was the flying policeman.
The pilot in the open cockpit, signalling the
comedian to land, made this a memorable
scene indeed.
Sleek and shining like a model turned from
solid silver, the first Ryan S-T caught the attention and affection of the flying world in
1934 and has held it ever since.
Even the Gee Bees and all the others with
similar type landing gear lacked the classic
lines and charm of this superb beauty, the
Ryan 8-T. The S-T (for sport trainer) was an
open, two place, tandem cockpit plane powered by a Menasco B-4 Pirate engine of 95
HP.

T

Construction
Study the plan drawing carefully. Note the
order of construction by number. This is important so as to understand the lamination
type fuselage of this model. Select four strips
of 1hs inch firm balsa strips for the start.
Laminate these over the side view of fuse38

!age, shown as black and white on the plan.
Next check the plan for making the fuselage lamination templates. Those are the

"rascals" that caused me a lot of homt.
to give the model that realistic, winning look.
Templates to make the bulkhead laminations
are not as difficult as some might lhink. If
you have never tried this, do it now. It makes
a great looking model a lot lighter.
Carefully cut these ovals out of thick
poster board or 3/a2 inch plywood, if you have
a good jig-saw machine. Draw the cross-lines
on them accurately according to the plan.
Next, select a sheet of 3/32 soft, very light
contest-grade balsa. Using a good metal
straight edge, or balsa stripper, cut about 12
to 16 strips, 1/s inch wide for the laminations.
Now place all these strips in a large flat
pan of warm water, and allow to soak for
about ten minutes.
While waiting for this, using an old candle,
wax all the ovals' edges by rubbing firmly
with the candle. Next place a sheet of waxed
paper on your work board. Now pin each oval
firmly to your work board. When the 1/az inch
strips are ready, lift one at a time from the
water, and do the following: squeegee the ex·

There's much more than a hint of the elegant beauty of the finished Ryan in this shot of the graceful
framework parts. The wings and tail are standard construction while the fuselage uses laminated rings as
formers.
JUNE 1989

cess water from each strip between your fingers and coat carefully with white glue_
Next, starting at about the 7 o'clock position on each oval template, carefully and
firmly press the glued lamination around the
template. Be certain the glue side is always
outward from the ovals. Continue to wrap
the 1/32 inch strip around the oval until there
is a thickness of at least 3/ts inch on each finished lamination. Trim off the excess strip
and place a pin at this location to hold until
glue dries. Keep going until all the other
ovals have produced their proper sized laminations. Allow at least three or four hourspreferably overnight-to dry.
Remove the profile of the fuselage from the
plan. Be certain that you have marked the
locations for each laminated ring former first.
Check to be certain the laminated rings are
firm and dry. Now coat each with clear dope.
I use nitrate dope for all the work. It does not
shrink the tissue on a finished model too
tightly thus preventing warps. However, any
type clear is OK for this stage.
Following this, return to the fuselage profile, and where the marks are placed, carefully notch 1/s inch (see fuselage laminated detail) cutouts from the inside 1/ts fuselage
strip, on the top and on the bottom, at every
point where the ring laminations will go. This
will then leave you with a 1hs inch finished
outside stringer on the top and the bottom of
the fuselage when all the rings are in place.
Now begin putting the rings in place carefully, beginning with locations No. A through
I. J,K,L, and Mare solid pieces. Next cut out
all temporary cross braces.
Next begin the side stringers by placing
and gluing left and right opposites at the
same time. Space them about 3/s inch apart.
Continue this throughout the assembly to be
certain the oval fuselage will be nicely
aligned. Check it now and then to be certain.
You may have to shave off a bit of the rings
here and there. Also a shim of balsa at low
points, but you will get the knack of the
thing as you go along. Just stay with it, as
the finished product is a beauty to behold!
From formers No. D to No. G use 1h s inch
thick soft sheet wood to form the open cockpits. The headrest is formed from soft balsa

FLYING MODELS

finish of the first Ryan ST helped make it one of those memorable aircraft for the author,
who poses with the finished model (above). Assembly of the model (bottom) comes before the tissue
covering so the gear wire and the wheel pants assemblies can be installed.
The solid silver

block, hollowed out. The noseblock is hollowed out also from soft balsa.
Wing construction is fairly straight forward. Cut the ribs from contest grade, light
balsa, I!Js inch thick. Laminate with lfs• ply,
the two sets of angled ribs where the landing
gear slides through.
Complete the main wings, right and left, in
the usual manner, being careful to note the
following: the inside ribs, which line up with
the fuselage sides for dihedral, should be
made of soft light balsa, because of its 3 /32

inch thickness. Also note the angled, doubled
rib section (detail #4) which takes the main
load of the shock absorbing landing gear wire
and wheel gear itself.
Next complete the tail sections, stabilizer
and rudder, as shown.
When the fuselage, wings and tail sections
are all completed, carefully light sand all the
balsa stringers, wing tips, spars and undersides of all ribs. Using thinned-down nitrate
dope, coat the entire fuselage inside and out
to prepare for tissue paper application.
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Ryan ST

Tom inserts the 3f1s braided motor into the Ryan (above left) and starts to
pack in the winds for a flight (above right). The motor is 27 inches long with
only four strands for the first test flights. First test winds, Tom says, should be

However when tissue covering the model,
do only the wings and tail section at this
stage. Leave the fuselage uncovered until the
landing gear is first installed.
Before making the landing gear, please observe the following. Make certain the wings
are completed and fastened to the fuselage.
Next check the exact distance between right
and left wing ribs as indicated on the plan
(detail #5). At this point, on your model, (not
the plan) is exactly where your 90 degree angle bends will be to form the gear. Use .045
music wire and be sure to include the "V"
sections in their right locations. The "V"s
should center between ribs #1 and #2. Make
two small balsa blocks (detail #6) 1/Js inch
thick. Glue and bind with thread to the "V"
sections, which should then fit perfectly between ribs #1 and #2 on both wings.
Complete the wheel pants (detail #6) using
the lightest balsa possible. These must be
kept very light so as to keep the finished
model about 2 ounces or less without prop
and rubber motor.
Use the outline of wheel cover pants and
solid upper sections on the side view of the
plan. The entire outline is cut out of 1/s• inch
thick plywood. The rest is laminated from
soft balsa. The two outside sections may be
formed of balsa, then used to vacuform the
inside portions of the wheel pants.
This was my own method of forming the
FLYING MODELS

limited to 150 turns. An "S" hook at the end of the .045 prop wire attaches the
rubber motor (below left). Bring your "runway" to your flying field and let your
Ryan gracefully R.O.G. (below right).

gear. I would like to make an offer to vacuform anyone 's set of wheel pants if you will
form the two outside halves. Send these and
include two dollars for postage, and I'll do
the rest. Just make certain you get a good
smooth finish on those wood surfaces.
To accomplish this, try some Dap putty.
This sands very easily and leaves a velvety
smooth finish. Special note: these wheel
pants, of course, must be also coated with
thinned down dope, before the final silver
coat is applied. However, if you plan on the
vacuformed pants, do not coat with dope as
yet. Th,is would create a problem in the vacuforming process.
Next try dry fitting all the wheel pant sections, as shown. Start with the outside wood
sections, making certain to get those wheels
on first. The thin plywood tops should fit up
into the double ribs so as to freely "ride"
through the wings as shock absorbers (detail
#7).
Carefully slip the whole wood and wire
landing gear arrangement through the fuselage area where the wings have butted up
against it. There should be pre-cut holes
there to receive it. The 1/32 inch ply section of
the gear should slide through the double "V"
ribs giving it a back and forward shock feature. This should also spring sideways in
both directions, thus saving those precious
wings during hard landings. This is a special

feature of the model, and it really works. On
one of my initial test flights, the model hit
some tufts of high grass in a landing. The
only damage was a slight tear on the lower
wing behind the one gear. For this reason you
must use elasticized thread on the model
throughout.
Assemble the wheel pant inside half sections onto the outside portions and glue into
place. At this stage the model should begin
to have that Ryan ST charm in appearance.
It was great to see that distinctive classic undercarriage making the airplane take shape.
Temporarily slip the whole tail section on the
model and you'll see what I mean. Great nostalgia as the look of the 30s is sitting right
there on your table. Better yet, it flies even
as great as it looks, as we'll see later on.
Before securing the tail sections, however,
make certain to tissue cover the fuselage
first. When this is done, note the area in the
rear where the horizontal stabilizer's leading
edge must pass through (detail #8). Cut out
the tissue there on both sides. Now slip the
stabilizer into position until the dowel section fits into the slot on the last bulkhead
doubler "M" on the fuselage.
Apply glue carefully to the dowel only and
secure it to the slot. Follow the instructions
on the plan for securing the leading edge
through the small openings provided. The
stabilizer should fit snuggly onto the fuse-

Ryan ST

pants are as characteristic of the plane (above left)
as its silver finish . But, they must be kept as light as possible by making them
from the softest, lightest balsa possible. The gear strut is actually a 1/32 ply

Those lovely large wheel

!age, and also be able to swivel up and down
at the leading edge. Now you may glue the
rudder onto the fuselage. Secure the tail
wheel as shown on the plan. Using 1/s inch
diameter aluminum dowel cut out the small
exhaust stacks and secure them onto the
nose cowl left side only. The model should
look about ready for the color at this point .
There are a number of options for painting
the model. I used the simplest one in a choice
of Aero Gloss Silvaire Aluminum spray by
Pactra. This worked' very fine with no notable weight added. With paper, carefully mask
off the inside cockpit area and black wheels.
Lightly spray on one coat. Let dry and hold it
up to the light to check for thin spots.
Lightly spray coat again, being careful not to
get any thick, flowing build-up of the paint.
When completely dry remove the masking
and paper. Add windshields by making little
slots in the balsa sheeting and fit these into
place. You may want to add all the black detailing such as lettering on the tail and main
wings. Please note, (and I apologize here).
You must add another #2 (NC-14223) to the

profile plate. The entire gear assembly has been designed to take some abuse
and each gear "rides" a slot in the wing so there is some flex.
Elastic thread forms the flying wires.

(above right)

license on the wings. Just a bit of oversight
on my part. With all the inking in of the
drawing detail I felt you would not mind my
not erasing and doing it over again, since it is
not vital to the overall construction specifications. Thanks!
The large wing letters were cut from black
tissue. I outlined the letters first on white
writing paper, and then placed this over the
black tissue, taping both together.
I then proceeded to carefully cut the letters
out using the top white sheet outline as a
guide. This produced beautiful clean edged
letters. These are applied to the surfaces with
thinned down dope, being careful not to
brush too heavily into the sprayed silver
coat.
Complete the model by using elasticized
thread for all the rigging as shown on the
plan. I started all the rigging first through
the small streamlined blocks above and below the wings, see (detail #9). Be sure to
thread these blocks with elastic rigging before applying to the wings. The prop is a 10inch medium pitch made from balsa and thin

plywood construction with a free wheeling
device. A carved balsa prop will also do.
Check the model now for any detail you
may have overlooked. With the prop in place
and no rubber motor, check for proper balance and the test glide. Keep the rudder
straight. If needed, adjust the stabilizer to
attain a nice long flat glide. Next install the
rubber motor. The test rubber used was 3/J s
inch F.A.I. braided motor. Test your model
first with four strands of 3/J s inch rubber, 27
inches in length. Finally try longer, braidedrubber motors. Test wind only 150 turns. If
the flight is good, next wind it up to 600
turns. If the model tends to stall, add more
down thrust.
If the model flies well to either right or left,
keep adding turns into the rubber motor for
longer flights. Keep experimenting. If you
have built the model light, the Ryan S-T, like
the PT-22 of another article, should give you
beautiful and realistic performances. I truly
hope you will enjoy this one also. For further
information write: Tom Sandor, 47 Lorrie
=
Lane, Clifton, NJ 07012.

Pactra 's Aero Gloss Silvaire Alumin um dope worked well as the color coat of
the model (top left) while letteri ng on the bottom of the wing and the tail (bottom left) was done with black tissue carefully doped in place. With the adjustable stab long graceful flights (above) become easy with trimming.
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ERUNNER PROFILE STUNT
T CL 1, FORERUNNER PROFILE COMPETITION STUNT Price $60.00
• Engine size : .35 to .46
• Wingspan: 54 3/• inches
• Length: 37 inches
• Wing Area: 550 square inches
Kit comes complete except for wheels , tank, and engine.

HARDWARE PACKAGE INCLUDES :
• Nylon Hinges
• Bellcrank
• Leadout Cable
• Nylon Engine Mounting Pads
• Nuts, Bolts and all other small
• hardware necessary to complete kit

FEATURES:
• Precision cut foam wing, cored for lightness
• Precision cut foam stabilizer
• Hand selected contest balsa
• Hand cut and sanded parts
• Arrow Shaft Pushrods
• Adjustable Leadout Guide
• Formed Wire Landing Gears
• Full Size Plans
• Detailed Instruction Manual

ORDERING & SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
Will accept check, money order, and C.O .D. Orders
Add $3.50 for postage and handling
Add $2.00 for C.O.D. orders
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Dept. 100
5515 Bridgeton Dr.
Arlington, Texas 76018
Phone: 817-467-9211
Phone orders accepted. 6:00p.m. to 10:00 p.m. CST, Monday thru Friday.
FLYING MODELS
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Bob Aberle's

Museum Trails
Part II

PHOTOGRAPHY: BOB ABERLE

Second stop "on the museum trail" brought Bob to a soaring mecca, Harris
Hill, NY. Besides the 16,000 square foot glider museum , the grounds also have

an airport and a picnic ground for visitors. One of the displays hanging from the
ceiling is the 62 foot span Bowlus DuPont Albatross.

National Soaring Museum
There's ample opportunity to savor all aspects of the graceful, elegant sport of soaring and its past.
y next stop "On the Museum
Trail" is the National Soaring
Museum, located at Harris Hill
in the Elmira area of upstate
New York. This is a combination museum,
glider airport, and a large picnic ground (for
use in the summer months). The address of
the N.S.M. is RD #3, Harris Hill, Elmira,
New York 14903 (museum telephone: 607734-3128 and airport: 607-734-0641).
If you are traveling from New York City,
the distance is approximately 250 miles. You
would take State Route 17 West (Southern
Tier Expressway) and exit at #51-South.
From that point you travel (up hill, of course)
for about three miles until you come upon the
museum/airport complex. The N.S.M. is open
seven days a week (year round) from 10:00

M
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AM until 5:00 PM. Adult admission to the
museum is $2.00.
The museum building is a modern structure of 16,000 square feet. It is claimed to
house the largest exhibit of classic and contemporary sailplanes in the world. I visited
the N.S.M. on October 15, 1988. At that time
considerable work was going on to expand
the exhibit hall even further. Inside the museum you first realize that you have entered
at a second story level. Just past the reception area is a balcony which overlooks the entire ground floor of the exhibit hall. Hanging
from the ceiling, at about eye level from the
balcony, are at least eight or more full-size,
large wingspan sailplanes. The far wall of the
museum contains one very large window
(two floors in height) which allows you to

look out over the Harris Hill Park (picnic
area). The N.S.M. is extremely well organized. Everything is neatly displayed and
clearly identified. Most impressive!
Many of the full size gliders on display
would make ideal R/C scale model projects.
As you will see in the photos, several R/C
models are featured in the exhibit. The first
large sailplance to catch your eye, as you
stand at the balcony level, is the Bowlus DuPont Albatross with a span of 62 feet. It was
built in 1933. This particular craft won the
U.S. National Soaring Championships (193435). The workmanship, with all the wood laminations on the fuselage, is reminiscent of
model aircraft construction techniques.
At "center stage" is a reproduction of the
Wright 1911 Glider No.5. This glider started
JUNE 1989

It was this type of glider, the Wright Brothers' 1911 Glider #5 (above left), that
started the soaring movement in America. It's a replica of the original glider
which Orville Wright flew for 9 minutes and 45 seconds in 1911. Hang gliders,
take note (above right). That's an adaptation of the 1897 Herring-Arnot glider,

the world soaring movement when Orville
Wright soared for a record 9 minutes and 45
seconds flight over the sand dunes at Kitty
Hawk on October 24, 1911. It is the only
known full scale reproduction of Glider No. 5
in the world. To the left of the Wright glider
is the classical Minimoa with its characteristic gull wing configuration. This particular
sailplane was built in 1936. The wing span is
56 feet. Just adjacent to the full scale soarer
is a 1/s scale RIC model constructed by Law·
renee Reidy of Stanley, NY. It isn't very often
that you can make a close-up comparison between a scale model and the real thing!
Let me give you a brief rundown on some
of the other sailplanes that are suspended
from the exhibit hall ceiling. First is the Schreder HP-18 which is a "V" tail high performance type in the 15 meter class, with a span
of 49 feet
Second is the Mitchell "Superwing" U-2
(meaning "you too" can build it!). This is ac·
tually a flying wing, powered glider with a
span of 34 feet, that was built in 1978. It's
powered by a three bladed pusher prop
turned by a Koenig three cylinder, two cycle
engine. This glider achieved an altitude record in its class of 25,933 feet.
Third is the Dagling Primary glider of 36
feet span, where the pilot literally sits on a
forward rail or beam (out in the open). This
Dagling was built by the Elmira Motorless
Aviation Club in 1929. Through a lot of trial
and error, and with the student taking many
FLYING MODELS

actually a hang glider. Back in 1929 this Oagling Primary glider (below left),
built by the Elmira Motorless Aviation Club, trained many of the local soaring
pilots of the time. Hutter H-17 with a 33-foot span (below right) was built in
1939-40 from a basic Slingsby kit.

short flights, he could actually learn to fly.
Fourth is the adaptation of an 1897
Herring-Arnot (Chanute type) glider which is
a reproduction and last, a Hutter H-17, built
in 1939-40 from a Slingsby kit.
On the ground floor of the exhibit hall are
even more sailplanes, along with detailed displays, historical accounts, and some interesting sailplane accessory items. I found a beautiful Schweizer SGU 1-19 disassembled and
mounted on a transport trailer. This glider
(N91806), which was designed in 1944 and
constructed in 1946, is of a high wing configuration with a span of 37 feet. In its orange
and white color scheme it would make a perfect choice for a scale RIC model. The Schweizer factory, as a point of interest, is also
located in the Elmira area, but at a different
airport. I expect to visit that facility on my
next trip.
An exhibit of motorless flight aircraft
wouldn 't be complete without a typical WW
II troop glider. In this regard the N.S.M. has
an actual fuselage section of a Waco CG-4A.
There is a ramp that permits a close look at
the "minimal" cockpit area of this glider.
Also the rear of the fuselage is open, giving a
good view of the entire interior. When you
consider the construction of these military
gliders you just have to give a lot of credit to
the brave people that flew them (and flew in
them) during the war years. A very excellent
RIC scale model of the CG-4A hangs directly
over the fuselage.

Close by is another RIC scale model of a
Schweizer TG-3 WW II training glider. As a
modeler I'm always very pleased to see our
RIC models so prominently displayed at the
various historical aviation museums. Another interesting glider, that is shown in disassembled form on a transport trailer, is a
1956 design by William Briegleb (BG-12BD).
This was a popular kit glider which involved
about 1,000 hours of constuction time. Wing
span is 50 feet. Another interesting scale
model project for those willing to do the research and design.
Also of interest on the main floor display
was a small green pickup truck which contains a power winch for towing gliders. It
was designed by E. Paul DuPont and first
appeared at Harris Hill in 1937.
In addition to all of the sailplanes on dis·
play, there are many specialized photo exhibits that include a wide variety of historical
glider information as well. In an auditorium,
located 'On the main floor, you can see an excellent film presentation on sailplanes. This
is continuously run throughout the day.
Depending on your personal enthusiasm
for sailplanes it could take you at least two
hours or more to tour the entire museum and
view the film presentation. Despite all the
natural lighting provided by the large windows, I would still recommend ASA 400 film
with flash for any picture taking . Both my
color and black and white shots came out per·
feet, adding considerably to my museum
45
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That's an R/C scale model of the Schweizer TG-3 WW II training glider. The (2.4" = 1') model was built by Carl Groom of Tucson, AZ.

Directly above the full size Minimoa glider built in 1936 (above left) is an R/C
scale model rendition of this classic glider. Some gliders were kit built aircraft
like this Brieleb BG-1280 (above right) built by Robert Keller in three years
(1969-72) and given to the museum in 1977. Gliders were used during World
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War II as troop transports. This fuselage section (below left) of a Waco CG-4A
troop transport has its aft end open for inspection . Hanging directly above the
Waco fuselage is a beautifully constructed CG-4A RIC •11 2 scale model by Norman Poff of Washington , DC.
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photo album.
Back at the reception area, on the balcony
level, you will find a sales counter offering a
variety of literature on all forms of sailplanes. I did not see a book offered describing all the aircraft on display in the museum.
That might be a good suggestion for a future
promotional item. In summary I'd have to
say that the National Soaring Museum is a
very impressive, well organized facility that
is a real experience for both the casual observer as well as the serious enthusiast.
This would normally be the end of my trip
report, except for the fact that when you
visit the N.S.M. you are also at the "Soaring
Capital of America". The airport at Harris
Hill is adjacent to the museum. All year long,
weather permitting, full scale glider flights
are offered to any visitors. These rides cost
$30.00 per person for a Schweizer 2-33
trainer or $40.00 for a flight in a high performance "T " tail sailplane. The flights will
vary in duration from roughly 15 to 20 minutes, depending on weather conditions (thermal activity) and the number of people waiting for rides. I chose the Schweizer 2-33 for
my first glider rider because you can sit directly in front of the pilot, with the wing behind and above your position. This provides
complete frontal visibility and makes for
some breathtaking photos. The tow plane for
my flight was a Piper Pawnee (low wing agtype aircraft).
All I can tell you is that the mid-October
foliage out over the beautiful Chemung Valley was magnificent. All of my glider ride
photos are in color so I can't share them with
you in this article. I suggest a slow film like

Powered by a Koenig three cyclinder, two cycle radial engine this Mitchell Superwing U-2 is the only powered glider currently displayed at the N.S.M . The unique aircraft spans 34 feet .

ASA 100 (color negative) or ASA 64 slides,
especially on a bright sunny day as I was fortunate to have. Looking back at the Harris
Hill Airport from about 1,000 feet, gives you
the impression of an aircraft carrier (on land).
The runway is literally carved out of the top
of the hill and is only 1,100 feet in length
(paved portion). In fact when you take off under tow, just as you clear the runway you end
up suddenly at 500 feet altitude, out over the

valley. What a feeling!
As mentioned earlier there is also the
Harris Hill Park available for family picnicking, in combination with your visit to the museum and the glider airport. This park includes outdoor grills and tables and a small
amusement park for children. For you avid
aviation buffs, this is the one place that the
entire family can enjoy and no one will ever
get bored!
=

Very much a modern aircraft, this Scheider HP-18 "V"-tai l is a 15 meter class competition glider that spans 49 feet .
FLYING MODELS
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An FM How-To:

Fiberglassing with
Hot Stuff UFO™
By Vic Macaluso

Foam and cyanos didn't mix-once upon a time! Satellite City's
breakthrough, user-friendly, odorless new formula opens up
all kinds of new techniques with anything!

ight now you 're probably saying,
"just what we need, another way to
do something we already have 50
ways to do it!! The technique I'm
about to show you is really not new but the
materials used certainly are. We all know
that about the two most incompatible materials in the modeling world are water-thin
CyA (cyanoacrylate) glue and white foam (ie.
Styrofoam®, Byro-foam® wings etc.). Several
products (primers) are on the market that
will allow you to glue wood to white foam using the very thick CyA's but this method is
tricky at best and if not done properly will
result in the white foam just disappearing! (I
guess Einstein didn't know about CyA and
whlte foam while developing his theories of
matter and energy!)
Well gang, what would you say if I told you
I could fiberglass a white foam (Byro-foam®)
wing with 2-ounce glass cloth and water thin
CyA glue with no primer or kicker of any
kind being used to protect the foam? If you
can stop laughing long enough to listen further, I'll also tell you that you can fiberglass
an average sized wing (foam or wood) and
have it ready for finish in less than two hours
using the method I'm about to describe!
OK! So you think Macaluso has really
"lost it" this time, but what-the-hell, you
paid three bucks for this magazine anyway,
so you might as well read on.
With so few guarantees in this life, I'll
make you one that's for real. When we're
done here, you'll see that this method really
works and that there is no lighter way to

R
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Using the Byro-Foam wing from his Beech Staggerwing, Vic introduces us to a new method of glassing a
foam wing with cyano right on the foam! The cyano is Satellite City's new foam compatible UFO~ (waterthin) , some Kick-it~ accelerator, 2-ounce glass cloth, 3M's 77 spray adhesive , a sharp X-Acto knife , scissors,
and some 220 grit sandpaper.

glass a foam wing.
Hold it right there! Before you rush down
to your hobby shop and buy six gallons of
"Brand-X" CyA, please be advised that as of
this writing there is only one brand and type
of CyA that will make this technique work!
Satellite City, PO Box 836, Simi, CA 93062,
has recently introduced their new U.F.O. line
of cyanoacrylates. No, it's not from another
planet! U.F.O.® stands for User Friendly,

Before and after. Weighed on the scale before (above left) Vic applied the
glass, one Staggerwing panel with aileron goes 15 ounces. After the cloth was
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Odorless. Believe me gang, it is just that.
Completely odorless, and free from the gas
and fumes normal CyA's give off during use.
In addition to being completely odorless, it
just will not attack white foam. To prove
this, I'm now going to put on this little demonstration for you. I'll just remind you that
this method will work over any solid structure you might want to fiberglass. So go to
the photos and let's begin.
=

applied with the UFO cyano, the very same panel was weighed again (above
right) and came in at 16 ounces, a total gain of only one-yup, one-ounce.
JUNE 1989

Step 1, at left. To start the process, measure the cloth needed to cover the
surface and cut it slightly oversize to be sure you don 't get caught short. Handle
the cloth carefully since any run will leave a gap that has to be filled .

Step 2, at right. Lightly mist some 3M 77 spray adhesive over the surface to be
fiberglassed (only the side you will be working on!) and wait a minute or two for
it to dry. Vic emphasizes the importance that it's a light mist. Not enough is too
much!

Step 3, at left. Carefully and evenly place the cloth over the wing, being very
careful not to leave any wrinkles. The use of the 3M 77 spray adhesive enables
you to lilt and re-position the cloth as many times as is necessary to get the
cloth wrinkle free .

Step 4, at right. Being very careful and patient. lilt and smooth the glass using
a soft rag to get it totally wrinkle free. This and the previoius step are the most
critical to the success of this method. Sufficient care exercised here will insure
a perfect finished job. Without the successful completion of this step , the following steps just will not work properly! Any piece of cloth that is not completely
contacting the wing's surface will become a troublesome bubble when the
cyano is applied
FLYING MODELS
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Fiberglassing with Hot Stuff UFO

Step 5, at left. Starting with the edges , dribble the UFO directly onto the glass
cloth, allowing it to completely saturate the cloth and run onto any adjacent
area. You can't oversaturate the cloth. It will only absorb so much cyano and
the excess will wick into any dry adjacent area. It's this characteristic that
makes this technique work so well.

Step 6, at right. When you're satisfied that the edges are completely saturated
with UFO, hold the surface almost vertical and , starting at one end , proceed to
apply the UFO in a smooth back and forth motion . Allow enough cyano to drib·
ble onto the glass to completely saturate the cloth and run onto the dry area
below it. Holding the surface almost vertical helps the cyano flow quite
smoothly and easily over the wing . Continue with this until the entire surface
has been saturated with the UFO and you're satisfied there are no dry spots.

Step 7, at left. By this time most, if not all , of the UFO will have " kicked "
(hardened) but if any wet spots remain , a quick spray of Kick-itN accelerator will
finish the job and al low you to proceed to the next step .

Step 8, at right. Using a sanding bar or free sanding (your choice) , trim the
excess glass away from the surface by sanding to the edges. This makes a very
clean edge and prepares the leading edge and wing tips for glassing the opposite surface. When trimming the glass this way, be very careful not to gouge the
unglassed foam . This will only give you more work later on with filler! When
satisfied with your work on this side of the wing , go back to Step 1 and repeat
the process for the opposite side of the wing. When both sides are finished ,
lightly sprayed primer coats are recommended . Any brushed-on primer will
penetrate any unnoticed dry spot and attack and melt the foam underneath.
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Sig Manufacturing's

Kadet Senior
By Dick Gibbs

When you look for a beginner trainer,
it has to have special qualities.
Here's one for .29-.40 engines.

An FM Product Review:

The largest of SIG's Kadet trainer series, the Kadet Senior qualifies in the author's estimation as a good prim ary R/C flight trainer.

/C trainers have been around ever
since radio control equipment became generally available to the
modeling public about thirty years
ago. During that time it seems almost every
year has produced a new batch of trainers
and the process continues unabated.
So what's wrong with that? Nothing. Except that most of these trainers are good flyable sport models with ample (too much?)
power that fly fairly fast and respond rather
quickly to control inputs; this type of model
is probably most suitable for developing the
piloting skills of those individuals who, however ineptly; have at least learned to take off,
fly about, and land without assistance. Possibly this type should be called a basic trainer.
So what's wrong with that? Nothing. Except that the beginner, by definition, has
never flown, ineptly or otherwise! This person, the absolute beginner, needs a primary
trainer which has enough power to do the
job, is stable at speeds slow enough to allow
the neophyte to make an error in judgement
without crashing, and flies in a comfortable
manner which helps the beginner to acquire
confidence in his efforts.
So what's wrong with that? Nothing. SIG
has one. It's called the Kadet Senior. Is the
concept valid? The answer, after many flight
sessions at the York Area R/C Clt<b field, is
an unqualified yes.
With a wingspan of 78 inches (1150 square
inches) and fuselage length of slightly more
than 58 inches, the Kadet Senior is the largest of SIG 's Kadet series and utilizes building techniques unlike the smaller Kadets. Total weight is kept low by using "stick"
construction rather than sheet materials and
recommended engine sizes range from .29-.40
two cycle, or .35-.46 four cycle. Three channels of radio are required for rudder, elevator,
and throttle. As designed, the Kadet Senior

R
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is fitted with tricycle landing gear and steerable nose wheel. The kit is SIG No. 58 and
the suggested retail price is $61.95.

The kit
The rather large kit box carries a sizable
label showing a full color picture of the
"clean-lined" prototype model. Inside, the
box is fully packed with typical SIG top quality balsa, spruce, and plywood well selected
for its intended use. Die-cutting is crisp and
accurate and only a few parts need be cut
from printed thick sheet balsa stock which is
used in the nose area of the fuselage. Prebent wire landing gear legs are provided
along with an extensive hardware package
which includes the nose gear bracket and
SIG aluminum motor mounts.
Two large, clearly drawn printed plan
sheets are easily understood and contain
many construction notes that are very helpful to the first time builder. To make things
even easier, especially for the beginner, there
is a twenty-eight page construction manual
containing more than 120 good, clear photographs and drawings which take the builder
step by step through the building sequences,
suggested covering techniques, and hints for
applying a painted, or doped, finish. Based
upon all of the information presented in this
manual, anyone should be able to complete
the model successfully.
To further aid the beginner who has no ac·
cess to help in the form of a flight instructor,
the last couple of pages in the manual show,
step by step, how to attempt that first flight.
An additional aid is a separate booklet with
illustrated examples of radio installations
and even more bits concerning flying instructions. Modelers of all levels of experience appreciate information about the particular kit
they are building but for the beginner the
SIG manuals in the Kadet Senior kit are re-

ally a mini course in model building.

Construction
With t he help of the construction manual
and plan notes, the Kadet Senior builds up
easily and reasonably fast . Anyone who has
built an Old Timer will feel right at home
with the Senior because the process is essentially t he same; fuselage sides are built up
over the plans with balsa strip and the sides
are t hen joined together with strip balsa
cross pieces. The area of the fuselage which
supports the wing is further strengthened
through the use of spruce strips rather than
balsa. Additional strength is provided by using thin plywood in t he window area of the
cabin. Interestingly t he rear of the fuselage
does not taper to a point as is usual in most
models but is left with a small rectangular
opening through which the elevator pushrod
passes in a direct line to the elevator control
hom .
At the other end of the fuselage t he motor
mounts are set up to produce some right
thrust for the engine which helps to keep
t ake-offs s traight. Hardwood trunnion
blocks are supplied for mounting the main
landing gear legs and these were installed according to plan. Since I prefer tail-draggers,
addit ional landing gear blocks were located
at t he bottom of the fuselage in line with the
leading edge of the wing so that the nose gear
could be removed and the mains relocated if
t he urge to "tail drag" became overpowering.
I t did!
Fin, rudder, elevator, and stabilizer are all
built-up surfaces and might appear a bit
weak. Not so: especially when covered they
are light and strong. The wing uses a minimum of sheet balsa covering, its strength being derived from substantial leading and
trailing edge stock, a combination of spruce
and balsa spars , and sheet balsa spar
51
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Sig Manufacturing's Kadet Senior

The elevator pushrod has a straight run to the control horn through the open tail post (above) . Despite its
large size , a .40 4-stroke like this O.S. (below) is ample power because the Senior is so light.

Though t he Kadet Senior is designed as a tricycle gear plane, it can be easily converted to a tail dragger by
addi ng another, forward ply fu selage plate and moving the gear forward . Helps improve ground handling .
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webbing. For its size the wing is quite light
and strong.
The prototype Kadet Senior was covered
with SIG light-weight silk which was clear
doped with some color dope trim added. In
response to my question concerning the suitability of SIG Koverall as covering material
Claude McCullough, who designed the Senior, replied that a second model built at SIG
was covered with Koverall and finished with
Supercoat dope with a neglible increase in
weight. For the more experienced builder either silk or Koverall painted with a dope, or
Skybrite, would provide a beautiful, tough,
long lasting finish.
Beginners, however, would probably find it
easier going with an iron-on covering, and
with that in mind, Solartex was applied and
the surface sprayed with two coats of SIG
clear dope. Iron-on films would also be suitable for the covering job and perhaps save a
tad of weight as compared with fabric material.
Radio installation is extremely easy simply
because there is so much space available in
the cabin area. Standard size servos and
flight battery pack were installed. Finally,
the always reliable O.S. FS .40 four stroke
was bolted to the engine mount and ACE
light weight wheels attached to the landing
gear. Completed, the Kadet Senior tipped the
scale at six pounds, six ounces for a rather
light wing loading of twelve ounces per
square foot.

Flying
As mentioned in the preface of the construction manual, and confirmed by our own
experience, the Kadet Senior should not be
flown by a beginner in winds of more than
ten MPH velocity. For experienced pilots, fJying in windier conditions is not impossible
but the Senior is really most enjoyable when
flown in the low wind conditions for which it
was designed.
For the beginner the SIG manual goes into
detail for setting up the trike gear for nosweat take-offs or no-sweat landings by adjusting the landing gear wheel sizes. Using
wheels which provide for a slightly nose-up
attitude (with the model at rest on the runway) will allow take-offs to be made without
any elevator input, but landings will call for a
bit of up elevator to insure that the nose
wheel does not make contact with the runway before the mains. With the reverse setup (nose slightly down), up elevator must be
used to rotate and lift off for take-off whereas
landings are accomplished with no (or very
slight) elevator required. It's all in t he book.
As mentioned earlier, the engine right
thrust helps keep the model tracking in a
straight line on take-off. And speaking of engines, there is not much point in using anything larger than those sizes suggested by
SIG. A .40 stroker is just about perfect to
allow the Kadet Senior to do what it was designed to do. On the grass portion of our
field, take-offs require forty or fifty feet before lift-off, and on the paved runway even
less.
Full throttle climb is best established with
a couple of clicks of up trim on the transmitter. Steep climbs just don't happen. With the
nose high, airspeed bleeds off rapidly and the
nose mushes down until flying speed is regained, very helpful for the student who
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finds the transmitter stick "welded" in the
full up elevator position. Loops can be done
only following a dive to pick up a bit of airspeed. The size of the Senior also aids the student because it is quite visible at high altitude which allows plenty of room for errors;
in case of disorientation it is only necessary
to release the transmitter sticks to neutral
and the ship will recover on its own.
As with most three channel designs the
Kadet Senior is not at its best when takingoff or landing in a cross-wind. However with
the breeze on her nose during these
manuvers she is a real lady. As the book says,
take-off and land directly into the wind and if
the breeze is more than ten miles per hour
wait for a better day.
After many, many good flights with the
trike gear configuration the nose gear was removed and the main landing gear legs remounted on the forward gear blocks mentioned earlier. Is the effort worth it? I think
so. Ground handling is improved and I think
that take-offs and landings are easier as a tail
dragger but then I'm prejudiced.

Summary
SIG 's Kadet Senior is a well behaved, stable, pleasant to fly model for both novices
and experienced RIC pilots. All of the required materials and instructions necessary
for completion of a successful project are
here for the beginner. For the more experienced builder who has never tried "stick"
type construction, this is a good one with
which to begin. Claude McCullough and SIG
Manufacturing Co. are to be commended for
designing and kitting an RiC trainer that is
really a primary trainer in the true sense of
the word.
=

FLYING MODELS

Chief mechanic Llloyd Williams (L) and test pilot Paul Williams (R) (above) conducted the "acceptance"
flights of the Kadet Senior and their only "squawk" was the usual minor flight trim adjustments every model
is subject to . Though large, the Senior gets up quickly (below) because of its light stick construction..
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More news from the gang. By Earl Va nGorder

PHOTO: MRS . W. POYTHRESS

Bill Poythress claims that his .010 tailless design flies " like a homesick angel" . He's got a Cox .010 tucked
on the back of the fuselage pod . Bill says he likes to experiment with unusual model types.

ell, troops, here we go again. It's
time to gather in the ole hangar
and swap a few lies. So, c'mon
now, settle back, get comfortable, lay down the X-Acto knives and dope
brushes, and let's have at it!
Generally speaking, it's been a rather dry
month . . . that is, I haven't heard too much
from the old gang. Well, as I'm writing this,
it's very early March and you guys are probably at the building boards rushing to get that
latest model ready for the Spring flyin' season, right?
Well, if that 's your bag, let me get right to

W

the first item on my agenda and that is news
of some Canadian contests which will, of
course, interest those of you in the northeast
U.S. and Canada, but one of them is a postal
contest that can be of interest to everyone.
What am I talkin' about? Well, it's the Jimmie Allen 50th Anniver sary " Postal Air
Races". For this one, you must build the Jimmie Allen model from the Easybuilt kit (FF68) according to the plan, using the materials
in the kit . There are a few modifications allowed and I'll tell you, in a minute, how to
find out about t hat.
This one sounds like a real fun type of af-

PHOTO: JOHN MORROW

You 've already seen John Morrow's Mercury Chic when it was finished , but
look at those fabulous bones (above left). John really goes all out to be faithful
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fair and, who can't wax nostalgic over a Jimmie Allen model?
Now, you can get a printed sheet with all
the details to handle your own entry and go
for the prizes, by dropping a long SASE to
this address: Peter M. Mann, Event Director,
36 Sydenham St., Guelph, Ontario NIH
2W 4, Canada.
This is a neat one since you can enter as
many times as you wish. Be sure to get into
this one for lots of fun from March 1st
through September 30th.
In September of 1989, there wi).l also be a
neat event at the 34th Annual Eastern Canada Open. This is a 50th Anniversary Contest for replicas of Fred Bower's 1939 Wakefield model. Tell Peter to also send you a info
sheet on this event when you write him on
the Jimmie Allen thing.
Hey; gang, these Canadian neighbors are
doin ' all sorts of good things. Why not find
out about 'em?
Now, on the subject of available products,
I want to tell you more about our favorite
source of scale documentation. We heard
from Bob Banka at Scale Model Research
and, would you believe, he has again expanded the inventory to cover over 400 pew
additions. Bob now sells over 2200 different
Foto-Paaks with more than 60,000 photos in
inventory. They cover everything, including
Golden Age, Military, Civilian, Helicopters,
Racing . .. and, you name it!
Of course, as always, all photos are 3 1/2 by
5, taken with the scale modeler in mind.
Here's the way to get those precious details
as well as making the judges love ya for your
super documentation.
You can get a complete new catalog, listing
everything in stock by sending only three
bucks to the address I'm gonna give you. Oh,
yes, you guys and gals in foreign countries

PHOTO: LOU BUFFAROI

to scale detail. Lou Buffard i put this Gu illow's B-17 (above right) together as a
hobby shop exhibit. Plenty of bones in that model.
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will have to add another $2.50 to cover A/0
postage.
Here's the address: Scale Model Research,
2334 Ticonderoga, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. I
wouldn 't kid you, troops, this is a real
goodie!
Now, I've also been asked to tell you about
the United States Indoor Championships.
This will be held on June 1, 2, 3 and 4 at the
University of East Tennessee Mini-Dome in
Johnson City, TN. There will be 20 separate
official events as well as a number of unofficial fun events.
Hotel and dormitory facilities are available
and there are four full days of flying. That's
to say nothing of the beautiful scenic and historic sites that abound in this corner of Tennessee, so bring the family and make a real
vacation of it.
There will be two different banquets and
you can have a ball! Want to get all the details? Easy . .. just send a large SASE to
this address for all the " poop " sheets:
U.S.l.C., 1655 Revere Dr., Brookfield, WI
53005. If indoor is your thing, be sure to get
in on this one.
Before we go to the mailbag, photos, etc., I
do want to tell you-especially those of you
interested in electric power-that V/L has
come out with a new catalog. This is a source
of power for all sizes of model and this catalog should be available on your bench for reference.
As I mentioned, the V/L line is very complete and you can find power sources for all
types of models from free flights up to 30inch span and well into the larger RIC types.
Send a buck to Hank Fasola at V/L and tell
him that "ole Van" suggested that you contact him. The address is: VL Products, Division of Vista Labs, 7871 Alabama Ave. #16,
Canoga Park, CA 91304. If you're getting interested in electric power, look into this one.
Well, troops, let's move on to the old mailbag, cause we got a lot of goodies there this
month.
A short time back, I showed you a photo of
the neat model of the Mercury Chic that was
done by John Morrow of Watertown, NY after a heckuva lot of research at the Curtiss
Museum in Hammondsport, NY.
Well, I decided that you should also see the
gorgeous bare bones of John 's model. This
job was not only scale in the final result but
... was scale all the way! Now, isn't that one
of the prettiest sets of "bones" that you ever
saw?
Also, I recently showed you a shot of old
Iron Mike Midkiff's Claude and I told you
that he had also done the plans for a J apanese Tony. Well, now I'm gonna show you a
shot of Mike's finished Tony. A really beautiful aircraft. As usual, Mike makes all his
plans available to all the gang for that one
flat price of five bucks which includes the
postage (How can you go wrong?). You can
jump on your copy of the Tony plan by sendFLYING MODELS

PHOTO: RENE GAIO

Rene Gaid may have just gotten into scale but it sure seems like he's had plenty of good experience from
the looks of his Nesmith Cougar. It's a good size since it spans 32 inches. Hope we see the finished shots.

ARTWORK: JOHN DOWNER

"Pack in a bit too much rubber? "
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Flyin' Things for Fledglings

PHOTO: MIKE MIDKIFF

PHOTO: LOU BUFFARDI

Besides the B-17 on the previous page, Lou Buffardi also scratchbuilt this
Heath Midwing (above left) from Peerless plans. Looks like it'll be a great flyer.

ing your fiver to Mike at this address: Mike
Midkiff, 20007 Pinehurst Tr. Dr., Humble,
TX 77346.
I got another "bones" shot for you that
came from one of our Canadian friends. Rene
Gaid, in Mississauga, Ontario tells us that he
was a bit hesitant about free flight scale until
he started checking into our monthly sessions. Then, the bug bit him and he decided
to give it a try. His first attempt (quite ambitious, actually) is a 32-inch span version of
the Nesmith Cougar. It's a doggone nice set
of bones and we're all looking forward to seeing more of Rene's efforts, I'm sure.
We also heard from our old friend, Dr. Lou
Buffardi, ·down in Louisiana (that's pronounced "Looz-yanna" if you're not a native). Lou has suddenly discovered the joys
of scratchbuilding and is absolutely ecstatic
about it. He built the neat Heath Mid- Wing
from scratch from an old Peerless plan and
couldn't bring himself to believe that his total cost was only about 25 cents! Yep, it all
came from the scrap box and other leftover
parts from previous crashes. Gotta tell ya,
Lou, that you did a super job on your Heath
and it's just gotta be a flyer!
Lou was also commissioned by a local
hobby shop to do a Guillow B-1 7 exactly as
per kit instructions for a display. He did this
and I couldn't resist showing you a "bare
bones" shot of his efforts. Man, 0 man! Look
at all dem bones! Anyone want to try to
guess the weight of that sucker? In any
event, it's a heckuva neat construction job,
Lou, and we're all proud of ya.
Now, I can't resist showing you a photo of
an old buddy from my previous club .. . well,
I shouldn't say previous because they did me
the honor of making me a Life Member (did
you say "what club", Chauncey? . .. why the
Mid Hudson Modelmasters, of course.)
Bill Poythress is a bit like our friend, AI
Backstrom, since he likes to experiment with
unusual types. In the photo, you see him
with his Cox .010 powered tailless type which
he assures us "flies like a homesick angel".
It's a really nice piece of workmanship, Bill,
and don't be a stranger. I just know that the
gang will be interested in any other rare birds
that you come up with.
The last photo for this month came about
in a rather strange way. When I was leaving
England after my visit last November, I
climbed aboard the 747 wondering who I
would get for a seat companion. Well, that
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Van 's old friend, Mike Midkiff, hit the target again with his Japanese Tony
(above right), right up to his usual excellent calibre.

"seat companion" arrived in the form of one
Dr. Colin Martin, a university professor in
marine archaeology. Boring? Heck, no ... the
farthest thing from it.
It didn 't take long to discover that Dr.
Martin and I had a similar love for model flying machines! I'm here to tell you, gang, that
that flight from Heathrow in London, to
Boston-all seven hours of it- went so fast
that I couldn't believe it !
We had a marvelous time swapping modeling stories and a new, and I hope, permanent
friendship was formed.
Colin was going to Boston to participate in
a seminar and got off the British Airways
flight there, while I continued on in a struggle to finally find this "dot on the map" of
my hometown of Tonawanda. I have since
heard from Dr. Martin and he sent the photo
of he, and his son, enjoying a flying session

together. I hope to visit Scotland on my next
visit to Britain and shall look forward to renewing a friendship. Hey, gang, can anyone
who flies with his son be all bad?
Well, here we go again, troops .. . . I had
hoped to give you another newsletter update
this month, but I've rambled on too long
again. I'll really try to work it in next month
cause I've got a couple of really good ones to
tell you about. Okay, so you can hate me, but
hang in there until next month and I guarantee it'll be worth it.
Gotta close the old hangar doors on an·
other good bull session, but I'll be really
lookin' forward to next month 's get-together
and in the meantime, don't forget to get
those good black and whites to your old
buddy at the same old address, 2 Holley
Lane- #7 Tonawanada, NY 14150. Be lookin'
to hear from ya. So long, now.
·=

PHOTO : MRS . COLIN MARTIN

Those are the fields of bonny Scotland where Van says Dr. Colin Martin, enjoys flying sessions with his son
Edward. Van met Dr. Martin in the skies high over the Atlantic on the way back from England.
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BUILDING AND FLYING
CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT

by Dick Sarpolus

c;&c..

SUILDlNG AND FLYING

CONTROL LINE

Dick Sarpolus' Building and Flying Control Line Model
Aircraft is a complete how-to manual on the popular
mode of flying developed by the late Jim Walker in
1939. A history of control-line flying is followed by
chapters on control mechanisms and hardware, flight
training, engines for control line, aircraft construction
and finishing, kits and scratchbuilding, competitive
flying, building instructions for four 1/2 A models and
three larger models, and a listing of control line organizations and suppliers.
This is a comprehensive manual for anyone who
would like to get involved with control line flying., as
well as for those who already are accomplished ukie
experts.
Dick Sarpolus is a regular contributor to Flying Models
magazine and other publications on a wide variety of
model flying subjects and is a well known designer of
model aircraft.

$7.95

DECADE OF DESIGN 2
Here are over 50 different aircraft designs of the 1960 era compiled by
Bob Buragas from the pages of Flying Models. Includes radio control
sport, multi and single channel, control line stunt, speed, combat anbd
sport, free flight gas, free flight rise of water, rubber, towline gliders and
sailplanes and indoor models.
This collection of plans is a valuable addition to any model builder's
library, providing needed information, brings back the joy of by-gone
days, and is fun looking in moments of relaxation. See how other guys
have overcome design problems.

$5.00

rcA'RsiE'NsP"us'LicATiciNs~N'c. -------------Dept~44001

GO SEE YOUR DEALER
TODAY FOR THESE FINE
BOOKS. IF YOUR DEALER
CANNOT
SUPPLY YOU
ORDER DIRECT USING THE
HANDY COUPON AT RIGHT.
Send No. 10 SAE for latest complete
Carstens hobby book and magazine
catalog listing many great books of
airplanes, model railroading, toy
trains, doll house miniatures and
crafts.

P.O. Box 700
Newton, NJ 07860
I enclose US$ ............... in check or money order for the Carstens
hobby books listed below:
BUILDING & FLYING CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT, $7.95
DECADE OF DESIGN 2, $5.00
BOOKS: Add $1 .00 Shipping in USA.
FLYING MODELS PLAN DIRECTORY, $1.00 ($2.00 Outside USA)
Master Card
Visa card: minimum order
Please charge my
on charge cards $10.00.
Card No: ............................................. Expires: .....................................
Signature: ......................................... Name: ......................................... ~
Address: .................................................................................................1
City: .............................................. State: .................... Zip: ...............] .. 1

L---------------------------------Please print or type legibly. NJ residents include state sales tax ..

ears~ens
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R/C Scale
CF483 MAGNUM 80 . Twin .40 power RC pattern Ship w1th
76" span D1ck Sarpolus FM 9-78
S7.00.

CF488 DRUINE TURBULENT. Stand-off scale AC with 60"
span for .40 mil. Doc Mathews. FM 11-78
.. $7. 00 .

CF522 THORP T-18 . RC stand-off scale for .60 engines. 62"
span . Tony Lombardo and Don Palumbo. FM 11-79. $7.00.
CF523 ALEXANDER FLYABOUT. RC stand-off scale for .0915 with 57" span . AI Wolsky FM 11-79 ... .... ... $6 .00 .
CF530 WACO 10. 1930s v1ntage scale biplane for .049
power and t hree channel RC Net Kragness FM 280 .
. $7.00 .
CF532 TOMMYCAT F- 14 . Sem1scale dueled fan delta RC

CF600 SEAHAWK. RC fl oa tplane , 47" span, 4 channel RC,
S7.00 .
40 engme Kalevi Sundqv1st. FM 6-82 .

R/C Soaring

CF-477 BOXCAR . 3 channel RC trainer for .09- .10 engines,
49 " span. Howie Applega te . FM 7-78
$6.00.

CF491 1938 PORTERFIELD ZEPHYR . 76" span AC sh1p lor
.40-.60 engines. 0 B. Mathews. FM 12-78
$7.00.
CF534 1930 'S CLASSIC . Sem1 sca le tow wing monoplane
lor .60 with 60" span inspired by golden era of aviation
George R1zkalla. FM 4-80
.... $7.00.

CF369 BOMM EL. 114 1/2" RC soa rer with !uti w1ng flaps Peter Keirn . FM 5-75. .
$7.00.
CF498 SP EEDO . Sport flyer/race r w1 th 40" span for .19- 25
S6.00 .
eng1nes Dick Sarpolus. FM 2-79 .
CF505 THE NEW ANGLE . RC 4 cha nnel .049 pattern sh ip.
22 ounce , 34 " span. Bob Aberle. FM 5-79
S6 .00 .

CF494 SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS. Stand-off 2" scale AC of
lindbergh's classic . 93" span for 40-.71 engines. Don
McGovern and Lony Lombardo. FM 1-79.
$ 14.50.

=;11
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CF538 CITABRIA . Quarter scale RC model of famous aerobatic tra1ner for Ouacra power 102" span. 2 sheets Tony
Lombardo FM 5-80 .
$14 .50 .

0

R/C Sport

""'"'"'
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CF372 THE WEIRD ONE . 119" RC canard soarer by D1ck
Sarpolus and Arnie Peterson . FM 6-75...
. ...... $7 .00.
CF379 EYESORE. 116" RC flying wing soarer With .19
power pod . Don McGovern. FM 8-75..
. . ..... $14.50 .
CF525 QUIXOTIC. Sport pusher des1gn for use with .35 en
g ines. Doc Mathews. FM 12-79
. . . . . . . . . . S7 .00 .
CF527 G P 700 . General purpose a1rplane for glider tow . 60 '
span, .60 mil. Bob Aberle FM 1-80
... .
. .. S7.00
C::F531 MINI POINT. Club racer for 3 Sec engmes . Delta configuratiOn . Bud Roane FM 2-80
..... $7. 00 .

CF497 GEE BEE Rl / 2 LONG TAILED RACER . Scale AC
ship with 56" span tor .60 engines Henry Haftke. FM 2-

79........................... . ..

R' , _ yB.;:~~-"'!1 '"*"*''~

. ..... 514.50 .

CFSOO BEBE JODEL 0 ·9. RC stand-ott scale w1th 57" span
for .35-.40 engines Doc Mathews . FM 3-79.
. .. $7.00.

CF451 DOUBLE TROUBLE . Pattern RC biplane w1th 54'
span, 60 mil. Dick Sarpolus FM 9-77
$7.00.

CF502 MILES M-10/ 2. RC stand-off scale ship 58 " span for
.60 engines. Stan Hines . FM 4-79
$7.00.

CF537 OLD BEAVERTAIL. 4 channel sport mode l, h1gh aspect ratio wing and liftmg fuselage, 56" span . 15 eng. Hank
Stumpf FM 5-80
57.00 .

{

CF455 '131-BABY. RC sport b1plane lor 29-40 eng1nes Jack
. $5 .00 .
Sheeks FM 11-77 .
CF510 MR MULLIGAN. RC stand-off scale 67" span , .60
engmes Tony Lombardo and Don Palumbo. FM 779
$10.00.

CF412 LARS. Lo w aspect ra tio RC sa1lplane with 74" span •
Dick Sarpolus. FM 7-76. .
$7.00.
CF540 VIRGINIA SLIM. Sport pattern design w1th molded
plywood fuselage , 56" span . 60 eng1nes . Dan Reiss. FM 6

ro.
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Seaplanes

CF512LOCKHEED LITTLE DIPPER. Stand-off scale RC for
.60 engines , 61 ~ span . Dan Re iss . FM 8-79
..... $7.00.
CF515 MITSUBISHI A-5-M4 CLAUDE. Stand-off scale RC
for .35-.46 mil with 58" span. Jack Sheeks FM 9-79 . $7.00.
CF520 PIPER TOMAHAWK . RC stand-off scale lor . 19-.30
engines, so ~ span Dick Sarpolus . FM 10-79.
. . $7 .00 .

CF456 THE ACE THREE TEN. 3 channel tramer. 36' span
.... $5 .00 .
for 09- .10 eng ines Bob Aberle F~ 12-77
CF459 THE HUNGR Y EAGLE . RC durat1on model (looks
like FF) for .40s w1th 96" span D1ck Sarpolus FM t-78
. . $7.00 .
CF458 THE CHALLENGER . Twin boom .60 powered RC
$5.00
oartern ship, 62 " span. Bob Godfrey. FM 1-78
CF486 CHOPSTICKS . 57" RC pattern sh1p tor .60 engmes
Dan Reiss . FM 10-78
... $7.00.

CF592 ASTRO SPORT FLOATS. Easy to build pair of floats
fo r electriC powered or 112A models Mitch Pol ing. FM 3

A
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Controline
Semi-Scale

CF473 P-61 BLACK WIDOW. Tw1n CL stand-off scale for
$6 .00 .
049. 341/2" span. M1chael Beaulieu. FM 5-78

CF210 MESSERSCHMIDT ME-262 . Se mt- scale CL 55 ~
span Smgle inverted & throttle 35 Vornolt FM 3-67. $4 .00 .
CF212 STUKA JU-87. Famous German WW2 dtve bomber
CL for 40 mil JacK Sheeks Semiscale FM 7-70 . $7.00.
CF560 AVANTI . so~ wmg span CL stunt shtp tor 40 engme
Many ad1ustable features Bob Baron FM 2-81 ... $7 .00.
CF329 TALON STUNTER . CL stunt T-38 wtth 52 " span tor
0 S Max 35 stunt engme Dave Rees FM 4-7 4 . $7.00.

C/L Profile

Rubber Scale

CF346 STANDARD . Scale bipe for rubber, FF, or .020 and
lightweight RC, 36~ span . Hurst Bowers. FM 10-74. $4.00.

CF327 P-26 STUNTER . Stunt con troline wtth 61 " span . 35
to 60. JacK SheeKs FM 3-74 .
. .. $5 .00 .
CF414 AT-9 JEEP. Semt-proftle CL lor twm 30's , 561/2"
soan Jack Sheeks FM 8 76 . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... $5.00.
CF237 SHOESTRING. sr semi-scale tor Fox 35. Bill Simons. FM 9-71
.. $7 .00 .

NEW PLANS
CF360 AVRO 511 AR AOWSCOUT. 24 " span rubber FF.
.... 55.00.
George Meyer. FM 2-75

CF30 1 PLUM CRAZY CASSUTT. Goodyear proltle team
racer, 26" span powered by K&B 15 or other. Matt Smith. FM
... $4 .0.
6-73

CF347 MACCHI 202. CL stunt . ST 46 wtth 58 " span Denms
Duvall FM 10-74 .. ... . . ... .. .. . . ... .... . .... 55 .00 .
CF433 H ANRIOT-BICHE H-110 PURSUIT. CL sport scale
tor 35 eng . 48 1/2" span OtcK Sarpolus FM 3-77. $7.00.
CF630 OS2U KINGFISHER . Great lor CL camer events
30 1/2" span . shdtng leadout placement . 40- 60 power Tom
Schaeffer FM 4-83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $6.00 .
CF639 P-39 AIRACOBRA . CL scale vers ton ottamous WW2
Ben ftghter used by USSR has 25-35 engme. 34314 " span
57.00.
Walt Muse~ano FM 7-83

Controline

CF384 LUSCOMBE PHANTOM 1. 23112" span rubber classic scale monoplane. George Meyer. FM 10-75.... $4 .00 .
CF430 LOCKHEED WASP-VEGA 5. Wiley Post's famed
Winnie Mae. 31 " span, FF scale for Hytork 48 electric motor.
George Meyer. FM 2-77. . ........... ...... .. - . $5.00.
CF436 JU NGSTER 11. 20" span rubber powered scale bi......... $4 .00 .
plane. George Meyer. FM 4-77
CF-724 BELLANCA SCOUT. A gigantic rubber scale delight. Spans 68 inches and features a diamond airfoil to
speed building. Plans are on two sheets. By Tom Houle. FM
$10.00
5-86
CF-726 OV-10A BRONCO . An unusual rubber scale twin
from this prolific author is this Counter Insurgency {"COIN")
lighter. A truly diflerent lreeflight subject featuring a 27 inch
w1ng span. By Richard Howard . FM 6-86.
$6 .00

CF370 WACO 10 TAPERWING. Two 27 H rubber scale biplanes George Meyer FM 5-75 . ................ $7.00.

CF309 EXCALI BUR II. Ct. proftle stunt Shtp lor 40 mtl,
51 1/2" span 01ck Mathts FM 9-73
.. $7.00 .

Freeflight Gas
CF31 8 MAXIPEARL . FF power lor classes BCD lor .29 to
40 engines . 86" span. Bill Chenault. FM 12-73 . . . $7.00 .

CF-801 STARFO X. Try this unusually shaped RIC spon
model lor .40 to .45 engines and four channel systems. It
spans 48 112 inches . Floyd Manly. FM 5-89
.. $7 .50
CF-802 SUPER CRUISER . Build this classic from cardboard
and balsa and enjoy some control line flying fun. Spans 70
inches and requires a .40 size engine. Plans on two sheets
Chuck Felton . FM 5-89.
. .. $14.00
CF-803 SWITCHER II.
A near replica ol Berkeley 's famous rocket powered
"Swisher." This one spans 17 inches and uses the new Jet$3 .00
x lor power. Larry Kruse. FM 5-89..
CF-798 FREQUENCY CONTROL BOARD. Third order interference problems at your club lield? Why not build this control board as a club project that will benelil all the members!
$6.50.
By Hans Hochradel. FM 4-89.
CF-804 COMMANDO. Build this replica of a tamous Old
Timer lor SAM events , and fun flying. The 78 1/2 inch span
machine requires a .40 tor power and a three channel RIC
system. Dr. D.B. Mathews. FM 6-89 . . . ~ ......... $7.50
CF-805 RYAN ST. All the style and flair of the 1930's is yours
with !his A.M.A. Rubber Scale flyer. Features a span of 32
inches. wheel pants , and !lying wires. Tom Sandor. FM 689.
. .$6 .50
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FLYING MODELS PLAN ORDER FORM
I
I
I FLYING MODELS
-::1 ~ .
DEPT. 1429 I
I P. 0 . Box 700
-=.il -reg
I
1 Newton, New Jersey 07860
I
I I enclose _ _ check .or money order. _ _ Master ChargeNisa authoriza- I
II cate
tion dfor the am aunt chbeckeddat righ t. fPieasde send me the plans I have indi- I
. 8 1ve pan
1 num er an name. 1 you o not care to cut magazme , type

I

or print legi bly on separate sheet.

I For building instructions refe r to Flyi ng Models issue in which art icle originall y .I1
appeared . Issue reference is given with most listings. See back issue ad for
1I comple te list of curren tly available back issues.
I

CF344 BISHOP. Stunt CL for 35 to 46 engtnes, 56 " span
Jack Sheeks FM 9-74
55 .00 .

CF363 SCORPIO. CL stunter wtth 60 " span and 46 ST en.... . ..... . ... .... 57.00.
gtne BtU Simons FM 3-75

CF365 PANI C. Stunt CL lor Super T1gre 46 mtl engme wtth
51" span Jack Sheeks FM 4-75
$5 .00.

CF330 JU BILEE. Compe\1\tOn FF with old ttmer look , 74 ~
span , 29-23 eng. Dtck Math1s . FM 4-74 . ......... $5.00.
CF346 STAN DARD. Scale bipe for rubber, FF, or .020 and
lightwetght AC . 36" span. Hurst Bowers FM 10-74 $4.00.
CF351 THROWBACK . FF sport 29" span , .020 eng1ne
Larry Kruse FM 11-74 . . . ..................... $4.00.
CF362 BAD MEDICINE. t /2A-A FF 43" span, 045-.051 en................. $4 .00 .
gme Mike Ranson FM 3-75

I Plans will be sent 3rd or 4th class unless you have included sufficient funds
1 for 1st class or airmail. All prices shown are in US dollars .
II NAME .. ... ... . . .. .... . ......... .. .... . ....•....... ..
I STREET .. . . .... . . . .. ..... . . . .... . . .. ... ... .. ... .. .. .
I CITY ... . ....... .. .... . . STATE .. .. .. . . ZIP
I PLANS
I
I Plan # and Name . . ... . . . ..... . .... . .$
1 Plan# and Name .. .... .. ....... . ... .$
1 Plan # and Name .. . ..... .. . .... . . . . .$
I Plan # and Name ..... ... .... . ....... $ _ _ _ __
1 POSTAGE AND SPECIAL HANDLING
I 3rd or 4th class mail in USA is prepai d. No add itional
I o postag e requ ired. All ow 4 weeks delivery in USA.
class mail outside USA including Canada and
I o 3rd
$._ _ __
Mexico, add 75¢ per plan.
$. _ _ _ __
I o USA 1st class mail : Add 20% of ord er.
airmail incl uding Canada and Mexico: Add
I o Foreign
$. _ _ _ __
50°/o of order.
I MAILING TUBE (Offer good in USA only)
$. _ _ _ __

I

I
I
I

~

I
I
CF388 SUNDANCE . CL stunter with 55" span for .40 engines . Chris Lelia. FM tt-75
........... 57.00.
CF371 ASTARTE . Prectston CL stunter with sr span and
45 engme John Hagen FM 6-75 .
. ......... . 57.00.

CF381 PARFAL FF FAI power . 15 engine with 61" span
ChucK Markos. FM 9-75 ...................... $7.00 .
CF382 SHINGLESHIP. FF cedar seaplane wilh 14~ span for
CoK Tee Dee .010 . Henry Sherred Jr. FM 9-75 ..... $4.00 .

I

1
•

0 1-4 plans via UPS $3.25
0 5- 10 plans via UPS $3. 75
0 NJ Res . add 6% state sales tax

$. _ _ __ _
$. _ _ _ __

TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED

$._ __

Master Charge or Visa Card No. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

0 Please send me your Carstens Flying Plans illustrated catalog . I enclose
$1 .00 for US delivery, $2.00 in all other countries.
- - - - - - NJ re.,dents include state sales tax • - - - - - -

I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

1
1
I

By Frank Costello

le-------
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First testbed aircraft for Ed Booz' propane powered turbine jet engine (above
left) is slated to be a giant scale BD-SJ. Displayed at the '89 WRAM Show, Ed
plans to commercially produce the engine in a four inch version. A unique and

he WRAM show in White Plains,
NY is always held on the last weekend in February, a traditionally bad
month for weather in the Northeast.
Somehow the WRAMs always seem to be
blessed with, if not good, at least decent
weather. This year, true to fashion, a heavy
snowfall, predicted for the Friday morning of
the show, held off until Monday so we could
get through the weekend. I'd like to know
who the WRAMs know to get such divine cooperation.
This year 's show was held back at the
Westchester County Center, the traditional
location since the first show in 1969. The
past two years, the show was held in the
main building of the Yonkers Raceway since
the County Center was under a major overhaul, modernization, and enlarging program.
Being back at the Center was a real treat,
with much improved facilities, spotlessly
clean, and with elevators making it easier to
get around. Even the food was much improved.
Unfortunately, the trend in this year 's
show did not tend to lean toward Giant
Scale. Helicopters and R/C cars appeared to
be more prominent in 1989. What giant scale
items were present were all of notable quality
and uniqueness, so all was not lost.
The most impressive items I saw were in
the engine category with the first commercially available true turbo jet leading the way.
Designed by Ed Booz, the engine is made
from all aluminum parts and will weigh in at
about four pounds in the four inch production version. Ed had a five inch prototype at
the show that was truly amazing. Video tape
showed the five inch version running with a
turbine speed of 46,000 to 90,000 RPM. The
production model should reach speeds of

T
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more economical approach to radial engines (above right)? Radial Engine
Technologies is using six K&B .20 two cycle engines mounted to a planetary
gear system to drive an 18-6 prop at 8150 RPM and produce 2.1 HP.

150,000 RPM.
Ed's choice of fuel for his engine is certainly unique. It runs on propane gas (not liquid) and Ed feels this is just as safe as any
other fuel we take to the flying field if handled properly. He chose propane gas mainly
for the fact that it maintains its own pressure
eliminating the need for external support
systems such as a fuel pump and batteries to
keep the fuel flowing. A failsafe refueling procedure greatly reduces accidents in that area.
The first test flights of the unit will take

place this spring in a scale BD-5J. Ed estimates that the production version should fly
this plane at about 200 MPH_Ed also said he
is going to be selective about whom he sells
his units to since it's obviously not meant for
the beginner. A smart move considering the
basic knowledge needed to run this engine.
Ed seems to have really done his homework
on this one and I am anxious to see the finished result in a giant scale ducted fan. Congratulations Ed Booz.
Another noteworthy en gin~ effort was the

Hangar One Hobbies rests in these able(?) hands, Bob Ernsbarger (L) , Tom Wilkinson (C), and J.T. Adams
(R). They appear proud to announce their very own new '/3rd scale kit of the Pober Pixie parasol homebuilt.
JUNE 1989

SIG Manufacturing's 1f3rd scale Spacewalker (above left) has grown very
popular since it was introduced two years ago. It's a natural for the horizontally
opposed O.S. FS-240 or the O.S. 320 4-cylinder engine. Justifiably proud of his

6-cylinder radial engine effort by Michael
Goldowsky of Radial Engine Technologies. A
unique approach to the radial engine concept,
Mike has come up with a low-cost radial using off-the-shelf parts and existing technology. Six K&B .20 two cycle engines are
mounted around a central shaft,driving it
through a planetray gear system. There's no
master connecting rod and easily replaceable
components facilitate both maintenance and
repair. At an estimated 2.1 HP the radial will
turn an 18-6 prop at 8150 RPM.
Mike had his engine running many times
during the show; it's quiet and smooth at all
throttle settings and practically vibration
free which makes it almost "unnoticeable".
It's extremely easy to start also. Application
for this radial is widespread. Practically any
"round" engine kit on the market will be suitable, such as Proctor's Nieuport 28, Ziroli 's
Fokker DR I, or the new Royal, Stinson Reliant. Contact Mike at Radial Engine Technology, 7 Greenwood Lane, Valhalla, NY 10595.
Some kits were also being presented for the
first time at the show. ACE RIC showed their
new 1.20 size Seamaster seaplane. Following
on thier very successful Seamaster 40, this
one uses the proven 4-120 wing and an out-ofthe-water T-tail design combined with a 1.20
four stroke pylon mounted engine for successful giant sport water flying. Tom Runge
also displayed a future kit design, the 1911
Eastbourne. Look for this one around the fall
of this year.
Hangar One Hobbies, those great people
who bring you so many of Nick Ziroli's designs in kit form have one of their own this
time, the Pober Pixie in third scale. Tom
Wilkinson and his crew really put out a nice
kit and their selection is getting better all the
time. Look for a 40% scale Pie! Emeraud at
126 inch span coming soon!
Byron Originals, those talented people
from Iowa, displayed their new quarter scale
Husky kit. A Piper Super Cruiser look-a-like,
it nevertheless is a totally new airplane from
the ground up. A full fiberglass fuselage and
unique Fowler flap system makes this new
Byron design a real pleasure to build. The
high wing design is a first for the Byron people but has been enthusiastically received by
the giant scaler (I even bought one myself).
Look for an upcoming Ryan STA kit from
Byron with a possible AT-6 Texan down the
road in a few years. These people never rest.
SIG Mfg., also from Iowa, has made a big
FLYING MODELS

giant P-40 Warhawk (above right), Michael Maniatis hid the real OPS Maxi 30
powerplant under a carefully detailed dummy Allison engine. The cockpit was
completely detailed too.

hit in giant scale circles with their 1/3rd scale
Spacewalker desig that now is almost two
years old. Sales of the Spacewalker have been
very high and are beginning to creep up on
their legendary 1/• scale Cub, one of the most
popular giant scale kits of all time. The Spacewalker flies just as well as the Cub but certainly looks more " sporty".
The static display models seemed to carry
the quality of giant scale to new heights. A
beautiful B-25C by Bill Steffer of Schnectady, NY sparmed 100 inches and was completely hand-painted. I heard rumors to the
effect that this was the prototype for Nick
Ziroli's new B-25 kit. Nick was showing a
new set of B-25 plans and a fiberglass nose
for a B-25 in his booth so I guess there's
some truth to it.
P-40s were in abundance with no Jess than
three giant scale Warhawks in the competition. Michael Maniatis scratch built his P-40
and added working cowl flaps and a completely detailed Allison engine that hides the
real OPS Maxi 30 engine used for power.
Mike, from New York City, flies in New Jersey with the Hackensack Valley Fliers.
World War I has ?Jways been my main in-

terest and this year the biplane was well represented. Dino DiGiorgio of Oakland, NJ
showed his newly finished Sopwith Pup.
From the Balsa USA kit, it has been modified by Dino to add all those extrlil scale details so important in a good scale ship.
Squadron pennants, propeller driven generator, flashing machine gun, and cockpit detail
added much to this already beautiful ship.
Thomas Kosewski scratch-built his Fokker
D-VII from Joe Neito's 3-views. His excellent building and flying got him a place in the
1988 U.S. Scale Masters Championships
where his D-VII took highest static score. It
spans 88 inches with a Super Tigre 3000 for
power.
One of the more spectacular scale ships
this year was certainly the Handley Page 0/
400 that John Goodrich brought all the way
from Burlington, Vermont. At a scale of l 1/•
inch to the foot, this WW I bomber sparmed
125 inches and certainly qualifies as giant
scale. Uses two O.S . .48FS Surpass engines
to pull its 16 pounds through the air. This one
will surely be a floater when it flies. John
spent 18 months on research before he started construction which then took a year. =

Quick quiz: is this Bob Banka ol Scale Model Research before or after the WRAM Show? Bob's booth is
always one of the more active and he's kept almost constantly busy answering questions from scale modelers about his treasure trove of documentation Foto-Paaks and three-views.
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By Dean Pappas

PHOTOGRAPHY: DEAN PAPPAS AND BOB HUNT

You're looking at one of the chief culprits that robs some of your engine 's power, the sharp corner formed
at the intersection of the round lower crankcase and the gas passage up the side of the crankcase . Since the
fuel/air mix is a gas and gases love smooth flows, a little rounding of the corner will help.

oly avoirdupois, Bat Man! That's
light! This writer has alway's been
proud of the way that the Controlline Stunt building techniques he
had learned badly as a kid have allowed him
to build wing panels at weights of right
around eight ounces. This weight includes
gear mounting details, servo boxes, control
horn mounting points, and hinges.
Well, everything that I have done has just
been blown away. Just today I got to closely
look over some wing panels made by Henry
Piorun of High Performance Models (the address was in two months ago's column). They
weighed five ounces and the work was immaculate! I can't see these things getting
any heavier than six ounces even after servo
boxes and all that. Makes me sick to think
about it.

H

formed by the interior of the crankcase casting, and very often the mold designer does
not agree with the engine designer as to what
the shape and finish of the insides should be.
This is even true when both individuals are
the same person. The ideal shape just cannot
be made in a die casting, and investment
castings would just drive up the cost of these

engines. In some of the high-dollar racing engines, we see this no-compromise approach.
All we will do for this "stage 1" hop-up is to
make the engine designer happier with the
casting.
The first offender is the corner that is
formed between the round crankcase section,
and the gas passages that run up the sides of
the engine (in the case of a side exhaust engine, up one side). The sharp corner restricts
the flow, and provides a point for the fuel to
condense and drip back into the bottom end.
This messes up the transition, and possibly
douses the plug when a slug of cold fuel finds
its way into the combustion chamber.
The pictures illustrating this do not convey
one thing; if you overdo it, the crankcase will
become very thin in one spot. Just be careful.
The tools necessary for this cuttip.g are a
Dremel tool, and a collection of cutting burrs.
There should be a picture of the bits that are
commonly used.
All these cutting tools, when used carefully, produce a smoother finish than that of
the original casting. This is good: while the
local gasoline engine rebuilder will tell you
that a little roughness is correct, alchohol
fuel is different. A mirror finish is preferrable. No, I do not polish them, just smooth
does fine. The tool for polishing is a very hard
rubber wheel which is used with rubbing
compound at high speed. I don't own the polishing tools, but someday ...
Next is the shape of the bypasses that I'l\n
up to the ports. The first problem is that the
top edge almost never matches the port holes
in the sleeve. You remember the sleeve, it's
one of those pieces you took out when disassembling the engine in order to do this. You

Okay, back to engines
Last month we "flowed" the header pipe in
order to get some more boost out of that
tuned pipe, this month we will actually attack the engine.
Before starting out, let me make the following disclaimer: Any and all of the procedures that will be discussed will void anything resembling a warranty on an engine. It
has always been my position to tell people
that high performance engines break, and
there is no sense in crying about it. Still,
some people think that high performance
Pattern engines should last forever (sometimes, just to spite us, they do). This is like
expecting the engine in a McLaren Honda to
last like the one in a gently driven Civic.
This month, we will limit ourselves to aluminum. The gas passages in our engines are
62

Collect the Dremel cutting burrs shown and you'll be able to do a creditable job of reworking the gas
passages. They will give you a smooth, finished surface-desirable in an alcohol-fueled engine.
JUNE 1989

also took the bearings out and put them in a
clean place, no?
The way to get the tops of the bypasses to
match the sleeve is to make up a bent scribe
(I usually CyA a bent pin to a hard balsa
stick) and with t he sleeve in place, scribe
along the inside of the intake ports. The
scratch lines show where to cut to. You also
will want to match the angle of the top section of the bypass cutout to any angle that is
machined into the port. If the port is machined at right angles, then ym~ want to
make the top of the bypass round rather than
tapered or square edged. The idea, once
again, is to get the flow angled just slightly
upward.
In my experience, it is better to get the two
flank ports angled so that they point almost
flat across the top of the piston, and the main
port (the one across from the exhaust)
pointed upward some. The idea is to both
make the mixture swirl, and to make a good
path for fresh mixture to get pulled through
the engine and into the pipe. The more fresh
mixture that gets pulled into the pipe, the
more that can be packed back into the engine.
The next area to look at is the carburetor
boss. You don't want to change the shape of

S&W Fuels' Stan Rauktis poses with his " product test" model, a Phillips Aircraft PA-2. One of the chief
product tests is his own fuel and carbon fiber tuned pipes . The plane uses a Futaba 1024 and O.S .. 61.

anything where the case meets the crankshaft, but any "steps" or corners where the
carb and case meet are a Bozo no-no. The YS
has a good corner at the back edge: very little

metal has to be removed in order to make it
better.
Next month, we will attack the piston and
sleeve, and anything else that comes to mind.

Now that is a high tech , light wing from High Performance Models. It's a honey-combed wing for a Summit II. Weighs only 5'/3 ounces per panel.
FLYING MODELS
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By Herk Stokely
had a letter from a reader who ques-tioned a statement that I made in a recent column_ The note that he referred
to mentioned that a nose heavy model
will tend to porpoise and stalL I brought it up
because it's not intuitive that it would work
that way and newer fliers are likely to try to
correct that condition by adding weight to
the nose rather than removing it. In fact, the
writer said that he thought it worked the
other way, and said that perhaps I could explain it better in the column. My recollection
was that I had done a piece on that subject,
but when I reviewed the file of old columns, I
found that it has been over five years.

I

Dive trimming again
This particular concept can be applied to
all models, whether they are free flight, R/e
power, flying wings, canards, controlline,
scale, or even full scale for that matter. Most
people who don't know about it, sometimes
don't get the balance of their planes optimized, and (very important for sailplanes) efficiency and handling qualities suffer.
Longitudinal stability
A plane uses dihedral in the wings to get
lateral (or turning) stability. There is a dihedral effect for the longitudinal (diving/
climbing) stability as well. This "Longitudinal Dihedral" comes from the relationship
between the wing incidence, the horizontal
stabilizer incidence, and the location of the
center of gravity. Very simply, if the wing is
set with its leading edge raised slightly, and
the plane trims out in flight with the stab
leading edge slightly lowered, you can visualize a kind of dihedral between the two surfaces that'll stabilize the plane by making the
nose come back up if the plane is tipped into
a dive, thus Longitudinal Dihedral. It's not a
correct technical term, but it does give the
idea.
When the plane is too nose heavy, it takes a
big, inefficient, download on the tail to balance out the nose heaviness in trimmed
flight. That equates to too much longitudinal
dihedral, and the plane is too stable in pitch.
All of that down load comes from a downward lift on the stabilizer that produces unnecessary drag, and subtracts from the lift of
the wing so that it has to lift more to hold up
the weight of the model and counter the
down load on the tail. That's why most sailplane fliers like to get the plane on the verge
of tail-heaviness at thermalling speeds. If the
plane is balanced perfectly, there's sometimes
almost no download on the tail at all during
slow speed flight. That means that the drag
of the tail is at an absolute minimum, and the
plane's aerodynamic efficiency benefits.
Balancing isn't always easy
The problem of finding the best starting
balance point for a new model is not always
simple. Even kit planes or models built from
plans don't always work well when balanced
according to the directions. I 've seen maga64

zine plans that don't even show the balance
point. Probably the construction article told
in detail how to locate the e.G., so the author
didn't bother to show it on the plans. Of
course, when you later order the plans, the
article probably doesn 't come with them so
you're on your own to find the right e.G. to
start flying with. Likewise, if you're designing your own model, obviously you have to
decide where to set up the initial balance
point.
You can use one of the excellent computer
programs available that propose a starting
point, or you can use one of the textbook or
graphic methods available, or you can even
just use your own experience to estimate it
intuitively. However you find that starting
e.G. position, you will find that it has to be
further refined in flight if you want to get it
just right for your specific plane, your flying
conditions and for your flying style. Those
first few hand launches can be scary, though,
if you're not confident that the balance point
is in a safe place. Try the free flight method.
Make those first couple of hand launches
over deep grass or weeds. Find something to
cushion the landing enough to be safe.

Fine tuning-in flight
Once the plane is safe to fly, here is how to
get the e.G. in the right place for you. With
smooth air conditions, get the plane trimmed
for slow minimum sink flight. Fly it around a
bit and tweak the elevator trim till you are
sure that the plane is flying just about as
you'd like it for thermalling flight. Now use
forward elevator to tip the plane into a shallow dive and ease the stick back to neutral. If
the plane immediately pulls out of the dive
and quickly zooms up into a stall, it is nose
heavy. That's right. the excess up (elevator
trailing edge up) trim needed to hold up the
excess nose weight becomes more powerful
as speed builds up in the dive and lifts the
nose further than it should for a smooth recovery, and the nose pitches up into a stall or
porpoising maneuver.
If the plane continues to dive without pulling up, perhaps even steepening the diveeven though the stick has been brought all
the way back to what was trimmed neutralthe plane is tail heavy. In this case, the elevator trim needed for stable slow speed flight
was too much down (elevator trailing edge
down). The excess lift on the tail is needed to
hold up or balance the tail heaviness. When
the speed builds up in the dive, the lift on the
tail becomes much stronger, and it causes the
dive to continue steepening.
There are lots of other things happening
besides just the speed build-up that affects
what happens when you're dive-trimming a
modeL First there is the downwash on the
tail caused by the lift of the wing. The wing
makes lift by accelerating the air in a downward direction. The tail has to fly in this
downflow behind the wing, and when the
plane is flying at high lift (slow speed), the
downwash is at its strongest and it helps

hold the tail down (or the nose up, depending
on how you think about it). When you put the
plane into the dive, the down wash decreases,
and some of the nose-up effect goes away.
Also, the effective aerodynamic center (or
neutral point) of the plane moves toward the
rear, changing the stability characteristics of
the plane.

Flying speed 2 is the biggest
factor
All in all, though, the speed increase is the
big effect. The lift on the tail (in an up or
down direction) increases with the square of
the speed, so a relatively small speed increase
makes for a big change in the forces being
produced by the tail. That means that trim
on any reasonably normal plane will be dominated by the "Longitudinal Dihedra.J", or the
slow speed trim position of the elevator.
Buppose that the plane porpoises when you
try the dive trim maneuver. Since I said that
means the plane is nose heavy, you should
take some weight out of the nose, and retrim
the elevator with a couple of hand tosses.
When it seems to be trimmed right, launch
again, fly around a bit to get the best thermalling trim, and try the dive maneuver
again. This time it should pull out more gradually. The ideal balance is set when the pullout is smooth and gradual, and no stall occurs when the plane recovers; though all
stable planes will go through some continuing oscillations.
·
Don't push too far!
Try to be reasonable about this. Pushing
the e.G. back is good-to a point! It unloads
the horizontal tail during thermalling, and
makes the plane more efficient aerodynamically. It also makes the model more responsive, or even touchy on elevator control, and
generally gives a feeling of lightness and better handling to the pilot. If however, you go a
bit too far, bad things can happen when you
retrim the plane for higher speed flying. Perhaps you are trying to penetrate on a windy
day, or maybe you're working a cross country
task where higher cruising speed is needed.
Now your plane that pulled slowly out of the
test dive on your earlier trim testing, becomes very touchy on the elevator, and may
even want to tuck under or dive uncontrollably when you get it moving fairly fast.
What that means is that the Longitudinal
Dihedral has become very small, and those
other factors are taking over. Both of them
tend to make the plane dive. The loss of
downwash on the tail is the same as putting
in just a bit of down elevator trim, and the
aft movement of the neutral point makes the
plane seem to be more nose heavy than it
was. The result is that a plane that has its
e.G. too far to the rear is very unpleasant to
fly. So, test this too. After you get the plane
balanced and flying just the way you like it
at thermalling speed, feed in just enough
down trim to pick up the speed to the point of
good efficient penetration or cross country
JUNE 1989
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Here's the latest edition of the Selig-Champine stretched Gemini by Vernon
Saunders. Wing span is 129 inches and the weight is in the 70-ounce range.

flight. Fly it around a bit to make sure you
have it trimmed the way you want it and
then do the dive trim maneuver again. It
should still pull out smoothly, though perhaps a bit more slowly than before. If it
wants to keep diving, or tries to tuck under,
put back some of the weight in the nose. It's
not worth it to have a plane that flies on the
ragged edge of instability all of the time,
even if there is a tiny theoretical performance
advantage. To me, good handling is half of
the enjoyment of the model, and bad flying
planes are no fun!
Obviously, none of this will work if you
have limp control rods, loose ' linkages, or
poor servos that don't come to the same neutral every time. You can fly and enjoy models
like this, but Fine Tuning is out of the question. For really precision flying, you need excellent equipment and a very precise, careful
installation.

e.G. effects on tow are surprising
too
While I'm talking about locating the e.G.
of a model, I might as well go on and mention
that changing the e.G. location has an unexFLYING MODELS

The Selig 4233 aitioil is fully sheeted , and the plane is a formidable thermal
competitor. Note the multi-sweep Discus type wing in this version.

pected effect on the way a model behaves
during a winch type launch. I've seen people
try to improve the way a plane acts on the
winch by changing the e .G., and the effect
here is intuitively backwards too. The incident I remember was with a guy whose
model would stall on launch. The tow hook
wasn't readily movable, and he did want to
fly that day, so he tried to prevent the stalling by making the plane more nose heavy.
The effect he got was just the opposite. Instead of stalling less on tow, it stalled worse.
What happens on tow during a winch
launch is that as the line is taken in, it accelerates the plane toward the turnaround pulley on the other end of the field. The plane
meanwhile is trying to climb on a circular
path with the turnaround pulley near its center, so there is a big angle between the fuselage and the tow line during most of the
launch. As the towline pulls the plane toward
the turnaround, the heavier parts of the
plane tend to stay on the path that they are
following and the lighter parts tend more to
be pulled in the direction of the line. If you
can visualize that action, on an extremely
nose heavy model,- you can see that the nose

will tend to stay on its upward path, while
the lighter tail will be pulled toward the turn-

around. That gives a strong nose-up movement, as far as the flight path is concerned,
and the plane will tend to stall. A tail heavy
plane obviously will behave just the opposite,
tending to drop its nose as the winch line
pulls in.

Move the towhook
Trim the plane for flight first, and then fix
the launch problems by moving the hook. It's
the only way. Start with the hook a bit forward, and slowly move it to the rear on successive launches, until you get maximum
height and a good straight tow with no elevator input. Hauling back on the elevator during the launch should cause a properly set-up
model to stall. If it doesn't, move the
towhook back until it does, and then leave
the elevator alone during launch. Actually,
maximum launch height comes from having
the hook so far back that you need down elevator trim on tow, but if you get distracted,
and forget to retrim before the launch, the
plane will stall and you might not catch it in
time.
=
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Choppers were really strong at this year's WRAM Show. Robbe Modellsport
(180 Township Line Rd. , Belle Meade, NJ 08502) has really been active importing the Schluter line and Vince Canzanece (above left) shows off the Schluter

t is always the prerogative of a columnist to change his mind! I know I
promised last month to talk about the
choice of a first helicopter, radio, and
engine but still being new to this game, I
didn't realize that the WRAM Show was
upon us (it was held in White Plains, New
York on February 24 & 25) and so I had to
switch gears this month. Next month, I
promise-first choices!
I always think of the WRAM Show as a
sign that Spring is on its way. and activities
at the flying field will resume. Of course, for
some brave souls (or crazy fools) the flying
never ends, it just slows down a little bit. Either way. bring on the warm weather!
GMP was present with a full line of helicopter kits on display. They were showing a
new rotor head for the Legend. It featured
the usual GMP/Hirobo dampening system,
but with new blade holders, pitch arms, and
an underslung flybar similar to that used by
several other manufacturers. They were also
announcing the return of the ever popular
Cobra Jet Ranger fuselage along with several
fiberglass fuselages to fit the Shuttle, one of
which was a Bell222. The big news at GMP
will have to wait till the Toledo Show, where
they plan to show their newly designed lowcost, entry-level helicopter kit. It will feature
fixed pitch to keep things simple, and will be
powered by a .40 engine.
A new company by the name of Heli Tech
Designs made their debut at the WRAM
show this year. The company was founded by
Koby Tigershtrom with the purpose of making the German WIK product line available
to the American market. Heli Tech is starting out by importing several of the WIK fuselage kits, namely the B0-105 and BK-117
scale models, and also a sport model called
the Wikinger. WIK makes a full line of accessories for Scale helicopters, including external and internal detailing kits and flybarless
rotor heads that are an excellent copy of the
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Bell 222 body with Junior 50 mechanics. For Gorham Model Products 23961
Craftsman Rd. , Calabasas, CA), Gary Stonecypher (above right) shows the
glass body of a Bell 222 fuselage for the popular Gorham Shuttle.

full size design.
'lb complement the rotor systems, a line of
fiberglass rotor blades are also available. For
those helicopter enthusiasts not involved in
scale modeling, a line of wood blades is being
imported that come pre-weighted, balanced,
and ready to cover. They are available with a
symmetrical airfoil for .60 size helicopters, or
with a reflex airfoil in a .50 size and a .60 size.
One last item of interest is a one piece tail
rotor assembly. This unusual item is again
copied after the full scale version. It consists
of the two tail rotor blades and the mounting
hub all joined together during manufacture
with Kevlar strands. There are no bearings
needed in this design, which eliminates a potential site for control slop and wear.
Hyatt Hobbies was at the show displaying
a GMP Shuttle modified to be powered by an
Astro Cobalt electric motor. An umbilical
power cord was used to carry the electric
from the power supply to the airborne helicopter. A video tape showing the model being
flown in a gymnasium demonstrated the potential for flying indoors. It was suggested
that the electric Shuttle would be an excellent prospect for a group purchase by a club.
It could be mounted on a training stand to
prevent crashes, and would then be the ideal
helicopter for demonstrating helicopter flight
to inexperienced pilots. Just think, no fuel,
no starter battery. no electric starter, just
turn it on and fly.
Miniature Aircraft USA had an impressive
booth manned by Ted and Tim Schoonard.
They were showing many new items, including a scale Long Ranger III designed from
the factory drawings. The fuselage is con·
structed of fiberglass and Kevlar, providing a
strong but lightweight structure. Intended
mechanics are the X-Cell.60 or the newly released X-Cell .60 Custom kit, which features
all of the popular hop-up parts available to
satisfy the serious competitor.
Other new items available for viewing were

the new line of Kevlar Rotorsport Pro blades,
specialty tools, and a full line of mufflers to
fit practically any engine and helicopter combination. However, the big news at MAS is
on the small size, .30 sized to be exact. The
gentlemen at MAS have completed testing
on their latest design, a 30 size version of the
X-Cell. It has many of the features of the
larger models, and uses many of the same
parts, such as the rotor system. The
Schoonards plan to demonstrate the X-Cell
.30 at the Toledo show, and hope to be delivering kits by the end of May. 1989.
Rave 's Manufacturing USA displayed
their ever-expanding line of high quality accessories. A very popular item is the True
Start system. This consists of a an extension
that mounts onto the electric starter and an
adapter that replaces the cone that is supplied by the helicopter kit manufacturer. The
advantage to this system is the carefully machined hex shaft that makes a positive connection with the hardened steel socket bolt
machined into the adapter.
This eliminates all slippage during starting, and also prevents damage to the canopy
caused by the starter slipping off the cone on
a conventional system. Several other specialty items were displayed, including head
buttons, tools, and blade balancing tools. A
new catalog is expected to be available soon.
Also, if you are interested in Heim Helicopters, Rave 's is the place to go. They had an
Augusta 109 with working retracts on display at the booth. It was fun to watch the
doors open to allow the retracts to move up
or down, and then close behind them.
Robbe Modelsport, the importer of the
Schluter line of helicopter kits, had a beautiful display of helicopters, including several
scale models. The full line of kits has been
updated for 89 with some minor refinements
to the already excellent designs. The big
news at Robbe is a new .60 size kit on the
way. It's called the Magic, and will be availJUNE 1989

Dave Hyatt's electric powered Shuttle (al>ove left) can be flown indoors and is
marketed by his Hyatt Hobbies (45 Marchwood Rd ., Exton PA 19341). Koby
Tigershtrom of Heli Tech Design (144-31 68th Drive, Flushing, NY 11367) imports the West German WIK Bk 117 scale helicopter (above right) . Miniature

able as a pod and boom kit or with fiberglass
fuselage based on the full size Bell Jet
Ranger.
Copies of the building plans were available
for viewing, with arrival of the first kits expected shortly after the show. New features
include a start system that engages only
while starting, a transmission system new to
Schluter that allows for a constant tail drive
during auto-rotation landings, along with
other benefits. The wooden radio tniy has finally been replaced by an injection molded
plastic assembly (Yea!) which can also be retrofitted onto the Scout 60. The people at
Robbe should have this part number memorized in no time. The Magic retains the
proven main rotor and control system of the
Scout 60. There are many other new features
too numerous to mention here. Naturally,
Robbe plan to show the Magic for the first
time at the Toledo show in April.

East Coast alert
The Hudson Valley Airscrews will be hosting their second Helicopter event May 20
and 21, 1989 at Iona Island in the Bear
Mountain State Park in New York. The event
will feature fun fly competition events for all
skill levels. Prizes will be awarded in each category. For information contact: Chuck Wildey, 104 Eaton Downs, Peekskill, NY 10566.
The Lehigh Valley Radio Control Society
will be sponsoring its third annual helicopter
event on the weekend of May 27 and 28,
FLYING MODELS

Aircraft USA (2324 North Orange Blossom Trail, Orlando , FL 32804) manufactures this Bell Long Ranger Ill fuselage (below left) for their X-Ce/1 60 mechanics. Rave's Manufacturing (2005 Suite 1, MI. Vernon Ave., Alexandria, VA
22301) showed working retracts on this Heim Agusta 109 (below right).

1989. This year they plan to combine a fun
fly and contest. Saturday 's schedule will be
Novice, Intermediate, and FAI events based
on the AMA rule book. Sunday's schedule
will be mostly open flying, with the exception
of two rounds of AMA Scale in the early
afternoon.
A new feature this year will be the Saturday night Banquet which will be open to all
helicopter enthusiasts. The LVRCS Club
would like to extend an invitation to anyone
interested in attending their event, either as
a spectator or participant, to join them for a
weekend full of helicopter flying. The event

will be held at the LVRCS club field, which is
located near Easton, Pennsylvania. For further information, please contact Barry
Wehrung, RD 1, Box 133, Ottsville, PA
18942.
Next month's column will deal with some
of the choices that have to be made by the
prospective helicopter pilot. We will start
with the helicopter kit itself, and future
columns will answer some questions about
engine and radio choices.
Any correspondance can be adressed to
Dale Hart, 624 Cedar St. ,Allentown, PA
G8
18102.

Unfortunately, a bunch of nice helicopters on display at the WRAM Show hide Mike Robbins' first place
winning Sikorsky SH-60B Seahawk. The model weighs 15 pounds, powered by a Rossi .60.
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By Dick Sarpolus

A

s RIC sport fliers, we may not care
too much what goes on inside our

radio equipment, as long as it
works well and we can afford to
buy it. We are aware, however, that our radio
equipment has always benefitted quickly
from technology advances in the electronics
industry. Transistors soon replaced tubes
and then the relays in our reed radios; and it
was the transistor that made our proportional radio equipment practical.When integrated circuits came along, they
reduced the component count required in our
receivers and servos, lowered the battery
drain, increased reliability, and reduced size.
More complex integrated circuits and microprocessors have increased the capability of
our newer radio systems. A new electronics
assembly technique may be one of the next
changes to impact our equipment-this is
surface mount technology (SMT).
The traditional method of assembly on our
printed circuit boards has the leads of the
ICs and the individual electronic components
passing through holes in the board and being
soldered in place to the printed circuit tracks.
This technology is reliable and a reasonable
amount of automation; automatic component insertion and flow soldering can cut the
assembly costs. SMT has the leads of the ICs
being soldered directly to the printed circuit
tracks, on the same side of the board. No
holes through the board, no leads protruding
through the other side of the board.
A big advantage is space on the board; an
IC surface mounted component will usually
take up less space because the connection
pins don't have to be as strong and so can be
smaller. The soldered connection points can
be closer to the IC than the older method
would permit. With no component leads
sticking through the opposite side of the
board, chips can now be mounted on both
sides of the board.
If it sounds like surface mount technology
woold be more difficult due to the closer
spacing, yes it would; this means that even
more automation will be needed for SMT.
More automation makes for even lower assembly costs; but it also costs more to set up
for SMT assembly. I imagine that the volume
of production in our RIC industry would
probably support the investment in SMT
tooling; I believe that some of the newer Airtronics receivers are already using this type
of assembly. In the computer industry, the
leaders there are already producing SMT
boards. The next innovation in our RIC gear
may come in different assembly techniques.
That's great, as long as we can benefit from
smaller size, lower cost, or higher reliability.

Glass cowl for Sledge Hammer
and Enticer
Scratchbuilders who build up their models
from plans presented in magazine construction articles can often benefit from accessory
items available for a particular aircraft. My
Sledge Hammer design, Maloney 125 pow68
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You might want to consider this glass cowl from Fiberglass Master (above left). It simplifies bui lding chores
for Dick's Sledge Hammer (above right) and Enticer designs. Dick seems to think that for some obscure
reason flat spots-which tend to develop on foam wheels- can hinder take-offs. So he came up with this
simple device (below left) to keep the wheels of his PiK-15 off the ground. Rui Gomes is all smiles (below
right) about his twin-finned Merlin. Not seen very often today, twin fins used to be popular.

ered and published in the October 1988 issue
of FM (CF-786), showed an engine cowl section built of balsa, along with a suggested
shape for a molded fiberglass cowling. Building up a plug for a fiberglass cowl, then making a mold of fiberglass or plaster, and finally
laying up the cowl itself, is a good bit of work
that I avoid when I can. For only one piece,
you can carve a plug of urethane foam, lay up
the fiberglass and epoxy resin over the foam,
and when done melt out the foam with a solvent; but that too is some work. If you 're
thinking of building a Sledge Hammer; to
make the job easier, a good fiberglass cowl
section is now available from Fiberglass
Master Inc., Rt. 1, Box 530, Goodview, VA
24095.
When I received one of the cowls from Fiberglass Master, I liked it so much better
than my shaped balsa nose section that I cut
off the section of my fuselage ahead of the
firewall and replaced it with this fiberglass
cowl. The advantage of the removable glass
cowl is that it can be made to a more streamlined shape, fairing into the spinner and fitting tighter arround the engine, since it can
be removed for access to the engine mounting bolts. The cowl can be trimmed to fit
around a variety of powerplants. This one
has a dual application-it also fits my Enticer
design, published in the May 1987 issue of
FM and now available as a kit from World
Engines. Many kits don't include a removable cowl as the job can be done at less cost
with balsa, but if you build an Enticer; a
Sledge Hammer; or anything with a similar
width fuselage and want the cowl, it doesn't
cost too much, and it's a good quality item.

Keep your wheels round
I like and use the newer foam material
wheels, for a substantial weight savings, particularly in the larger sizes. They do, however, have a minor drawback: if left standing
in one position, supporting the weight of an
aircraft, they will develop a flat spot on the
bottom. This characteristic isn't solely found

with foam wheels, as I've seen it happen with
various wheel types. This isn't a problem in
normal flying activity at the field, only when
the model is stored at home. It's usually not
a problem for me, as almost all of my aircraft
are stored on wall racks or suspended from
the ceiling. I couldn't do that with my latest
model; just not enough room in the workshop.
The solution of course is to support the aircraft while keeping the weight off the wheels.
Pictured here is a simple arrangement using
two blocks of styrofoam joine<j by a cardboard tube epoxied into the foam. This device supports the landing gear just high
enough to keep the wheels from touching
whatever surface the aircraft is resting on.
Easy to build at no cost and it solves t he
lumpy wheel problem.

Twin fin configuration
One design feature not often seen in full
scale aviation or on our RIC designs is the use
of twin vertical fins/rudders, out on the ends
of the horizontal stabilizer. I can't think of
any real benefit to this setup, and it introduces problems of building in adequate
strength along with more complex linkage arrangements to move the rudders. Even so,
the appearance can be appealing and certainly different. Pictured this month is a twin
finned sport aircraft, the Merlin, built by Rui
Gomes. Coupled with the open cockpit and
taildragger gear, the styling is unique and
the plane flies well. Rui has it powered with
an OS .40, fitted with a tuned pipe. It's hot!
The Merlin is constructed with a balsa fuselage and foam cored wing; it's a kit by Galaxy Models in England. I've seen several
Galaxy kits now, and they 're very nicely
done. You can order kits direct from Galaxy
and have them delivered air mail; pricing will
depend upon the current rate of exchange,
but I've found their kits quite reasonable
even including the postage. For more info
write to them at: Galaxy Models, 88 Catton
Grove Road, Norwich, NR3 3AA, England. =
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By Mike Kulczyk
bout a year ago, I decided on a
project which would be my once-ina-lifetime endeavor. It was a model
of an airplane which had a very
warm hangar in my heart. An airplane, which
to the best of my knowledge had not been
"done" before and one which carried significant historic value. To make it even more personal, it was also an airplane I had flown
when on active duty with the Air Force. By
now you probably have guessed it, or you
know what it is from some other source. In
any case, the F-105 Thunderchief by
Fairchild-Republic was the choice. It would
be challenging to say the least, since the
"big-un" had a notoriously small wing, was
extremely heavy for a fighter, had tiny air inlets (at least for ducted fan purposes) and the
landing gear is a mechanical nightmare. But
so what? Faint heart never won fair airplane.
The model made its public debut last September at the Greater Southwest Ducted
Fan Fly-In. It was not flown at that time due
to it being incomplete. Even so, it did create
a lot of interest and comment.
On 6 November 1988, the Thud got air under her wheels for the first time. Except for
being slightly light in the nose, the flight was
progressing smoothly with only minor trim
adjustments being required. About three
minutes after take-off the engine quit. Fortunately, we were doing the test flight at the
Seguin Air Force Auxiliary field which allowed us to make a fairly decent dead stick
landing without damaging the airplane-or
so we thought.
The post flight analysis was that maybe
we had launched with the engine a little lean.
The mixture was richened a little, run-ups
made and, with a number of heads nodding in
the affirmative, we taxied back to the runway. The second takeoff was as smooth as
the first and it began to look like we had a
winner. Less than a minute into the second
flight the engine quit again. Without making
excuses, we missed the hard surface of the
field by inches and wiped out the right main
gear and twisted the wing some. What's
wrong now?
When we pulled the cooling cap to check
the engine, the problem became obvious. The
cylinder head and cylinder were covered with
oil. Since the oil could only have come from
inside the engine, there must be a leak
somewhere-like the head gasket maybe?
Sure enough, the head bolts on the O.S .. 77
were loose, and the aluminum head gasket
deformed enough to leak head compression
and cause the engine to quit. Rats ...
The engine and fan were removed from the
airplane and installed in a run-up stand. A
new head gasket was installed, the head bolts
were tightened and the engine was run. After
the first tank of fuel we were able to get two
of the head bolts to "squeak" slightly. Two
more tanks of fuel were consumed with no
further loosening of head bolts. Hey, we've
got this baby knocked.
Repairs to both the airplane and landing
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With the butterflies (but not all the gremlins) under control, Mike Kulczyk taxies his beautiful scratchbuilt
Thud to the "active" (above) followed by his personal "jou rnalist" Russ Eppright. The Thud got airborne and
flew beautifully (below left) after a prototypical long take-off roll (below left). Story is in text .

gear were completed in late December. On 2
January the Thud was airborne for the third
time for an absolutely flawless flight. I was
the happiest guy on the face of the earth. The
following weekend we launched again for the
purpose of getting familiar with the flaps. On
a missed approach go around, the *?&ec*' engine quit again. This time we were flying at
our club field, which forced us to dump it in
the weeds. I was not a happy person. The
damage was more than slight.
Examination of the engine revealed a head
gasket failure just like the first one, and
caused by the loosening of head bolts. What
could be wrong?
We checked the fit of the bolts in the cylinder and found them to be rather loose, there
was considerable wobble in the bolts as if
they might be undersize in diameter. We then
obtained a machinist's shop manual and
found that for a 3.5mm bolt the diameter
across the threads should be .1378 inches.
The bolts in hand measured .132 to .133
inches. This fact was reported to the U.S. distributor for O.S. They allowed that this problem had not been brought to their attention
before, but they would pass it on to O.S. for
their information.
In the meantime, they forwarded a bolt set
to me to try. The head bolts were measured
and found to be in .the same league as the
originals except for being longer. I assume

the longer bolts were for the "fat head" .77.
This allowed me to cut the bolts to a length
which would then help take advantage of
the full depth of thread in the cylinder when
installed with the "thin head". I then decided
that the aluminum head gasket had to go.
The design of the installation on the O.S.
.77 is such that there is no recess in the cylinder head for the gasket to rest in. The gasket
simply sits on top of the cylinder and is held
in place by the cylinder head. Should the
bolts lossen even the slightest, the aluminum
gasket just deforms and tries to force its way
out between the head bolts. Not too good.
I fabricated new head gaskets from brass
shim stock and stacked them to obtain the
same thickness as the original aluminum gasket, .0015 inch. The engine was reassembled
then, using Loctite on the head bolts for insurance. We have run over 60 ounces of fuel
through the engine and there is not the
slightest hint of the head bolts backing out.
As of this writing, I've not heard further
from the distributor or the manufacturer as
to whether the bolt size as measured is correct or if there was a bad batch of bolts at the
factory or what. I'd be very interested to
know. I've been told that other folks have
seen this same problem. With all the .77's out
there, maybe O.S. owes us one. It's kind of
scary to hang a high dollar project on a mar=
ginal bolt.
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By Dick Gibbs
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ammeter, an electric flyer has a good tool for determining the best motor/prop/
battery combo for electric models. Shown with Sermos connectors here, Molex and Tamiya are also available.
get Sound Electric Model Flyers will present
atest news, to me at least, of an alltheir Seventh Annual Electric Fly-in June 24
electric club comes from western
& 25, 1989 at the Boeing Kent Space Center
Pennsylvania thanks to Neil Rossi,
Field in Kent, Washington. Registration is at
vice president of the Westmoreland
9 AM and entry fee is $5 for one day, $10 for
Electric Soaring Society (WES2). The club,
both days. AMA membership is required.
with twenty-five members, is just over a year
New events this year are Class A sailplane
old and, in spite of the name, flies all types of
Battery Allotment (AMA event 609) 7-cell,
electrics at Oak Hollow Park which is located
in North Huntingdon. Neil says the site is a and best multi-motor, with prizes to be
public park on one of the highest hills in the
awarded for both events. Other prizes for
area which generates a lot of wave and thermost aerobatic, best scale, longest flight,
mal lift. Flights of 10-15 minutes are commost impressive model, and even more. Contest Director Bernard Cawley says every parmon, 20-30 minutes are realistic, and the
ticipant wins soemthing on both days! In adlongest flight to date is 40 minutes!
Most of the WES2 members also belong to dition to the flying, there will be a special
other power clubs but all of them are con- electric flight clinic by Mitch Poling. Those
vinced that "electric is the future" and work
interested in this competition are advised
hard to promote the idea. Last summer, for
that problem frequencies are CH 12, 14, 38,
42, 54, and 56.
example, they visited six local power clubs to
For more information, and a handy map of
show that electrics really work.
Monthly meetings are planned around spethe site area, contact CD Bernard Cawley,
cific modeling areas, e.g. covering tech29838 48th Ave. S., Auburn, WA 98001 (206niques, which tend to keep meetings interest- 839-9157) or Ass't CD Ben Almojuela, 1941
ing and meetings are held the first Tuesday 6th Ave. West, Seattle, WA 9!U19 (206-283of the month at the North Huntingdon Mu- 3407). Looks like a fun time to me.
nicipal Building. Bob Markle is club presiMotor break-In
dent, Neil Rossi vice president, Guy Fusco is
Trying to fit a square peg into a round hole
secretary and editor of the newsletter. The
doesn't exactly apply to our electric motors
club welcomes new members and the annual
but in one sense it comes pretty close. Most
dues are a reasonable $8.00. If you're interferrite motors, when new, have brushes
ested in joining forces with the WES2 send
which are flat where they contact the round
your check to: Neil Rossi V.P., 3947 Murry
commutator and the contact area between
Highlands Circle, Murrysville, PA 15668.
the two can be thought of as a thin line of
In case you didn't notice . . . the club meets
high resistance for the current in our power
in a public building and flies from a public
park which indicates acceptance of their acsystem. Prop a new 05 ferrite motor for 100
tivities by the community. I wonder if the
watts and the motor will run but there will
probably be arcing at the brush faces, pieces
fact that electrics are quiet may have helped
of the brushes may flake or burn off, the comtheir cause?
mutator scored, and the motor will get hot,
all of which degrade the efficiency and thereAnd on the West Coast
The Boeing Hawks R/C Flyers and the Pu- fore the performance of our models. The useUsing Davey System's
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ful life of the motor, under these conditions,
is also greatly reduced. (It may not be the
best analogy in the world but think of what
happens to the fine wires in your electric
toaster when you turn it on!) All of these nasties can be greatly reduced by providing
more area between the end of the brushes
and the commutator and we can do this by
forming the shape of the end of the brush so
that it matches the commutator as closely as
possible. And this is easily done by simply
running the motor without any load, i.e. no
prop or gear reducer. (It should be noted that
we are talking about ferrite motor break-in.
Cobalts, at least Astro Flight's, are furnished
with formed brushes and can be flown out of
the box.)
Basically there are two types of ferrite motors for electric flyers and most beginners
probably are first exposed to the can type
motor (often supplied with kits) which has
non-replaceable brushes permanently
mounted inside the rear cover. The rear cover
is crimped onto the motor case, is difficult to
remove without breaking the crimp tabs, and
is best left in place. The brushes are practically invisible when you peer through the
ventilating slots in the motor case. The other
type, usually more expensive, uses spring
loaded, replaceable brushes which are
mounted externally on the rear cover and are
readily accessible. Since the can type motor
brushes are not easily seen, the break-in 'procedure is largely a matter of faith, and
manufacturer/importer's instructions. Times
vary from 30 minutes to 10 hours of running
time! For motors with accessible brushes it is
only necessary to run the motor, remove and
check the brush faces from time to time, and
quit when they appear to be completely
formed from edge to edge to conform to the
shape of the commutator.
Some suppliers suggest a standard flight
battery for motor break-in, using a freshly
charged pack and running the unloaded motor until the battery is exhausted. Others recommend using half of the normal voltage and
still others say stick with three volts. Run-in
times, as mentioned earlier, vary all over the
lot. I have discovered, the hard way, that using a direct-drive, can- type "05" motor out
of the box, with seven cells and an 8-4 prop,
will fly a model but not for long. One motor ·
lasted for only 45 flights under this kind of
abuse, at which point it lost power and became uncomfortably hot after a 30-second
run.
Opening the case I found small pieces broken from the brushes and the commutator
was scored so badly it looked like a file. With
some care in break-in that motor should have
been good for a couple of hundred flights at
least. As individuals we will all settle on
break-in procedures that suit us for whatever
reasons seem valid. My particular approach
is to use three Ni-Cd cells for all motor breakin, with individual runs of fifteen minutes,
separated by cooling periods long enough to
bring the motor back to room temperature.
JUNE 1989

Can type motors get the treatment for at
least one hour and preferably two. Motors
with removable brushes remain on the breakin stand until the brushes are fully formed.
As a comparative test I broke in two Davey "075" can type motors. The first received the full bore, complete run from a 7cell 800 mAh pack and the second the fifteen
minute, then cool down procedure for two
hours. Both motors perform satisfactorily in
the air but it's obvious that the second motor
is more powerful than the first. Motor breakin is worth the time and effort it takes. The
pay-off is better performance and longer motor life.
Some chargers aren't happy charging only
three cells so I use an old 7-cell 800 mAh
pack which I keep on hand just for breakingin motors. It is taped together and the cell
ends are exposed so with a pair of jumper
cords, fitted with small alligator clips, I can
pick off any number of cells, from one to
seven, which takes care of any voltage requirements I may have for bench testing
" 05 " motors. And of course it's readily
charged from household line current using an
AC/DC charger.

And on to batteries
There's good news for electric scale and
sport flyers with the introduction of 1250
mAh batteries from SR Batteries Inc. These
packs are the same size and weight as Sanyo
BOO's but offer 50% more capacity, which
translates into longer motor runs. The
weather being what it was, namely lousy, I
didn 't have a chance to flight check the new
pack but did set up a bench test rig to check
them out using Futaba's MCR-4A receiver, a
Davey ammeter, and an inexpensive "05 "
motor with a small prop. The MCR-4A has a
built-in motor controller and a low voltage
cut-off circuit which stops the motor when
the battery pack has reached a predetermined minimum voltage. The drill was to run
the motor at a constant 6 amps for one minute periods with cool down intervals between
the runs. The 7-cell800 mAh pack was good
for 5 minutes, 24 seconds running time before the radio shut off the motor; the 7-cell
1250 mAh SR pack was cut off after 9 minutes, 58 seconds. In all fairness I must say
that the 800 mAh pack was not new but the
test does show that SR's new 1250 cells
should do well where the usual (larger) 1200
mAh packs are used and at a considerable
weight savings too.
And radios
Running the battery checks gave me the
opportunity to check out the MCR-4A's battery eliminator circuit as well as the batteries. I knew it worked (because it did cut off
the motor) but I was curious to know how
long the radio would continue to operate the
servos after the motor cut off. So (I felt like
an idiot) after the motor died I operated the
transmitter stick one full control movement
every five seconds for . . . 23 minutes! At
FLYING MODELS

Otto Klein's Fairchild 24 underwent a metamorphosis from rubber power to electric when he put in a VL
Hytork motor. He claims this Easybilt kit is now capable of 150 foot climbs on a partial battery charge.

that time the servos were still operating positively but I wasn't so I gave up. Plenty of
reserve for sport and scale models and even
electric sailplanes where the battery probably would not be used to the point of motor
cut-off. No problem for electric Old Timers
either since the max for Texaco events is 15
minutes and LER maxes are 7 minutes.

The more things change, etc.
In the " Model" section of the January
1989 issue of Skyways there is an article
about the Flying Pancake, an unusual design
for an aircraft with vertical take-off and landing capabilities designed and patented by
Charles H . Zimmerman. Of interest to us is
the fact that Mr. Zimmerman was using a
free flight model of the design to demonstrate vertical flight capabilities in 1938.
With electric power!
Sky way s and WWl AERO are two journals for people who love old airplanes (aero-

planes?) and especially useful for scale builders. Although each of the magazines contains
a "model" section most of the material concerns full scale aircraft from 1900 to 1920
(WWl AERO) and 1920 through 1940 (SKYWAYS). A one year membership for either
journal includes four issues and members
contribute whatever they wish with a minimum of $20. To receive both journals the
minimum would be $40. If you like photographs, drawings, and the history of the old
birds from around the world contact World
War 1 Aeroplanes, Inc., 15 Crescent Rd.,
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601, and enjoy!

And •••
My thanks to everyone who has sent letters and photographs of their electrics. Your
correspondence is a very real pleasure to me
and a great help in deciding the content of
our column. My address is 2570 Edgewood
=
Lane, York, PA 17403.

On-ground adjustable flaps and ailerons give Woody Blanchard's R/C electric Storch short field (STOL)
take-offs and landings. There are rumors that Guillows may kit the plane .
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By Larry Kruse
above address for a complete list of kits and
merchandise.

PHOTO: LARRY KRUSE

that is clever! Dan Pipes keeps the noseblock of his Peanut A/co Sport with a sheet balsa ring that
slips into the motor crankcase. Pushrod valve covers on the nose clip on the engine cylinders, holding it in
place.
Now

lunging directly in" is not a
comfortable phrase for most
F/F'ers, but it's the only way
we'll get to all of this month 's
material-so read on quickly before it gets
away.

'' P

A FIFer's lexicon
Relative newcomer Stuart Van Dorn has
proven in the past that he has a way with
words and a sense of humor. After just over a
year in the hobby he has developed some
whimsical observations abou t the people who
populate our favorite sport. With some slight
liberties on my part, here are Stuart's perceptions:
Rubber Scale Flyers. Airplane encyclopedias. Sort of like having a set of Britannicas
around to browse through. Generally like to
be thought of as authorities on everything
aeronautical ... more if they can get away
wit h it.
Indoor Scale Flyers. Same as above only
lighter.
Outdoor Endurance F lyers. Ever look at
their legs? They don't smoke either. They
also have more equipment t han anyone else
on the field: thermist ors, mylar streamers,
bubble machines, timers, and they usually
turn towards Taft and kneel three times a
day.
Indoor Endurance Flyers. You usually need
a dictionary to understand what they're saying. They also whisper a lot. It seems they all
have the same goal: to build an airplane light
enough to fly just by thinking it will. Ever
notice that these guys have large foreheads?
Sport Flyers. Somehow I figure one of
these guys is gonna get a six-pack to thermal. tvfaybe not today; bu t soon.
Pist achio Flyers. These are the guys who
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actually like to be frustrated. They are also
the same guys who sharpen their fingers in
pencil sharpeners. Usually have sharp wits,
too ... but psychologists widely regard this
trait as a sign of a pending mental breakdown.
Peanut Builders. Well on the road to ruin.
Gumband Flyers in General. A crosssection of America which somehow has something in common. Probably some place in
their evolutionary make-up they were meant
to be birds or balsa trees-no one knows for
sure which.

NFFS raffle
At times F/F is risky enough, but the national Free Flight Society has added a new
dimension of risk by announcing a " Free
Flight Raffle" of a quantity of kits and supplies valued at over $2000. Since the NFFS is
a non-profit organization, it is soliciting donations on the basis of a minimum donation
of $1.00 per entry. The kits are up-to-theminute editions of planes like the Satellite,
Shocker; Quaker; Spacer; Tilka Wakefield, assorted HLG's, various .020 Replicas, and
some Nostalgia offerings. Building and covering supplies are also on the prize list.
You may submit as many entries as you
like with a specified donation per "ticket".
Each entry "ticket" should have your name,
address, phone number, and zip code on it.
All entries must be postmarked by August 7,
1989 with the drawing held on August 18 under the auspices of a registered seeing eye
dog. Send all entries to NFFS, 1655 Revere
Dr., Brookfield, WI 53005.
As is the case in all such enterprises, this
raffle is void where prohibited by law and
taxes are the sole responsibility of the winner. Send a SASE to Tony Italiano at the

Newsletters of note
The importance of newsletters to our segment of the hobby cannot be overestimated.
They are the threads from which the fabric of
free flight is woven. Two fine newsletters
which have lately been drawn to my attention are one of the oldest-devoted exclusively to scale-and one of the newestaimed at general activities in the central part
of the U.S.
Lin Reichel has been cranking out the Flying Aces News for a considerable period of
time as the "house organ" of Flying Aces
Club GHQ. Dealing solely with FAC scale
matters, the News contains information,
plans, and photos of FAC scale activities. To
my mind, it, along wit!} the D.C. Maxecuters
fine Max-Fax newsletter, is the must publication for FAC. The FAC News will come to
your mailbox every other month for $9 sent
to Flying Aces News, 3301 Cindy Lane, Erie,
PA 16506.
TOPMAC is the acronym for Topeka
Model Aircrafters Club, of Topeka, KS, so it
stands to reason that TOPMAC Topics is
their club newsletter. So it is. It's more than
that, though, as Editor Jack Koehlar attempts to encompass news items, contest
schedules, plans, 3-views, construction drawings, and F/F tech topics from throughout
the central United States in a fairly voluminous format. The Topics are sent monthly for
$10 per year to Jack E. Koehlar, Editor, 3425
Arrowhead Road, Topeka, KS 66614.
Goldbach's wood stripper
I've gotten numerous letters on the photo I
ran several columns back of Joe Goldbach's
clever little wood stripper. The components
of Joe 's stripper are purely scrapbox items
and will allow routine stripping of wood up to
1/s inch square with sufficient accuracy for
general building tasks. My thought would be
that anything heavier than 1/s inch might
need a less flexible blade than the standard
double-edged blade Joe uses, but for wood
sizes smaller than 1/s inch square, it is a neat
little gizmo and a welcome bench tool. Because so many folks have written, I 've
worked up a cross-sectional sketch (Fig. A)
which when coupled with the previous photo

PHOTO: CLI VE WIENKER

That Island Flyer is a real winner for Clive Wienker.
His design spans 21112 inches and was used for a
model building class.
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Tissue decals and more
Several columns ago, I featured Mac McJunkin's method of making custom decals on
tissue. Modeling friend AI Backstrom reminded me of another simple method of applying logos, numerals, and markings to
models using a Xerox copier and tissue. The
photo of the tail feathers of Al's Jumbo Curtiss Robin shows how well it works. All you
need do is iron a piece of colored tissue flat
and tape it to a piece of 8 1/2X11 inch bond
paper. Place it face up in the paper carrier
tray of the copy machine and place the original logo or lettering you want copied face
down on the machine's glass copy plate. A
push of a button and it's instant decal already attached to the covering material! Obviously, color intensity, size, and location of
the imprint on the tissue can be adjusted.
The only drawback I have found is that
you must be very careful not to flood the tissue with thinner when you're covering open
framework because the Xerox ink and toner
will run. Any needed clear dope should be airbrushed on for best results.
Daniel Pipes, a promising F/F scale enthusiast from Memphis, TN, recently called my
attention to a couple of items he's discovered
to make life easier for FIFer's. Dan suggests
the use of a Scotch brand "Removable Magic
Tape" for masking off areas on tissue covered models prior to painting with either
brush or spray. If you haven't tried this stuff,
you need to. It's amazing. Not only is it easy
to handle, but its low tack allows it to be
peeled back from tissue surfaces without
even so much as a stretch wrinkle in the tissue.
I 'm not sure whether it can be purchased in
the smaller generic clear plastic dispensers or
not. The roll Dan sent me was in a blue box
marked #811 "Removable Magic Tape" intended for the larger dispensers. Throw away
your masking tape. This stuff is the answer.
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inch square guides
.040 celluloid "slide"

Goldbach Stripper
Fig. A

should be self-explanatory. The stripper
shown is for 1hs inch square wood. Don't be
tempted to omit the celluloid "slide". It's
very central to the unit's ability to work
without binding or hanging up.

Campbell's newest
Lee Campbell's somewhat delayed '89 catalog of Custom Kits is now available starring
three new rubber-powered offerings for
Spring, two of which are by George Perryman, and the third by Earl Stahl. George's
fancifully named Fluddy Coop Speckled Bird
and Mulvihill Super Maxer Speckled Bird
simply couldn't be designed by anyone else.
Earl Stahl's Gypsy for OT Rubber Cabin has
the pleasing Stahl lines that promise great
flights in or out of competition.
Catalog #10 is available for $2.00 from
Campbell's Custom Kits, PO Box 5996, Lake
Worth, FL 33466-5996. It's one of the most
complete illustrated booklets of F/F kits and
products anywhere and the service is always
good. Tell 'em you read it here.

·I·

suitl

1

l1e inch platform
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Using a Xerox machine and tissue, AI Backstrom
made his own logos and registration numbers for his
jumbo Curtiss Robin (above). Details for this technique are in the text. Bill Hannan's newest Peanuts
and Pistachios, Volume Four (at right), is available
from Hannan's Hangar, Box A, Escondido, CA
92025.
PHOTO· BILL HANNAN

Another Dan Pipes discovery is the Micron
"Pigma" pen. For the past several years I 've
been using " Sharpie" fine point pens for
marking control surface lines on tissue covered models. No more, though. The "Pigma"
pen is much like a fine drafting pen in that
it's available in specific point sizes ranging
from .005 on up. Its "micro pigment" ink
makes the neatest waterproof lines you 've
ever seen. The smaller tip sizes are great for
marking panel lines. The larger sizes, on up
to .05, are perfect for aileron, rudder, and stabilizer separations. Micron "Pigma" pens are
carried by many better art supply houses.
Ask for Item #SDK by Sakuna Color Products Corp. of Japan. Thanks, Don, for two

great building tips.

The Dome is home
As a parting note, word has just been received that the 1989 AMA Nats Indoor site
is the Kibbee Dome in Moscow, Idaho, approximately a two and one-half hour drive
from the tri-cities area of Washington state
which will be hosting the rest of the N ats.
Why, you say? Because it has a 144 foot ceiling and unbelievable floor space. All right! A
Category IV site for theN ats! I wonder if the
Navy would like to get back into sponsoring
the Nats again? Hmmmmmm.
My address for correspondence is Larry
Kruse, Box 1137, Liberal, KS 67905.
a::

PHOTO: BILL BAKER

That's Bill Baker's "dawn patrol" fleet which his wife, Paula, so graciously holds. The Pacific Ace on the left
and the Black Bullet on the right were both built from Schlueter plans and printwood kits.
·
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By Phil Cartier

PHOTOGRAPHY: PHIL CARTIER

used this and other Gotcha 500s at the '83 Nats. Once the biggest Fast ship around, the
old 500 is now just the right size. With the newer motors, the speed and turning are just right.
Norm Liversidge

omebody just asked me the other day
what it costs to get into combat.
That's really a good question. In this
day and age of rising prices and salaries that don't quite seem to keep pace, combat makes an excellent choice for a hobby/
sport. We have lots of excitement, thrills, and
noise for not too many dollars. Compare to
drag racing, RIC, golf, skiing, or other recreations, I think combat stacks up pretty well.

S

Even spending top dollar on equipment really doesn't cost that much, and somebody
on a budget can get by even cheaper. Starting from scratch, enough first class equipment for one event, Fast, Slow, FAI, or FAI
will run about $600-800.
First on the shopping list is engines. I'd
recommend getting at least three identical
motors. It takes much less time to set up
planes and make repairs when the planes

and Adams Cadmus show off their planes at the Gilroy Model
Airplane Club airshow (above left). Western Associated Modelers (W.A.M.) already use "sorta" mufflers to cut down on noise a bit. It's just for fun , guys

Gary Crawford
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don't have to modified to suit different engines. Also, engines often check out the dirt.
It saves a lot of wear and tear on the motor
and you if cleaning it out can wait for back in
the shop and doesn't have to be done before
the next match. Dirt is the worst enemy of a
combat motor, so take special care to keep
them clean.
The current best engine choice for Fast and
Slow is the Fox Mark VI. It offers plenty of
power, good reliability, considering how
roughly we treat engines, and a fair price. It
comes direct from the factory. The older models, the Mark III, Mark IV, and Mark V all
still work well, if they can be found. Mark
Ills work best for Fast. Mark IV s work well
in either event. The Mark V works OK in
slow. It needs careful fitting and a good
break in to run well, but it can get up to
speed. The plain bearing front journal soaks
up a little power and tends to wear out from
dirt, but plenty of fliers have gotten many
good matches from them.
Almost any other engine will require quite
a bit of work to find the combination of plane
and prop to work well. I have seen or used
recently the old G.21 Supertigre, O.S. Max
.25 and .28, the Brat .28, Cipolla .36, Nelson
.15, TWA .36, K&B 5.8, Hoffelt .36, and the
O.S .. 35 FP. The older or smaller motors require smaller planes and props. They don't
have the brute horsepower of a good
Schneurle .36. The rear exhaust engines and
.40 conversions like the K&B and Hoffelt require special construction to handle the rear
exhaust and more wing area to handle the extra weight. The average newcomer to Combat really doesn 't need these hassles. But if
you have them, by all means use them. Three
fast/slow motors should run about $240.
Super Slow has gained popularity as kind

(above right) or so Steve Smith and Ken Manchester would have you believe.
Somehow, every Combat match seems to turn out heavy duty, even when it
happens at a "fun demonstration" like the Gilroy show.
JUNE 1989
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of a local beginners event. Most clubs limit
engines to the Fox .35 Stunt motor. Depend·
ing on the local rules,almost any sport .35
can be used if the planes don't go too fast.
Check out what is popular locally. Box stock
Fox .35s, the O.S. Max FP, and the old plain
bearing ST .35 Supertigre all are similar in
power and speed on a 9-6 or 10-6 prop.
For I/2A the only motor available is the
T.D .. 049. Check with your dealer for prices.
Most places allow the .051 to be .used also.
Oftentimes the .051 is actually a little slower
than the .049. It think they are running
about $30 a piece these days.

Try FAI Combat
FAI Combat doesn't seem to be real popular in most areas of the country. The rules can
be a hassle because they place so much emphasis on staying in the air and all the penalties and loopholes. But several engines will
work. The most popular is the Nelson .15 RV
at about $180 a copy. It requires almost no
work to set up other than adjusting the head
clearance. Other engines like the Cox Conquest .15 and the Nelson .15 FV can also
work. They seem to require more tuning to
roll at competitive speeds. They also weigh a
little more and the front intake tends to collect dirt. Anyone really serious about FAI
had better plan on spending a lot of time
learning the ropes. The biggest problem is
finding enough contests to practice at.
Planes are the easy part. There are many
good designs available. Unfortunately, they
all must be ordered through the mail. Local
hobby dealers don't seem to carry Combat
kits anymore. Two wood kits are still available, the Top Flite FliteStreak, and the Carl
Goldberg Shoestring. For people who enjoy
building in wood, these planes can both make
competitive Slow planes. Just trim off every
ounce of excess weight, beef up the nose, and
use every available square inch of wing area.
A number of foam wing and wood designs
can be had through the mail. Depending on
quality, amount of hardware, and shipping
costs, they run about $18-24 each. After
building a few kits, the cost goes down because you can recycle parts like stabs, motor
mounts, and controls. Building from scratch
costs about $10 a plane, including the hardware. Foam wing cores for the latest designs
are available through the mail, or learn to cut
your own. Purchased cores will run $4-7 per
set depending on size, how many are ordered,
and shipping costs. Ready-made cores are
nice because they make building a snap. I
generally figure about 4-5 hours to build a
plane once the cores are ready. Cutting wood
parts for a wing or cutting cores will add per·
haps 1-2 hours to the building time.
Check the table for a list of suppliers that I
have put together. I've tried to be fair and
impartial and include everyone who makes
combat supplies/planes a regular business.
This doesn't include engine rebuilders. If you
know of any others, let me know and I will
pass along the word.
=
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Here's another shot from the archives. Loet Wakkerman tries to move in (above) for a cut on Fred Meiers.
It was an all-Dutch finals for the World Champs with none of the Russians in attendance. Looks like a K&B
.35 on the front of Ken Manchester's flapped Slow plane (below). Ken flew in the Gilroy airshow in Palo Alto.
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By Bob Hunt
board of Dick Mathis only three years later.
We've consulted the stars from time to time:
Bill Simons' Scorpio, and Gemini designs certainly foretold of good fortune for him, at
least on the Stunt trail. Even God's inspired
word, the Bible, provided some guy named
Hunt with the perfect moniker for a new line
of stunters: Genesis, story of the beginning.
To list the names of even the more famous
or sigrtificant stunters would take more room
than this column format allows, and it would
serve no purpose save that of reinforcing the
idea that the name you put on the upper left
hand lifting surface (the classic position) of
your creation should have a personal meaning for you, and is deserving of a bit of time
invested in thought.

New stuff

PHOTO: MAD VANDUZER

Back down the memory trail around 1954 Harold " Red " Rinehardt won the Mirror Meet with his Stunt Wing
powered by a Fox .35. Just to check your Stunt history memory banks, do you recognize the Tornado prop ,
or the Froom spinner? You can't see it but the elevators were balanced too. Rinehardt, who died in 1974,
also designed the El Diablo, the Galloping Comedian, and the 1950 Plymouth International Champion.

owards the end of the construction
phase of a new ship, the average
stunt buff is faced with the single
most formidable task associated
with this event; picking a name! Now, you
have to realize, I made that last statement
with my tongue only part way into my cheek,
because the name chosen for a new craft says
a lot about the flier who created it. Stunt
ships usually last a long time, and once a
good design is settled upon, the normal procedure is to continue to grind out more of the
same until the design becomes a series.
Certainly the name of the National Champion's airplane is as well known to the stunt
public as his own, sometimes more. Stuntship names can be quite literal. For example,
the Top Flite Tutor is designed for stunt
training. The straightforward, no-nonsense
design of Gene Schaffer left little doubt that
it was looked upon as a tool by the designer
when it was dubbed Stunt Machine . The aggressive Bill Werwage found a kindred spirit
in the mythical Greek god of war Ares, and
named his most famous design just that. In
the 1960's, Charlie Lickliter drew a parallel
between -the fluid grace of this event with
that of classical dance, and his Ballerina became one of the most beloved designs of the
era. You get the idea.
Some have tried the clever approach, with
names that have a dual meaning: Steve Buso's Titlewave leaves little doubt about what
he's after. Others name their ships after their
76
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loved ones: Alan Seacat's choice of Miss
Laura for his Goodyear racer look-alike insured him lots of practice time-with his
wife's blessings. Shrewd move, AI!
The search for the quintessential stunt
ship name has taken us to the limits of our
solar system: remember Bob Palmer's Venus,
or Denny Harkai's Uranus? It has taken us
to the depths of the sea. Who can forget Lou
McFarland's Shark 45 or Bob Gialdini's
Sting Ray? Even Detroit got a visit: Jack
Shiek's Torino rolled off the line, and onto
FM's pages in 1969, and it was followed by
the compact 1/2A Pinto from the drawing

Our friend, and co-columnist, Windy
Urtnowski is still branching out into new areas of product development for his Pro-Stunt
Products company. The latest releases include a line of plans for stuntships from both
modern times, and times past. We received a
copy of plans for John D 'Ottavio's J erseyan
which were inked by Tom Niebuhr. Not only
are these prints an example of outstanding
drafting talent by Tom, but also a lesson in
stunt history.
He has included the complete story of the
design, its contest record, and other pertinent facts, right on t he plans! This mal5es
these plans not only good reading, but a collector's must as well. The list of plans available include Windy's own Sweeper. This is
the original version which featured "I " Beam
construction. Also available are Bob Palmer's Skyscraper, Harold Price's Crusader, Bill
Suarez' F-4 Phantom and P-38 Lightning,
Steve Wooley's Argus, Les McDonald's Stiletto (Kit version.), Bob Tucker's Tucker Special (a personal favorite of mine), Windy's
Cardinal, a .60 size Ares, a .60 size Argus,
and a .60 size Nobler, which is enlarged 20%
from the original. All of the plans available
from Pro-Stunt Products come on top quality
paper, rolled, and in a sturdy shipping tube
which can double as a storage container. The

PHOTOGRAPHY: DICK SARPOLUS

Some people are so thoroughly committed to Vintage Stunt, they even buy cars to match the vintage
planes . Tom Lay and his '57 Chevy are on the left, and on the right is Bob Whitely and his '57 Chevy.
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Those "wimpy" flaps on this vintage Go-Devil (above left) were portents of
things to come. This " macho" machine has an Orwick .64 ignition engine up
front. Probably no other stunt plane will ever be as famous as George Aldrich '

plans are priced at $9.95. Windy says watch
for more plan releases in the future.
Also available from Pro-Stunt Products is
a molded 4-inch bellcrank. This unit is offered
as either a bare part, or with center post and
bushing assembly installed. Molded from
DuPont Glass Filled Structural Nylon, this
crank is priced at $6.95 (bare), or $9.95 (with
bushing and rod). Write to Windy C/0 ProStunt Products, 9 Union Ave., Little Ferry,
NJ 07643 for more detailed information, or
call: ~01/440-0905
While at the annual WRAM show in White
Plains, New York, last month (Februarylead times you know), I stopped by Aerospace Composites Products' booth and spoke
with our old friend George Sparr. Aside from
the normal selection of composite products
which we are becoming increasingly comforta~le working with, George proudly displayed
his new thin-wall aluminum pushrod which
features a carbon fiber covering. This yields a
super light, and extremely rigid unit. Just
the ticket for those bullet proof control systems. The Aluminum/Graphite pushrods
spec out to .250 (1/• inch) outside diameter,
weigh 16.22 grams, and are sold in 32112 inch
lenghts for $8.00.
Also on display at George's booth was a
complete line of carbon fiber, Kevlar, and fiberglass sheets, weaves, rods, and structural
shapes which can be incorporated into your
next stunter to make it stronger and lighter.
Send an SASE for more information to:
Aerospace Composite Products, P.O. Box
16621, Dept. F, Irvine, CA 92714, or call: 714/
250-1107.

Nobler (above right). With its big wing, thick airfoil, and flaps it set some trends
are that are still followed today. The model became the trademark of former
Nats Champ Bob Gieseke who still competes with one.

suggest that you check the contents page for
his report.
Contests of this sort are about the healthiest thing I can think of for an event that is in
constant danger of taking itself too seriously.
In fact I'd like to see this type of format carried even further with perhaps a contest using the old Mirror Meet pattern. For those of
you not old enough to remember this East
Coast classic, try to picture a pattern with so
many maneuvers that it took three flights to
complete! And, what maneuvers: Bolio
Wingovers, where you had to do eight loops
while performing a wingover; Point Down
Triangles, Double Vertical eights, Three-Leaf
Clovers, etc. In fact, this contest and its pattern is so interesting that John Miske and I
are working up a column dedicated to it.
Another idea for a fun meet would be a
free-style format in which you are judged on,
say, 15 original maneuvers. This could be
judged as a whole presentation, rather than
by individual maneuver, in much the same
manner as freestyle ice skating. Technical

Merit, and Artistic Impression points could
be given by either a group of judges, or better yet, your fellow competitors.
Perhaps we could institute a Biplane Stunt
event, or a Speed Stunt contest (this has already been successfully tried by our Combat
brothers). In Flushing Meadows, New York,
a "Schlock Stunt" event was tried. The idea
here was to do the most outrageous maneuvers. Sabre Dancing, and flip-flop loops and
eights were the order of the day, and'€veryone had a great time.
At the Tournament of Champions RIC Pattern invitational, the competitors were
handed an unknown sequence just moments
before they flew. The competitors were seen
reading the list of maneuvers while "hand
flying" them to get an idea of the flow of the
pattern. This would be a natural for the "Top
Five" at the N ats to add a bit of zip. It would
also show us who the fastest thinking fliers
are. Just food for thought.
See you in a couple of months, till then fly
stunt!
a::

Remember when?
Elsewhere in this issue of FLYING MODELS
you'll find an article by Dick Sarpolus on the
Vintage Stunt Championships, held at the
Whittier Narrows, California C/L field on
February 18 and 19. This contest w~s hosted
by the Knights of the Round Circle club, and
was very capably Contest Directed by
JoAnn Keville. JoAnn 's husband, Mike (new
editor of the P.A.M.P.A. Newsletter) held
down the post of Administration Manager.
Best as we can tell this means he was a "gopher" for JoAnn (just kidding, Mike). Old
Time Stunt (G.S.C.B. rules), and Classic, or
"Nostalgia" Stunt were the events flown,
and from all reports I 've heard, the contest
was a smash hit. I'll not steal Dick's thunder
with any more of an account here, and simply
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Ted Fancher's All American Sr. shows off a classic tissue/dope finish that was standard fare back in the days
of yore. The translucent finish lets you see just how good a craftsman the modeler was.
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England's favorite!

introduce their latest design, the 2-wheel
drive Turbo Ultima. Features include a special heavy-duty chassis, platinum shocks,
special radio plate and shock towers, universal swing shafts, special linkage set, special
aerodynamic body, hardened final pinion
gear, ball differential, and chromed wheels.
For more information, please write to the address above, or call: 217/398-6300.

The Luton "Minor"
And it flies so nicely.
34 1/~"

Wingspan -

For .020 Engines

$22.95

For 1 or 2 Channel s R/ C
Phone (703) 273 -9593

Flyline offe rs 22 beautiful Scale Designs
50~t br in gs our Catalog Brochure.

Ki t #112

~ F~. ~?;!~l~6.~i~a?~!'i~~ !2~~·
Charge Receptacle

#124

for Futaba J & Cirrus radios

MODEL RACING PRODUCTS, 18676
142nd Ave. N.E. , Woodinville, WA 98072, is
pleased to announce their latest 1 /10 scale
stock car body, the ultra slick 1990 Lumina.
This is Chevrolet's aerodynamic answer to
t he Ford Thunderbird, and is expected to
dominate the Winston Cup NASCAR series
when it hits the track this year. The MRP
body, which is molded in clear Lexan, truely
replicates the original, while giving the
ground hugging performance needed for
model oval courses. See your local hobby retailer, write to the above address, or call: 206/
485-4100 for more information on this "Bow
Tie" beauty.

Charging cover included!

3.49

Ernst Mfg. Inc. Po Box ss. Bd ghtwood, oR 97o11
Direct Orders add $2.50 per order for postage and handling.

MODEL RACING PRODUCTS, 18676
142ndAve. N.E., Woodinville, WA 98072, tells
us that their new VAN/AM GT custom van
body will fit as a replacement on the MRP
High Roller_ The body can also be used on
any other 1ho scale "monster truck" on the
market. For a unique looking racer, simply
mount this body on any 1ho scale on or off
road chassis. The VAN/AM GT is molded in
clear Lexan. For more information, please
write to the above address, see your local
hobby retailer, or call: 206/485-4100.

BINDERS

1

Make your FLYING MODELS collection easy to
find, organized. and safe; rea dy for instant use.
Handsome official blue bind ers are stamped in
gold & hold 12 issues. Include a c tua l street address as well as PO. box number for quick delivery. N.J. res . add 6% sa les tax.

$7.00 + $1.00 postage
($2.00 postage outside U.S.A.)
FM Binders P.o. Box 100
Newton, NJ 07860-0700
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GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY, PO. Box 4021, Champaign, IL 61820, says that Kyosho is proud to

COLORADO MODEL PRODUCTS, INC.,
PO. Box 27118, Denver, CO 80227, has released their Trac-Kit. This kit is built from
machine cut 1/• inch thick mahogany plywood, and is designed to accommodate 1110
and 1h2 scale cars in the upper compartment
(22 1/2 inches long by 10 inches wide ID). The
large drawer below (20 1/2 inches long by 10
inches deep by 5 inches high ID) easily holds
your radio, charger, and any accessori~s or
parts needed for a day 's racing. The TraceKit
has a suggested retail price of $37.95 in kit
form (Model #TKK-010), and $54.95 in ready
to finish form (Model #TKR-020). The kits
are available direct from the manufacturer at
$25.95 and $39.95 respectively. For more information, please write to the address above,
or call: 303/987-0214.

DESIGN ENTERPRISE,Rt. 5, Box 10, New
Richmond, WI 54017, is now shipping the Miter Magic fixture, which offers a different approach to angle cutting. The small unit
(21/•X3 1/• inch) unit is designed to be used
with your razor saw. The saw remains constant in relation to the body, and the material
is moved through the desired angles. The
open construction eliminates wood build-up
behind the pieces to be cut. The backing is
covered with abrasive paper so the fixture remains stable when used. For more information, please write to the address above_ =
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t SO,OOOm PRIZES

\NNE 24·25 ~A12VEY FIEIJ). ~\-\OM \S\-\ , WA.
Precontest meeting 7 am Saturday at Harvey Field Restaurant
For details, contact Howard Rush, (206) 746-5997,
or Norm McFadden, (206) 745-1314.
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t seems like that the more time that
goes by. the faster the out-of-the-box
electric boats run. When kit electric
boats first started getting big, the fast
ones were claiming 12 or 13 MPH. Then it
was 18 to 20 MPH. Now MRP has one that
will run about 28 MPH stock and has been
blown over at 43 MPH using modified batteries and motor. Who'd would' a thunked it!
MRP, 18676 142d Ave N.E., Woodinville,
WA 98072, just recently released its Fast
Electric Unlimited Hydro that is a scale version of the Miss Budwieser thunderboat. The
kit can be obtained unassembled or as a Deluxe kit requiring a small amount of construction. The Deluxe kit, the one I received,
requires the installation of the radio, rudder,
rear wing, cowl, turn fin, radio box lid and
canopy. It comes with a full decal sheet to
turn the boat into a beautiful replica of the
full size Miss Budwieser. The hull is plastic as
are all the parts.

I

Construction

PHOTO: COURTESY MAP

Performance levels of electric boats keep right on rising and the new MAP Fast Electric Unlimited Hydro is
right at the head of the trend . This scale version is patterned after the Miss Budweiser thunderboat.

An FM Product Review:

Model Racing Products

Miss Budweiser
By Don Bilsky

Electric performance has been raised
a notch with this thunderboat replica.

With the Deluxe kit you'll start by install·
ing the radio. The first step is to assemble
the speed control. The instructions with the
speed control give good detail and should
present no problems even for the first timE
boater. The speed control is placed on one ol
the servos and installed using double sided
sticky tape. The steering servo is installe<i
the same way. It may take a few layers ol
tape to space it out from the side of the radio
box enough for the push rod to fit inside the
radio box lid. Make sure that whatever radio
you use has small servos.
Mount the rudder next. Using the rudder
transom mount as a guide, mark the mounting hole locations, drill the holes and carefully mount the piece that will hold the rudder. Make sure that it is straight up and
down. Insert the rudder and press fit the pin
into it to hold it in place. Center the output
wheel of the servo so that it moves both ways
equally. Feed the linkage wire with the "Z"
bend into the outer hole of the wheel, 90 degrees from the centerline. Keep the linkage
under the wheel and low to the radio box.
Slide the short plastic tube onto the linkage
wire. Bend the end of the wire 90 degrees
downward to align it with the outer hole in
the steering arm. Place the collar on the bottom of the arm and setscrew into place.
The turn fin mounts on the back of the
right sponson (looking from the back of the
boat). There is an index mark on the sponson
that will show the angle the fin is mounted.

PHOTOGRAPHY: DON BILSKY

There are two kit options with the Miss Budweiser, unassembled or deluxe. In
the deluxe kit, the pre-wired speed control is included and mounts directly to
the top of a servo (above left) in place of the servo arm. Two battery packs are
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reqUired (above right) but don't come with the boat. Self-adhesive Velcro tape
is used to hold the batteries in place. That makes it easier to move the batteries
around to position the e.G.
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The strut and drive line are already installed (above left). When breaking in
the motors, you can apply a little lapping compound to the shaft, mixed with
light oil, to smooth the shaft and tube. Helps improve performance. Already
Mark the locations of the holes, drill and
mount the fin. The leading edge of the fin is
not sharpened so use a file and sandpaper to
get a good edge on it before you run.
The cowling is held in place by a clip that
goes through a post. The cowling post is
mounted the a "U" shaped aluminum
bracket. The bracket is mounted to the hull
using machine screws. The bracket should be
tight but still able to pivot fore and aft to
ease access to the boat interior.
The radio box lid and canopy need to be
trimmed using an X·Acto knife. The canopy
is attached to the front of the hull over the
driver using one screw. There is a dimple in
the canopy to show you where the screw
goes. The radio box lid is held onto the radio
box with screws. With the lid in place, drill
holes through it into the radio box for nine
machine screws. Put your foam tape around
the bottom of the lid and redrill the holes
through the tape. The tape provides a waterproof seal.
MRP provides a nylon fiberg~ass reinforced high performance prop with the kit. It
is mounted by threading one of the 5-40
brass mini-nuts onto the drive shaft. Next,
thread the propeller onto the shaft with the
notch toward the front of the boat. Last,
thread on the second 5-40·brass mini-nut until it tightens against the rear of the prop. A
drop of Hot Stuff on the prop nut will prevent the nut from loosening and the prop
from coming off.

FLYING MODELS

glued in place on the transom is a reinforcing piece of plastic where the rudder
mounts (above right). The push rod that moves the rudder is held in place by a
small collet and can be adjusted to provide more throw.

The wing and wing fins are installed next.
They need to be cut from their plastic sheet
and trimmed. The fins are screwed into the
deck of the boat. There are dimples in the fins
and the deck to show you where to drill your
holes. The wing is super glued between the
two fins.
Two 6-cell, 7.2 volt battery packs are
needed to run this boat. These are located on
each side toward the rear of the boat. MRP
provides self-adhesive Velcro strips to attach
the battery packs to the inside of the hull.
This will allow the packs to be repositioned
easily to adjust the center of gravity. Normal
center of gravity is a point even with the
cowling post. In rough water move the batteries aft and in smooth water move the batteries forward.
The motors in this- kit should be broken-in
to reduce arcing and seat the brushes. Break
in the motors by running them with no load
at low voltage for about one hour. After
breaking-in, use a light machine oil to lube
the motor bushings and the motor mount
bushing. The drive shaft can be broken-in at
the same time by putting a little lapping
compound on it while the motors are running. This will give you a smooth true drive
line.

Finishing
No priming is needed before you paint the
boat. Use either enamel or lacquer. If you are
not good at painting, the hull comes colored

There is a mark on the rear of the sponson where the turn fin mounts (above
left) to provide the correct angle. Don't overtighten or you'll strip the plastic.

- - - -- -- --

red so you can apply the decals over it. The
decals that come with the boat are marked
for positioning. By this I mean that by each
one on the sheet there are instructions as to
where they go, i.e. Right wing support, Right
front cowl, etc. The decals are adhesive
backed and may be put on wet or dry. If you
choose to put them on wet it will allow you to
reposition them. Pencil marks will help position the decals, but be careful to place the
marks where they won't be covered by the
decal. If you do this you can't remove the
marks. Use a soft cloth to work any bubbles
out from the center.

Operation and performance
Before running the boat, charge the Ni-Cd
batteries according to the manufacturer's instructions. Check to make sure that the prop
and nut are tight, that there is no bind in the
drive shaft, that the set screws in the coupler ·
and gears are tight, that your linkages are
correct, and that nothing is rubbing or binding the drive shaft, coupler or gears. Make
sure that the radio is working properly and
launch the boat. You will need full power to
get the boat up on step. The boat will pull a
little as it gets on step so you will have to
steer it up.
The boat will surprise you when you first
run it. The speed is much more than expected
and the sound of the water slapping off the
sponsons makes is sound like the full size
thunderboats. As with many electric boats,

Ride pads are included as an option (above right) for the kit. Don feels they
should be used because they improve turning performance.
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MRP's Miss Budweiser
this is not a rough water hull. It performs
best in calm or light ripples. You 'll get 2 1/2 to
3 minutes running at full throttle. Now I
know this doesn't sound like a lot compared
to some of the other electrics but because of
the speed it is to be expected. When the boat
begins to lose speed, immediately bring it in
to shore. If it loses too much power it will
" plow" in the front and might not make it
back If the front of the boat tends to push
through the turns you can add the ride pads
that are provided with the kit. As a matter of
fact, I'd add them anyway. They help give a
cleaner break with the water.
After you have operated the boat, allow
the battery packs to cool down before recharging. If you use more than one set of bat·
tery packs, allow the motors to cool before
operating again. At the end of the day, dry
the boat inside and out. Remove the batteries
and radio box lid. If you have wrapped the
receiver in plastic, unwrap it to allow any
condensation to dry. Remove and lightly oil
the drive shaft and then reinstall.
This boat will provide you with lots of ex·
citing hours at the pond and will get many
ooohs and aaahs from any spectators that
happen to be nearby.
=

Besides showing a close-up of the cowling, this shot also illustrates some of the superb detail of the decal
set which MAP provides in the kit. For those who don 't like to paint, the hull comes molded in red .

PHOTO: COURTESY MAP

The new generation of electric boats need a little extra attention . You don't
just Plop them in the "bathtub" and let them run . For maximum claimed perfor-
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mance, the motors need some breaking in and the drive shafts need a little
lapping. Better battery handling will also help performance.
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TUG, LENGTH OVER 50m, TOWING ASTERN
LENGTH OF TOW LESS THAN 200m
If you plan t o "light" your tug for scale running lights, then you have quite a combination to consider as
shown by the chart (abov e) which depicts some of the lighting used by a tug towing a vessel from astern .
This scale ocean-going Navy tug· (below) shows one of the deckhouse lights and the folded mast with its
lights.
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ast month I described the basic
lights that a power driven vessel underway should show. This month,
I 'll describe the special function
lights for some common modelling subjects:
tugs, fishing boats, and warships.
Seeing as tugs are very popular with modelers, I'll start with them. Tugs are fairly
complicated; they show different lights depending on whether they are towing astern
(towline), or pushing alongside/ahead. To further complicate matters, the lights for pushing alongside/ahead are different for international and inland waters (with special lights
for the Western rivers!). Table 1 summarizes
the requirements.
A tug towing astern, shows standard
lights, but replaces the foreward masthead
light with either two or three masthead
lights in a vertical line. Two are shown if the
length of the tow is less than 200 meters (656
feet) , otherwise three masthead lights are
shown. (The length of tow is measured from
the stern of the tug to the stern of the tow.)
Also, a second sternlight, yellow in color (the
"towing light"), is displayed above the white
sternlight. Figure 1 shows the relative arrangement of a tug's lights. Notice that the
tug's sidelights and sternlights are not visible at the same time.
Remember, the tug only shows the special
lights when it is towing. When the tug has no
tow, it shows the standard lights for a power
driven vessel. When it adds a tow, it adds
some lights. Also, the after masthead light is
still required while towing, if the tug is over
50 meters in length.
To completely explain all the different possible lighting configurations for tugs would
make for a very long and tedious column.
The point I 'm trying to make is that you
need to be aware that there are differences.
Often, judges at scale regattas are professional Sea Service people (Navy, Coast
Guard, etc.) who would consider it a glaring
error to see a Mississippi River Towboat
showing lights for a tug in international waters.
Fishing boats are fairly simple compared
to tugs. When their gear is in the water, they
show a pair of all-around lights in place of the
forward masthead light, mounted one above
the other. For a vessel trawling, the upper
light is green, and the lower is white. For a
vessel that is fishing Abut not trawling) the
lights are red over white. (A boat with rod &
reel gear out is not a fishing vessel!) The difference between fishing and trawling hinges
on the gear used. Fishing is any means (except rod and reel) used to catch fish except
trawling. Trawling is pulling nets and gear
astern through the water. Like the tugs, the
after masthead light is still required if the
vessel is over 50 meters in length.
Like tugs, fishing vessels should only show
the special lights when doing their thing, i.e.,
fishing. At other times, they should only
show the lights for a power driven vessel underway. The real world, however, is not so

L
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TABLE 1:

REQUIRED LIGHTS FOR TUGS AND TOWS

VESSEL

INLAND
RULES

neat. On the smaller boats, particularly, the
crews aren 't always concerned about what
lights should be lit and when. I have seen
boats that leave their green-over-white lights
on all the time, including the time when the
boat is at the dock. Maybe you can convince
the judges that you 're operating true-to-scale
by violating the lighting rules . . . .
In general, most civilian ships will show
numerous deck lights in addition to the required running lights. The rules allow this, as
long as the other lights are not like the prescribed running lights. Cruise ships, for example, are very brightly lit. Most ships, if
they have deck or working lights, will not
have any lit, forward of the pilothouse. This
is so that the bridge personnel are not
blinded by their own ship 's lights.
Generally, warships show the same lights
as other ships. They show standard running
lights when underway, and standard towing
lights when towing. They almost always
steam at darkened ship, no deck or cabin
lights are allowed to show. When operating
in company, they may dim t heir running
lights to half-bright. In wartime, of course,
all lights are turned off.
This is all I'm going to cover on the subject
of running lights. If you are interested in
more information about the rules, any bookstore that has a nautical section will proba-

TUG TOWING ASTERN
Length of tow < 200m

TUG TOWING ASTERN
Length of Tow > 200m

VESSEL TOWED
(Astern )

PUSHING AHEAD/
ALONGSIDE
PUSHING AHEAD
(Western Rivers)

VESSEL TOWED
(Alongside/Ahead)

INTERNATIONAL
RULES

SideLights, SternLight
Towing Light
(2) Fwd Masthead Lts.

SideLights, SternLight
Towing Light
(2) Fwd Masthead Lts.

SideLights, SternLight
Towing Light
(3) Fwd Masthead Lts.

SideLights, SternLighl
Towing Light
(3) Fwd Masthead Lts.

SideLights
Stern Light

SideLights
Stern Light

Sidelights, SternLight
(2) Towing Lights
(2) Fwd Masthead Lts.
Sidelights
(2) Towing Lights
Sidelights , Sternlight
Yellow Fwd. Masthead Lt.

SideLights
Stern Light
(2) Fwd Masthead Us.
N/ A
SideLights
Stern Light

Note: For all of the TUGS listed above (except Western Rivers), After Masthead
lights are also required if the tug is longer than 50 meters.

bly have at least one book on the subject.
Also there is a publication entitled " Navigation Rules", published by the Coast Guard,
that is available from the Government Print-

ing Office.
Please send any comments, questions, or
other column ideas to me at 31710 2 Court
South; Federal Way, WA 98003.
=

PHOTOGRAPHY: ER IC GOLDSCHRAFE

Accurate lighting detail becomes practical in competition where judges looking at a ship like this Navy tug are professional Sea Service.
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__aoats ___....__
By Don Bilsky

PHOTOGRAPH Y: DON BILSKY

is just as important as a good boat, radio, and engine. For those running glow
engines, the items above are the bare essentials to get you off and running . What does the spinning reel and
tennis ball have to do with it? They become quite valuable if the boat dies offshore. With the end of the
fishing line on the reel attached to the tennis ball, a good heave will help retrieve the boat.
Reliable support equipment

ell, another month has rolled
around and it's time for another
column. Sometimes I have a
hard time figuring out what to
talk about and this month started off that
way. Luckily, I went out to the club lake to do
some running last Sunday and had someone
ask me a question that sparked the information that follows. The question was, '.'Besides
a boat, motor and radio, what else do I need
to get started in boating? ".
For those of you that are reading this and
thinking about model boating I'll try to answer that question. Let's take for granted
that you have already built the boat and are
ready to run. The first thing you'll need is
some fuel. The brand and nitro content are a

W
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matter of personal choice but let me tell you
what I use. Red Max, available from FHS
Supply, Inc., PO Box 9, Clover, SC 29710, is
the fuel that has given me the best results.
I've said this before, but look around the
pond and see what other boaters are using
and how their engines are holding up. If you
still aren 't sure then use the Red Max.
I run 40% nitro for break-in and racing.
The fuel has plenty of lubricant and will not
hurt the engine. The engines on the market
today are built to run with high nitro fuels so
don't be afraid of the 40%.
Once you have the fuel you'll need some
kind of pump to get it into your tank. A
squeeze bulb will work but a pump called the
Six Shooter, most hobby shops have this, is a

crank type pump and is much faster. I like
electric pumps. I guess after 15 years of boating and lord knows how much fuel pumping
I've gotten lazy. The electric pumps are fast
and easy and also available from your local
hobby shop. I use one from Indy R/C that is
powered by four AA batteries. The batteries
last about a season.
O.K. Now we've got the boat fueled. Now
you'll need a starter and glow plug clip. My
starter is a Sullivan Hi-Tork starter. It can be
operated on 12 or 24 volts. I use this one because along with the small .21 size engines I
also run some bigger ones that have a lot of
compression. Sometimes 12 volts just isn't
enough to pull the engine over. I switch to 24
volts to start these. You'll want to get two
good sized motorcycle batteries and hook
them up with a wire running from the positive terminal on one to the negative on the
other. This way you can hook your starter cables up to one battery for 12 volts or switch
one cable to the other battery and get 24
volts. Make sure the wire you use to connect
them together is thick enough.
Your glow plug clip can be purchased at the
hobby shop too. It is the same as the airplane
fliers use. Some connect to a 11/2 volt dry-cell
battery and some use rechargeable Ni-Cd
batteries. I use one manufactured by Glow
Bee. It not only has Ni-Cd batteries but has a
meter on top to tell me if the glow plug is
good. To connect the power from the battery
to the glow plug you use a clip. It pushes
over the top of the plug. Some of them can be
attached by twisting or pushing an outer
ring and will hold on to the plug. This frees
both hands for starting.
Well, well. So the engine is now started and
you 've launched the boat and are having one
heck of a good time running. All of a sudden
the boat dies. Now what do you do? At this
point I'll tell you about the most important
part of a boaters basic equipment. A cheap
Zebco fishing reel with a tennis ball attached
too it. You can hold the reel in one hand and
throw the ball out over the boat. As you reel
the ball back in it will catch on some part of
the boat and you can pull it in. Without this
very sophisticated piece of equipment you 'll
have to hope for a strong breeze to blow the
boat to shore.
That's about all the basic stuff you 'll need.
Yes, you will need some tools. Pliers, screwdrivers, allen wrenches, glow plug wrench,
WD-40, extra bolts, nuts and washers, glow
plugs, Loctite, potato chips and soda, etc. ,
but we can talk about this latter.

New from Aeromarine
Here's a couple of neat new things from the
folks at Aeromarine. The first is a grease
gun. You know. The thing that you 've always
wanted to grease those lower units on your
outboards or struts on your inboards. It
seems like you just can't find anything that
works well in those little holes. Some guys
have found some guns that are used on motorcycles but they are a little expensive. The
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Irwin Pi pes has introduced a new outboard pipe for .45 engines. It has all the good traits of their nitro pipe
and is made from .035 al um in um . Don says that initial reports indicate a very good response.
one that Aeromarine has is just perfect. It's
about an inch and a quarter in diameter and
abou t seven inches long. The size is just perfect for carrying in your starting box.
The next item is a new rubber motor
mount. It can be used in a lot of different
boats but is probably best suited for the
mono and catamaran hulls. It is made for .60
to .67 size motors. If you have ever heard a
fiberglass hull running with a solid motor
mount you probably heard a noise that was
hard on your ears. With a rubber mount like
this t he noise is much better because the vibration is not passed in to t he hull. The
mount uses two pieces of aluminum with four

rubber pieces sandwiched between.

I rwin pipes does it again
Irwin Pipes, Rt 4, Box 198, Muncie, IN
47302, has introduced another dynamite
pipe, this time for the outboard motors so
popular with racers today. It is made of .035
aluminum and has all the good qualities of
their standard inboard pipes. This not only
means excellent RPMs but quick response
over the entire RPM range. For those of you
that run inboard engines you should try his
other pipes. I've had super results and am
looking forward to trying this new outboard
version. See you next month. Don.
=
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• 250 Bore
*X482 Twin .90 Outrigger
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Send stamped, self-addressed
envelope for price list.

Two new Aeromarine Laminate products come in pretty handy. The rubber isolation engine mount for .65.80 size engines is well-engineered while the grease gun is just the right size for lubricating lower units.
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BOATS - ENGINES - HARDWAR E

EMPIRE MODEl MARINE
3014 LIMEKILN PIKE
NORTH HILLS, PA 19038
(215) 572-5615
(7PM-11 PM)
UPS DAILY
AEROMARINE BOATS AND HARDWARE
SIGHTLER BOATS
FUTABA RADIOS
OCTURA HARDWARE AND PROPS
HUGHEY BOATS AND HARDWARE
OPS ENGINEES AND PARTS
K & B ENGINES AND PARTS

FROM AEROMARINE :

3.5 Offshore Racing Catamaran

The NEW
.21 " Jesse James" Cat
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

DUMAS PRODUCTS, INC., 909 Eas t 17th
St., Tucson, AZ 85719, has announced a new
R/C racing catamaran named Skater 67. This
new 40-inch long boat is a stand-off scale
model of the 32 foot long original. With a nar·
row 13 1/• inch beam, the Skater 67 is said to
be very fast on the straightaways, yet experi·
ences very little deceleration in the turns.
Three steps in each hull and two strakes per
hull reduce drag and enhance overall perfor·
mance. The deck and hull are hand laid-up fi·

WORLD CLASS OUTBOARD

berglass, which are joined and finished in .
white gelcoat. Factory installed engine
mounting rails are ready for a Dumas 5-inch
motor mount. Engine mounting pads are already drilled and tapped. The Skater 67 is
Dumas kit #1436 . Also available for the
Skater 67 are running hardware kit #2352,
and Dumas waterproof radio box #7031. For
more information, please see your local
hobby retailer, write to the address above, or
call: 602/623-3742.

RIC Stii//Jotlll
for sport and competition

7.5 T unnel Shooter .
Radio Box
Engine M o unt

Cable & Hd w. Pkg .
A vailable

• MOST COMPETITIVE TUN NEL AVAILABLE
• HAND L AYUP FIBERGLASS. FACTORY JOINED
• DESIGNED AND BUILT BY WORLD RENOWNED
CRAPSHOOTER BOAT MFG .
• SPEEDS CAPABLE OF OVER 60 MPH
• POSITIVE HANDLING . QUIC K ACCELLE RATION
• WAT ER READY IN (I) EVENING

Ask A bout Our
High Performance
Package
8924 ACTON ROAD • IND IA N APOLIS, IN 46259
(317) 862-5857

88

COM PLETE KITS,
SAIL SERVOS
Send St amped Self·
Addressed Envelope
for details & prices.

VICTOR MODEL
PRODUCTS
11715 Adenmoor Ave.
Downey, Ca 90241

To Reserve Ad Spac e , Write:
John Earley, Ad Sales Manager
P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860
JUNE 1989

Top-Notch Competition this Racing Season:

The ''Sprint Cat'' .20
''Sprint Cat'' .40/.65
''Sprint Cat'' .80/.90
The "Sprint Cat" .20
Hull L.O.A. : 29" I Beam: 11"
For .20 displacement Engines
Molded Fiberglass Hull & Hatch $149.95

"Sprint Cat" .40/.65
Hull L.O.A.: 35" I Beam: 14"
For .401.65 and .80 Engines
Molded Flbarglass Hull & Hatch $ f 89.95

"Sprint Cat" .80/.90
Hull L.O.A.: 42 V2" I Beam: 153,4"
For .80 and .90 displacement Engines
Twin Engin es too .
Molded Fiberglass Hull & Hatch

$229.95

Sized for your engine! Your choice of a 29 " Hull, 35 " or 42'12'' L.O.A.

Our Fiberglass Hulls are beautifully Molded

proven winners every season!
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Staying out front isn't easy - unless you 're ru nn ing our new " Sprint Series" Cat. Hard work,
careful observation and design ch anges are absolute necessities in successful model boat
manufacturing . Our new " Sprint Series" Cats are the one's to watch thi s raci ng reason . We
have out-done ourselves! Whether you run the .20, .40/.65 or th e big .90 cl ass Hydros, you're
going home with the gold! Th is is a very specially constructed kit aimed directly at the high
performance competitions. Super-streamlining permits maximum capabiliti es, wh ile lightweight
~ con structional techniques allow a rate of acceleration beyond r.our wildest dreams ! it is a ' 'true''
10; competitor, you won't go wrong with this machine as your 88 seas on entry.

~

Radio Box N4 (lor .20) .
Radio Box N5 (.40 to .65) .
Radio Box N5 (lor up to .90) .

$19.95
19.95
19.95

HARDWARE KITS
Eng. Slzo

All th is Hatch room is beautifu l at the lake site. Everyth ing accessible.

Std. I.IT •

I Flex· Mt

s 131. 8

. 21

$98.es

,45

100 .80

133 . 8.

.85/ .80

102 .80

135 .4 0

.eo

123 .25

143.,0

Twin

198 .20

(Wi!l Fit Uost All Racing Hulls)

F i bCr gl i! SS Hull s Ship ped F 0 8 Babylon. NY
New York residents adct 7 1/ r % saTes Ta•

77 CEDAR STREET, BABYLON, NY 11702. U .S.A.,

[516]5B7- 8148

Aeromarine's " Catalog " @ $3.00.

PROVEN

COMPETITION

WINNERS

.J!!!SSLECRAFT MONQS .. the fastest and most stable
· ··
monos available today!
• World Champion Winner, E-Mono (.67 cu)
• Set new world Startaway Speed Record,
D-Mono (.45 cu), 1988 IMPBA Internationals
• Super stable hull for the expert racer
• Great stability makes it good for beginners
& first time boaters
• THE CHOICE IS YOURS, so choose a winner
in speed and stability!!

40-60-80 HULL
39 " Length
12" Width
4Y2' Depth
5" Rails
$145.00 "
Hardware , 5130.00

Gel Coat Finish
Deck & Hull Jointed
& Tabbed
Red, Yellow, Blue, White, or Black
Klotz Racing Oil & Picco Motors
Available Upon Request

32 " Length
10%" Width
3W' Depth
4" Rails
$130.00"
Hardw are , $125.00

HUSSELCRAFT BOAT FACTORY
Rt. 12, Box 544A
Houston, Texas 77040
Leroy Huss, 713-373-1429

• Plus 56.00 for Shipping & Handling.

TIDEWATER ENGR. & MACH. CO.
THE MOTORS & PARTS PEOPLE

2406 W. Madison * P.O. Box 1135 * BASTROP, LA 71220
Phone 318-281 -2460
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR

ALL BOAT HARDWARE
& SUPPLIES
COMPETITION BOATS
ABC PROPELLERS
PRATHER PROPELLERS
BERYLLIUM OR STAINLESS
BALANCING & POLISHING
SERVICE

-HYDROS-

YOUNGBLOOD MONOS

covoTE. MONGOOSE.
YOUNGBLOOD. SPIDER.
AVENGER KITS

MULTI COLOR FINISH
151 SIZES 31 " 34" 3B" 40" 45"
Many color combinati ons in stock

21-45-67 -80-90[3]

PICCO CAR & BUGGY ENGINES
21 & 60 TETHER
CMB MARINE ENGINES

PICCO AERO & FAN ENGINES

21 -45-67 -90[2]

COMING SOON

21-40-45-60-80-90

CMB CAR & BUGGY ENGINES
21 G.P. & 21 SPECIAL

P-.15 AERO SPEED
P-.15 AERO FREE FLIGHT

PICCO MARINE ENGINES

CMB AERO- 60 PATTERN ENGINE

PRATHER RECORD BREAKING BOATS
WHY CHOOSE A PRATHER BOAT? ~e~\ BOATRPROPS

Prather Props have been performance
tested in competition to insure contest
winning performance. Quality workmanship will ir.sure precision
shaped blades . All
- -props are available in the record
setting alloy beryllium
copper as well as our
new strong corrosion
resistant stainless
steel. Available
for most
R/C boats .

AWESOME COMPETITION CLASS PERFORMANCE!
Our contest proven hulls hold more N.A.M .B.A. National Championships

dJ5 PRATHER PRODUCTS, INC.
90

1660RAVENNAAVE..WILMINGTON. CA90744-1398[213]835-4764

SEND $2.00 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

JUNE 1989
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SECOND ANNUAL
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• LIVE INDOOR RADIO CONTROL MODEL FLYING DEMONSTRATIONs•

HOBBY LOBBY, 5614 Franklin Pike Circle,
Brentwood, TN 37027, announces that RIC
scale electric boats like this 32 inch long Bugsier Tugboat are available from their new
Catalog 13 at reduced prices. The catalog is
free, just write to the address above, or call:
615/373-1 444 and ask for it.

• HUGE BOAT POND & CAR TRACK • SWAP SHOP • GIANT RAFFLE
Followmg up on lhe highly successful introductory
1988 Model Sport & Hobby Show in Atlanta . Georgm .
IMS IS once aga1n bringing ma1or model manufac·
tu rers from all over the U.S. for its second annual

show in the great Southeast. The IMS show. where
sell ing by ex hibitors is permitted . continues to be
presented by. and for. the model hobbyist. Y'all come
on by, ya hear!

See the latest products and visit with major manufacturers and distributors of:

• Radio Controlled Model Aircraft, Boats, and Cars
• RIC Systems Model Railroads Modeling Accessories

*

*

*FREE STATIC MODEL DISPLAY COMPETITION IN MANY CATEGORIES*
(Send legal s1ze SASE to IMS off1ce for l1st of categor1es. competttton ru les, and adva nce entry for m s )

Bring your child ren , so th ey can lear n to build and fly a
a model ai rplane, FREE , duri ng the show!

*

WEEKEND !

ATIEND THE SHOW AND

GEORGIA WORLD CONGRESS CENTER
285 International Blvd. , N.W. Atlanta, GA
SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1989, 10
SUNDAY, MAY 14, 1989, 10

W IN SPECIAL PRIZES.
REGISTER FREE O F CHARG E
FOR A DRAWING TO WIN
A DIAMOND PENDAN T W ITH
14-CARAT
GOLD CHAIN ! ON E TO
BE GIVEN AWAY EACH

SULLIVAN PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 5155,
Baltimore, MD 21224, announces their new
Connectors and Tees fuel fittings (Part No.
486), and Stainless Steel Twist-Tie Clamps
(Part No. 488). Both can be used with either
glow fuel or gasoline. For more information,
please write to the address above, or see your
local hobby retailer.
BEARDSLEE'S PROP SERVICE, 31122
Saratoga Dr., Warren, MI 48093, is offering
race ready (Beryllium Copper) model boat
propellers from Octura, ABC, and Prather.
These propellers come polished, balanced,
and sharpened. Custom cutting and shaping
is available on request. For more information, please send a SASE for a free price list,
=
or call: 313/978-2237 to order.

DAY; SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY
ON THIS

ADM ISSION : Adults $5.00, Ju nio rs (1 2 and under) $3.00
Children under six, FRE E when accompanied by an adult.
ADVANCE TICKETS: Save time and waiti ng in line. Order your
tickets in advance. U.S. only. Se nd check or money order payable to IMS. Inc. (Allow 3 weeks for checks to cl ear), and include
self-addressed legal-size stamped envelope. O ne adult ti cket
$5.00, 12 and under $3.00 (No charge under age 6) .

MOTHER 'S
DAY

· Watch th1s ad for time and location of outdoor R/C flyi ng demonstrations. 1nc!ud1ng helicopters and ducted fan aircraft (subject to site

availability) .

INTERNATIONAL
MODELER
SHOW INC.
P.O. Box 10127, Costa Mesa, California 92627-0031

!J!l~rw dl0MMJ /AJ@fPJfP!jy
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• FITS OPS MARINE 40 & 45
& OPS MARINE 60,65&67
• SIZES AVAILABLE FOR OTHER
MARINE ENGINE MAKES&S IZES
• SPECIAL INNER CHANNEL
(NO NEED FOR AN OUTSIDE HOSE )
• CLEANER INSTALLATION
• COMES WITH LARGER BORE
t0 -32 BRASS FITTINGS
(FOR BETTER WATER FLOW)

Dealer Inquiries Invited ! (9A.M. TO 9P.M.)
~ fl fo/_ f.l.t1 (J(!~

oc:::::::::::::

&~

a.m.-6 p.m.
a.m.-5 p.m .

Phone: (714) 548-4700

R;,ted 30 Amps ;,t 600 V.O.C. Eloctrical Resista!ICe 250 Mumms
COOr Co· ordinate<! IRed & Black Lexan Housing)

!
1!!1.~
'7U

___.
t ·~· •l, l .'l";.>;fi

®li c,.c..,_ ./J.
~P. ' ·~·Nu lll.'' .lo,.i
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• Products, Inc.

Only cert ified checks or money orders accepted Min imum order
s 12 00. to r three pac kages of 4 Powerpoles (S3 50 per package
+ S 1 50 shipping and ha ndling ) CT residents add 7 5% sales tax
Prices sub1ect to c hange without not ice
DEA LER IHOUIRIES INVITED. For further ml orm~110n and
riPillr>r DftCPSSf'nd SASE and Bus •nP~sCa r d to

$11.95
N.J RES. ADD 6%TAX

~)}' ~~~SS~~~~~~8~HANDLING

55 BedfordAvenue,Teaneck,N.J. 07666 (201-837-91801 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SERMOS'"RIC
SNAP CONNECTORS"
Cooar Comers Station
Box 16787, Stamford. CT 06905

(203)322-6294
91

timetable

When building your next RIC
Model Boat project, either scratch built
or kit built, check out M.A.C.K. for
outfitting your Running Hardware
needs. You get the highest quality
Running Hardware on the market,
without getting shafted on the price.

of coming events
NAMBA EVENTS
LAS VEGAS, NV-Apr. 15-16, Dist 19 points; OPC , outboard, rookie. Hosted by Las Vegas Mini Mariners, held at
Sunset Park. Contact Marc Dickens, 1244 Barnard, Las Vegas, NV 891 02; 7021878-6485.
NEEDLES, CA-Apr. 22-23, Dis1. 19 points; heat racing,
sport60, rookie. Hosted by Needles River Rats, held at Park
Moabi. Contact Richard Hazlewood, 1807 Coronado, Needles, CA 92363; 619/326-4186.
CAMARILLO, CA-Apr. 29-30, Dist 19 points; OPC, outboard, rookie. Hosted by Camarillo Pond Rats, held at Camarillo Pond. Contact Don Scott, 1150 E. Ventura #1, Camarillo, CA 9301 0; 805/484-8634.
HEWLETT, NY-May 7, Dist 1 point; unlimited, sport 40,
sport 21 . Hosted by Nassau County Model Power Boat Assoc., held at Grant Park. Contact Larry Szybkowski, 3 Wall
51. , Farmingdale, NY 11735; 516/752-1933.

s

r

SOUTH EL MONTE, CA-May 20-21, Dis1. 19 points; heat
racing, sport 60, rookie. Hosted by " R" Racing Team, held
at Legg Lake. Contact Ralph Henry, 6130 Geremander Ave. ,
Rialto, CA 92376; 714/874-0570.

;

SAN DIEGO, CA-May 27-28, Dis1. 19 points; OPC, outboard, rookie. Hosted by San Diego Argonauts, held at
Model Yacht Pond . Contact Roy Edenfield , 4550 62nd 51. ,
San Diego, CA 92115; 619/583-3917.

For further in! ormation send $2.
lor complete catalog to :

S. EL MONTE, CA-June 3-4, Dist 19 points; heat racing,
sport60, rookie. Hosted by Sundowner Racing Team, held at
Legg Lake. Contact Randy Meyer, 21600 E. Laurel Rim #B,
Diamond Bar, CA 91756; 714/860-1296.

(201) 870·2966

DEALER

M.A.C.K. Products Model Marine
INQUIRIES
INVITED!
P.O. Box464
V ISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
($ 50.00 MINI M UM PURCHASE)
Long Branch, N.J. 07740

SAN DIEGO, CA-June 11 , Dis1. 19 points; unlimited hydroplane. Hosted by Southern California Scale Thunderboat,
held at Model Yacht Pond. Contact Leonard Feeback, 7906
Spinel Avenue, Cucamonga, CA 91730; 714/987-0473.
CAMARILLO, CA-June 24-25, Dis1. 19 points; heat racing,
sport60, rookie. Hosted by Camarillo Pond Rats, held at Camarillo Pond. Contact Don Scott, 1150 E. Ventura #1 , Ca-
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RIO IS.

Ad may be photocopied
or order sent in a letter.

~lagazinel

P.O. Box 700
Newton, New Jersey 07860-0700

FLYING MODELS & THE RARE BIRD FIVE! * The issues listed here are in limited supply.
Those in shortest supply are * ed. Indicate your first choices by " blacking-in " boxes I i::rs . To avoid disappointment,
please mark " X" in second choice spaces( _ ). Be sure to include a street address on orders of 10 or more as we ship UPS.
Copies postpaid in USA.
'A 5-issue group of magazines in quantities too small to list.
Dept. 6414
Enclosed find$ _ _ _ _ _ . Please send the selected FM issues or A-marked Alternates. Single copies: $2 .50 each .

0 I have selected 20 issues plus Alternates at $18.00.
Name - - -- - - -- -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - - -- 0 Send me the 20 oldest available issues at $18.00 .
0 Send me the 20 newest available issues at $18.00.
Street-- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - 0 I have selected 10 issues plus Alternates at $12 .00.
0 Send me the Unlisted RARE BIRD FIVE at $8.00 .
City
State _ _ Zip-- -- - - - - FOREIGN ORDERS: Include $2.00 extra for 5 or 6 issues/ $3.00 for 12 issues/ $5 .00 for 20 issues. All orders in U.S. funds , please .

marilla, CA 9301 0; 605/484-6643.

IMPBA EVENTS

CARROLLTON , TX-July 1-2, Dist. 7/17 points; heat racing,
OPC , scale, SPT 40, open cat. Hosted by Big "D" Boaters,
held at McGinnis Park Pond . Contact Brian Briggs, 2601 St.
Alban, Carrollton, TX 75007; 214/466-2156.

HIALEAH, FL-May 6-7. RACING ASSOC. OF MIAMI. Amelia Earhart Park. " Third Annual Texson Challenge Regatta".
District 3 Hi-Point Race. Classes for B, D Tunnel Outboard ;
B, D, E, F, Mono; B, D, E, F Hydro; Offshore; Scale; 40 Gran
Prix. Scale Concourse, Pre-registration required. Contacts:
Doug McNeely 305/247-7696; Bob Navar 305/235-1665.

CHINO, CA-July 9, Dist. 19 points; unlimited hydroplane.
Hosted by Southern California Scilla Thunderboat, held at
Prado Regional Park. Contact Leonard Feeback, 7906
Spinel Avenue, Cucamonga, CA 91730; 714/967-0473.
CAMARILLO , CA-July 15-22, NAMBA NATIONALS; heat
racing, outboards, unlimited, etc. Hosted by Camarillo Pond
Rats, held at Camarillo Pond. Contact Don Scott, 1150 E.
Ventura #1 , Camarillo, CA 93010; 605/464-6634.
S. EL MONTE, CA-July 1-2, Dis!. 19 points; OPC , outboard, rookie. Hosted by Sundowner Racing Team, held at
Legg Lake. Contact Randy Meyer, 21600 E. Laurel Rim #B,
Diamond Bar, CA 91756; 714/660-1296.
S. EL MONTE, CA-August 5-6, Dis!. 19 points; OPC, outboard, rookie. Hosted by " R" Racing Team, held at Legg
Lake. Contact Mark Grim, 26561 Union Street, Highland , CA
92348; 714/664-3127.
S. EL MONTE, CA-August 13, Dist. 19 points; unlimited
hydroplane . Hosted by Southern California Scale Thunderboat, held at Legg Lake. Contact Leonard Feeback, 7906
Spinel Avenue, Cucamonga, CA 91730; 714/967-0473.
SAN DIEGO, CA-August 19-20, Oist. 19 points; heat racing, sport 60, rookie. Hosted by District 19/San Diego Argonauts, held at Model Yacht Pond. Contact Roy Edenfield ,
4550 62nd Slreet, San Diego, Ca 92115; 619/563-3917.
SAN DIEGO, CA-September 2-3-4, Dis!. 19 points; heat
racing, sport 60, rookie, unlimited. Hosted by San Diego Argonauts, held at Model Yacht Pond . Contact Roy Edenfield,
4550 62nd Street, San Diego, CA 92115; 619/563-3917.
SAN DIEGO,CA-September 16, Dist. 19 points; unlimited
hydroplane. Hosted by Southern Californi~ Scale Thunderboat, held at Model Yacht Pond . Contact Leonard Feeback,
7906 Spinel Avenue, Cucamonga, CA 91730; 714/967-0473.
SOUTH EL MONTE, CA-September 23-24, Dis!. 19 points;
OPC, outboard, rookie. Hosted by Alii Racing Team, held at
Legg Lake. Contact Norm Teague, 6027 Genesta, Van Nuys,
CA 91406; 616/967-3239 .
CHINO, CA-September 30-0ctober 1, Dist. 19 points; sport
40, sport 60, unlimited hydroplane. Hosted by Southern Califonria Scale Thunderboat, held at Lake Prado. Contact
Leonard Feeback, 7906 Spinel Ave. , Cucamonga, CA
91730; 714/967-0473.
NEEDLES, CA-October 7-6, Dist. 19 points; OPC, outboard , rookie. Hosted by bleedles River Rats, held at Park
Moabi. Contact Richard Hazlewood, 1807 Coronado, Needles, CA 92363; 619/326-4186.
LAS VEGAS, NV-October 14-15, Dist. 19 points; heat racing, sport 60, rookie. Hosted by Las Vegas Mini Mariners,
held at Sunset Park . Contact Marc Dickens, 1244 Barnard,
Las Vegas, NV 891 02; 7021878-6485.

ST. LOUIS, MO-May 6-7. ST. LOUIS THUNDERBOATERS.
Chain-of-Rocks Pump Station Pond, 10450 Riverview Blvd.
Check in 8:00a.m. Sat. Classes forB, D, E, F Hydro; B, D, E,
F Mono; 3.5, 7.5 Tunnel Outboard; Sport 40; 60 Scale (dis!.
pts.). Pre-registration required. Contacts: Rich Zimmerman
314/921-3824; Phil Barker 314/227-2088.
OXFORD, Mi-May 7. OAKLAND/WOLVERINE MODEL
BOAT CLUB. "District II Challenge" SeaRay Lake, Hwy M24, north of Oxford. 8:00 a.m. start. Classes for B, D, E, F
Mono; B, D, E, F Hydro; 3.5, 7.5, 11 cc Tunnel Outboard; 60
Scale; Sport 40. (3 rounds of racing) Open water Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Pre-registration required. Contacts:
Paul Senia 313/532-3391 ; Paul Dorchak 313/881-0784.
DETROIT, MI-June 10. OAKLAND/WOLVERINE MODEL
BOAT CLUB. "Mini-Gold Cup" Lake Muskoday, Belle Isle
Park. 8:00 a.m. 3 heats of racing for B, D, E, F, Hydro; 1/8
scale hydro; Sport 40. On Sunday, June 11 , the 22nd consecutive running of the Unlimited Hydras' race (BIG boats)
wiil be held on the Detroit River. Pre-registration required.
Contacts: Eric Kouba 313/227-1288; Joe Wiebelhaus 313/
751-4506.
LAGRANGE, IL-June 11 . SUMMER THUNDER R/C
MODEL POWER BOAT CLUB. Lake Ida at Sundown
Meadow forest Preserve, LaGrange Rd. 112 mile north of I55. 10:00 a.m. Classes forB and D Tunnel Outboards . Contacts: Bilrny Peterson 312/227-0359; Ron Zaker, Sr. 3121
636-7338.
DOWNERS. GROVE, IL-June 11 . TIMBERLAKE AMP
EATERS. Barth Pond in Patriots Park, 55th St. & Fairview
Ave. 9:00a.m. Electric classes only: 0-1, 0-3. P, Q, S, T. One
of few " Fast Electric" races in the country last year-prizes
in all classes . 5 entries allowed per contestant. Preregistration required . Contacts: Jim Dunham 3121897-4145;
Rich Pavel 312/963-4499.
OSHKOSH , WI-June 17. VALLEY RIC BOATERS. Winnebago County Park & Sunny View Rd . 9:00 a.m. for registration, race at 9:30. Classes forB , D Mono; B, D Hydro; Open;
3.5, 7.5 tunnel outboards. Contact: Tim Wenzel 414/2331845.
MELBOURNE, FL-June 17-1 8. MELBOURNE RUDDER
BUSTERS. Marl Pit #3, Sarno Rd . " Filth annual MidSummer Race" Classes for 20, 40 OutbOard; 20, 40, 60, F
Mono; 20, 40, 60 F Hydro ; Sport 40 ; 60 Scale . Preregistration required. Contact: Guy Kolmel 407/676-5557.
EVANSVILLE, IN-June 17-18. RIVER CITY RACING
CLUB. " Little Thunder Regatta" Moutoux Park Lake, St. Joseph Ave. and Mill Rd . 9:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. Classes for 3.5,
7.5, 11 cc Outboard Tunnel; B,D,E,F, Mono; B, D, E, F Hydro; Sport 40; 1/8 Scale Hydro. 1Oth annual event, many
prizes, dinner included . Pre-registration requ ired. Contact:
Doug Clark 5021729-2053.

• Hi Performance Model
Engine Connecting Rods
• Available for Most Popular
Aircraft, Marine & Car engines.
• Fast Friendly service since 1974.

Richardson Precision Machining Inc.
5070 Golden Drive
San Jose, CA 95129
(408)257-7059
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

"Matched Performance System"
~rTOPPERFORMANCE
K&B ENGINES
Airplane
Marine
K&B FUELS
K&B GLOW PLUGS
9 Blends
4 Choices

"Matched Finish System"
for BEST APPEARANCE
K&B FIBERGLASS CLOTH K&B -Micro-Balloons FILLER
K&B SUPER POXY RESIN K&B SUPER POXY THINNER
K&B SUPER POXY PRIMER K&B SUPER POXY PAINT
K&B MIXING CUPS

K&B MANUFACTURING
12152 Woodruff Avenue
Downey Cal1forn'a 90241

R/C Model Boating
·
National
Organizations

Freedom Of Choice
with

DYNAMIC QUALITY HULLS
IN STOCK AND READY TO SHIP

PT Boat Hull* - 38%"
ONLY $75.00 (with your choice of plans)
• NASTY
• ELCO
• HIGGINS
• PROTOTYPE
• Fittings Kits Available

Harbor Tug Hull* - 48"
ONLY $165.00
(with plans including four choices of tugs)

AMYA
American Model Yacht Association
104 West Lake Drive
Sebring, FL 33870

IMPBA
International
Model Power Boat Association
RR 2, Box 1OOF
Fountaintown, IN 46130

Watch for our oceangoing twin screw tug!

ftURBIIIID ..

UaiMODELS

WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?
SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG WITH CURRENT
UPDATE SHEETS- $5.00 POSTPAID
~
r.:::::l
MINIMUM CHARGE $25.00 - 5161928-8200
~
~

P.O. DRAWER C, PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY, 11776
FLYING MODELS

NAMBA
NAMBA International, Inc.
Mrs. Myrtle Coad, Exec. Sec.
6073 Sunrise Drive
lower Lake, CA 95457
93

BUILDING & FLYING R/C MODEL AIRCRAFT (3222) Boddington. Basic comprehensive introduction to what it t ake s to
choose, build, and finish an R/C model.
Good illustrations, 227 pgs. , sftbd .. $11 .95
BUILDING & FLYING GIANT SCALE R/C
AIRCRAFT (3223) Beckman. Nicely illustrated how-to on R/C planes that range from
1/4 scale and up . 275 photos , 88 pgs ,
sftbd .
. .$9.95
AIRBRUSHING & SPRAY PAINTING
MAN'L (8800) Peacock . Written for the
modeler, serves as an introduction for
equipment materials, and basic techn iques
to spray painting . Well illustrated , 174
pgs .. .. .... .. ................. $20 .95

The best in books for the aircraft, boat and car hobbyists.

NEW ARRIVALS
DESIGNING AND BUILDING COMPOSITE
RIC MODEL AIRCRAFT (8820) Lambie. A
comprehensive guide to using the lotest. strongest modeling materials. 240
pgs .. 250 illus., sftbd .... ... ... .$16.95
HOW TO CHOOSE RIC MODEL ENGINES
(8825) Pratt. Here's information on most
of the popular four stroke and two
stroke model engines. 128 pgs., 157 il·
Ius., sftbd .
. ........... .. ... $12 .95
400 GREAT RIC MODELING TIPS (8828)
Newman . There 's a wealth of prac tical ,
at-a-glance tips to solve your unique
problem . 74 pgs., 429 illus, sftbd .. $9 .95
LEARNING TO FLY RIC MODEL AIRPLANES
(8821) Carroll. For those starting to fly, a
good overvi ew of all the basics. 85 pgs.,
illus., sftbd ..................... $9.95
HOW TO BUILD fk FLY RIC GLIDERS (8822)
Schroder. This one is great to get anyone started in the world of silent flight .
32 pgs., 52 illus., sftbd ........... $4.00

FLYING RADIO CONTROL MODELS
(8850FV) Sorpolus. Using the benefit of
video, noted model designer and FM
author Sorpolus helps get you into the
air. VHS format, one hour . ...... $39.95
GIANT STEPS: A BOOK OF GIANT RIC AIRCRAFT (8838) Air Age. An excellent collection of articles dealing with m ost aspects of giant size m odels. 120 pgs, 235
illus., sftbd .................... $12.95
VIP'S DIRECTORY OF GIANT SCALE PLANS
(9000) deVries/Phillips. Sources for 50 giant size scale plan s fo r RIC b ipes ,
monoplanes, fighters and others. 116
pages, 50 illus., sftbd . ......... $11.95

MODEL AIRCRAFT
WORLD OF MODEL AIRPLANES (1300)
Winter. Encyclopedic information for the serious modeler. 294 pgs. hardcover .$25.95
HANDBOOK FOR MINIATURE ENGINES
(3211) Higley. 230 photos, basic theory,
throttles , pres s ure sys tems , hop-ups ,
.$10.95
break-ins, more. 90 pages .

RIC SLOPE SOARING (8823) Hughes. Extremely c omprehen sive guide to a
popular form of RIC soilploning . 328
pages , 151 photos , 214 drawings ,
sftbd .
. ............... . .$24.95

THERE ARE NO SECRETS (3212) Higley.
Model fi nishing techniques from iron-on
coverings to paints. Comprehensive and
easy to read . 313 photos, 90 pages .$9.95

RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTERS FOR THE
PRACTICAL MODEL FLYER (8824) Snitjer.
Theory, practical set-up tip s, and flying
instruction in a complete package. 118
pgs, 96 photos, 59 illus, sftbd ... .$17.95

TOM 'S TECHNIQUES (3220) Higley. If you
want to know every last detail abou t how to
do an iron-on covering this is the book. Photos take yO'u step-by-step thru all phases. 56
pgs, softbound . . . ............. $10.95

MODEL FOUR STROKE ENGINES (8826)
Chinn. International model engine expert's comprehen si ve hi story, theory,
and practical information about 4strokes. 130 pgs., 181 ill us., sftbd. $13.95

MASTER MODELLING (3221) Higley. Here
are all the tips and techniques that can
make your models look like those of the
pros. Photos, details, data, an invaluable
reference . 84 pgs., softbound ..... $10.95

RIC BUYERS GUIDE, 1OTH EDITION (8827)
Boynton Assoc. Over 2500 products in 30
different categories ore listed in this
comprehensive catalog . 352 pgs .,
sftbd .
.. .............. $11 .95

SCHLUTER 'S R/C HELICOPTER MANUAL (3213) Schluter. From the " father" of
RIC helicopters come the basics of helicopter performance, calcs, construction techniques. 255 pgs ., including illus. & photos .
.$21 .95

PAINTING AND FINISHING MODELS (8830)
Peacock. Lo aded with tips and te c hniques about points, solvents, tool s, and
surface prep. 160 pgs, well illus. $21 .95
BASICS OF RIC MODELING (8831) Marks/
Winter. Here's a quick thorough introduction to RIC bu ilding, tools, materials, and operations. 84 pgs., 258 illus.,
sftbd .
. . . ............ . ... . .. $7.95
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRIC FLIGHT
(8832) Peacock. If you wont to try electric flight , here' s a complete look at
models, motors, batteries, and other
gear. 144 pgs., 183 illus., ....... $19.95
BUILDING BIG IS BEAUTIFUL (8834) Phillips.
From one of the leading giant model
proponents, a look at all the unique
building and flying aspects of these big
birds. 146 pgs., 163 photos, sftbd .$11.95

RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTER MODELS (3216) Drake. Main rotor gear box, radios, rotor gimbals, swash plates, tail rotors; illustrated & photos. softbound$11 .95
RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTERS FOR
THE PRACTICAL MODEL FLYER (8824)
Snitjer. A good basic look at the mechanical
details of R/C helicopters with some theory.
Illustrated , 117 pgs .............. $12 .95
MODELMAKER'S HANDBOOK (1315)
Jackson & Day. A modelmaker's dream
with the help you need from A to Z. Planes,
cars, boats, illustrations & color photos. 352
pages, hardbound .............. $21 .95

RIC DUCTED FANS: HOW TO BUILD AND
FLY YOUR OWN JET SUCCESSFULLY
(8837F) Fanell i. The definitive book on
the exciting world of dueled fan models . 176 pgs ., 150 bfkw photos,
sftbd ................ .. .... . . .$12 .95

COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION FOR HOME·
BUILT AIRCRAFT (2625). Great for model
building also. Detailed construction
info , techniques, supplies, more. 240
pp, 263 illus., softbound ........ $15.95
ULTRALIGHT PROPULSION (2626) Brinks.
Basic handbook of ultralight engines,
drives and propellers. Maintenance, repair & troubleshooting, sftbd .... $13.95
PLANES THE ACES FLEW (2901) Morgan .
Ships & pilots described in detail. Story
of 26 air aces from WWII to Korea . 56 pgs
softbound
..... .$4.95
NAKAJIMA Ki 27 (2945). Arco Aircom series with 8 pgs of color profiles. Historical data, information, block fk white
photos, softbound .
.$3.95

INTRODUCING MODEL AERO ENGINES
(8806) Billinton . Primary introduction to the
operation of two cycle and four cycle model
engines and their accessories . Sftbd , 112
pgs
.$9.95

CENTURY SERIES IN COLOR (3 201) Orendel. From F-100 to F-106. Color plates &
block & white photos. All the modern
fighters ore included, softbound .$8.95

SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT R/C (8807)
Boddington . Covers the whole subject of radio control in detail. Over 250 illustrations
and photos. Sftbd , 160 pgs ....... $14.95

DIRIGIBLES, BLIMPS fk HOT AIR BALLOONS
(3226) Dwiggins . The whole story of
lighter than air travel . Covers post,
present, future , softbound . . . .... $9.95

BUILDING & FLYING CONTROL LINE
MODEL AIRCRAFT (C58F) Sarpolus . Hundreds of photos , illustrations, how-tos, helpful tips & short cuts. Sftbd , 64 pgs . .$7.95

LEN MORGAN FAMOUS AIRCRAFT SERIES
Plenty of data for the model builder.
Photographs, scale drawings, and a
history of the airplanes. Order by number and nome, softbound:
(7914) THE BOEING 707 ... . . .. ... $7.95
(7915) THE P-51 MUSTANG .. . ..... $6.95
(7916) THE P·38 LIGHTNING .. . ... .$4.95

FOUR STROKE HANDBOOK (880~
Burkinshaw. The popular 4-stroke model
engine explained in detail. Here's everything you need to know. Sftbd , 96
pgs .
. .. $12 .95
THE ROCKET BOOK (8811) Cannon &
Banks . Guide to building and launching
model rockets. How they work , how to
launch plus ad vanced techniques . Illustrated , sftbd , .
.$12.95
R/C MODEL AIRPLANE DESIGN (8813)
Lennon. Chapters on airfoils, weight , wing
design , canard & tan dem wings, gliders and
more. Easy to read language. Sftbd, 240
pgs .
. .$16 .95
FROM THE FIREWALL FORWARD (8814)
Brisighella. Guide to 2-stroke engines in the
giant scale planes. Covers specs, tun ing ,
performance and more . Illustrated , 70
pgs . .
.$12 .95
MODELS AND MUSINGS (8817) Hannan .
A collection of 18 full-sized model plans for
rubber-powered models, bi-planes, helicopters, gliders, more. Sftbd , 85 illustrations,
56 pgs .
. .. $9.95

AVIATION
WORLD AIRCRAFT: COMMERCIAL, 1935·
1960 (1300). O ve rv ie w of commercia l
fly ing, insign ia , eng ines. 180 full c olor iflust. 320 page s, softboun d ....... $8 .95
WORLD WAR II AIRPLANES, Vol. 1 (1304).
Beautifully illustrated in full color with
extra three vi ew s. 320 pgs , soft
cover .
. ....... $8.95

AIRCRAFT DETAIL DESIGN MANUAL
(8159) . A wealth of information for the
light aircraft enthusiast. Useful to modelers as well. lllus., drawings ...... $15.95
FORD TRIMOTOR (8162) Rice. The plane
that put American Airlines In business.
More than 70 photos fk line drawings.
120 pages, softbound . . ... .... .. $7 .95
NORTHROP P·61 BLACK·WIDOW (8163)
Rice. Pilot's manual. Night flying speci al ist destroyed hundreds of axis
plane s during th e Second WW. 72
pages.
. . S7.95
LOCKHEED P-38 LIGHTNING (8165) . 78
pg. manual. Covers all series of the P-38 ·
and includes a statistical study of its
uses in the war. Softbound .... ... $6.95
ME 2621STURMVOGEL (8166). World 's first
jet fighter . Pictorial fk design study.
Schematics, photos, foldouts, well illistroted . 66 pages, softbound ..... $7 .95
CORliSS P-40 WARHAWK (8167). Pilot's
manual. Famed Flying Tigers aircraft.
Magnificent plane famous for its ruggedness. Softbound . . ... .. . ... $6.95
BOEING FlYING FORTRESS (8173) . Primary source material on B-17. Photographs and diagrams with 108 pages.
Softbound . . .
. .$8.95

••••••••••••••••••••
Carstens Publications, Inc.
~-~
The Book Hanga r, Dept. 5429
P.O. Box 700
Newton, NJ 07860.0700
Enclosed is a check I credit cord I money order for $. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Please send me the books I've listed (facsimile or separate sheet accepted).
Please include $1 .00 postage on orders under $10.00. Outside USA odd 20%
for insured shipping. New Jersey residents odd 6% soles tax.

RADIO CONTROL PRIMER (3217) Boddington . How to choose a model , radio
equipment, radio installations, control surfaces , engines & accessories. sftbd, 200
~~ -

CONTROL SYSTEMS (8835) Newman. The
most comprehensive description and illustration of RIC pushrods and cable
systems. 23 pgs., illus., sftbd .

GLASSFIBRE HANDBOOK (8804) Warring . Updated and revised edition that
shows the latest information of working with
fiberglass . Materials, how-tos , glossaries .
Well illustrated ................. $20 .95

WINGS (1310) Thomosson-Gront. 144
pgs of full-color photos, 3-view drawings, specs & tech. data on all major
commands of USAF, hardbound .$35.00

. ~1D

MODEL AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS
(3218) Simmons. The definitive work on
model aerodynamics, covering the theory of
flight and stability in modelling terms . Illustrated, 260 pgs.
. ............ $19.95

Ca~Number

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
~roet

SCRAPBOOK OF SCALE (3219) Hannan.
A selection of past articles , 3-views, history,
research, whimsy. Illustrations, including 3
free plans, 56 pgs . .............. $8.95

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

Exp. Date - - - - - - - - Sig nature - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sta t o _ _ _ Zip -

--------

WELLINGTON , OH-June 17-18. CLEVELAND MODEL
BOAT CLUB. " Buckeye 880" Clare Mar Lakes. 9:00 a.m.
Open water Friday. Classes for B,D,E, F Mono; B, D, E, F
Hydro; B, D Outboard; 60 Scale; Sport 40; B, D, E, F Catamaran. Camping on site; water and electric available . Preregistration required . Contact: Bill Deptowicz 216/282-2549.

insert adapters $6.60

OAK RIDGE, TN-June 17-18. EAST TENNESSEE MODEL
POWER BOAT ASSOC. Clinch River, cove at River Mile
49.5. 9:00 a.m . " Atomic City Classic " Classes for 20, Open
Mono; 20, Open Hydro; Stock 20, 40, 60 Tunnel; Mod . 20, 40
Tunnel. 6 rounds planned . Contact: David Groves 615/6904993.
HUNTSVILLE , AL-June 24-25. HUNTSVILLE MODEL
BOATING ASSOC . " Mono-Mania Weekend" Brahan Spring
Lake. 8:30 a.m. driver's meeting. Classes for B, D, E, F,
Multi-Engine Monos. Pre-registration required. Contact:
Mack Smith 205/232-9136 .
DOVER, FL-June 24-25. BRANDON MODEL BOATERS.
" Mid-Summer Championship" Dover Dist. Park, State Rd .
574. Classes for 20 stock & mod . Outboard; 40 outboard ; 20,
40, 60, Open Mono; 20, 40 , 60, Open Hydro; Gran Prix; 60
Scale ; Offshore. Pre-registration . Contacts: John Castellano
813/949-7776; Shannon Stebbens 813/684-0794. (Entries go
to S. Stebbens).

master mount $8.80

STOUFFVILLE, ONTARIO-June 24-25 . TO RONTO
MODEL POWER BOAT CLUB. Standard Aggregate Gravel
Pit. 9:00a.m. Classes for B & D Outboard ; B, D, E, F Mono;
B, D, E, F Hydro; 60 Scale. Pre-registration required . Contacts: Terry Keeley 416/828-0138; Fred LeR iche 416/2840384.
MIDLOTHIAN , IL-Ju ne 25 . ILLINI POWERBOATERS. " 9th
Annual Hydro Shooto ut" Twi n Lakes (t 67th to Cicero) 8:309:15a.m. registration ; race 9:30 a.m. Classes forB , D, E, F
Hydro; 1/B Scale (dist . points); B, D-E Tunnel Outboard . (Outboard s can't enter hydro classes) Contacts: Todd Tribbett
815/725-8426; Rex Plattner 312/532-8920.
MT. VERNON , IL-July 1-2. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS R/C
MODEL BOATERS. Mt. Vernon Outland Airport. 9:00 a.m.
Classes for B, D, E, F Mono; B, D, E, F Hydro; B D, E Outboard; 1/8 Scale; Sport 40. (Dist. points for Scale) Fireworks
July 1, 9 p .m. at airport. Pre-registration required. Contact:
Howard Williams 618/242-8521 .
CINCINNATI, OH-July 1-2. CINCINNATI MODEL BOAT
CLUB . " David Totten Memorial Race" Miami Wh itewater
Park. Classes for all gas models. Pre-registration req uired up to June 27. Contact: Bob Hubbard 5t3/232-6917.
LONDON, ONl;ARIO-July 8-9 . THAMES VALLEY MODEL
BOAT CLUB . "Summer Classic" Wellington & 40t Pond.
9:00 a.m. Classes for all models . Pre-registration required .
Contact: J. Meadows, Jr. 519/471-2396.

c:::

Read1ng worth
writing for

...E

If you're looking for some good reading,
you've just found it. The free Consumer
Information Catalog .

LAGRANGE, IL-J uly 9. SUMMER THUNDER R/C MODEL
POWER BOAT CLUB . " Thunder Ill" Lake Ida at Sundown
Meadow Forest Preserve , LaGrange Rd . 1/2 mile north of I55. 9:00a.m . Classes fo rB , D, EF Hydro; Sport 40; 1/B Scale
(Dist. points); EF Offshore (clockstart , 6 laps, no pit stop, 1/3
mile oval). Contacts: Berny Peterson 312/227-0359; Ron Zaker, Sr. 312/636-7338.
FORT WAYNE, IN-July 15-16. DRIFTWOOD R/C MODEL
BOAT CLUB . " Three Rivers Festival Regatta " Fox Island
Preserve, 7324 Yohne Rd . Open water 8:00 a.m .; drivers '
meeting 9:00a.m. All classes , 3 boats make a class, district
scale points on Saturday. Part of largest festival in Indiana .
Contacts: Bob Rainwaters 219/447-4989; Bob Kensill 219/
745-5383.
SLIDELL, LA-Jul y 15-22. INTERNATS . SOUTHERN GENTLEMEN RACING ASSOC . SGRA Lake. 8:00 a.m. 3-boat
limit per contest ant , except for any additional classes offered . All regular classes, to be run according to one-year
trial format. Lake site only 25-min . from downtown New Orleans. Pre-registration requ ired. Contacts : Don Wagner 504/
277-t923; Roger Hincks 504/242-4426 .
LACROSSE, WI-July 15-1 6. LA CROSSE R/C MODEL
BOAT CLUB. Pettibone Park Lagoon. Classes lor B, D, E-F
Monos ; B, D, E-F Hydras ; B, D-E Tunnel Outboard ; 1/B Scale
Hydro (dist. points). 3-boat limit per co ntestant. Contact: Bill
Coleman 608/784-1774.
KENOSHA, WI-July 23 . BADGER MODEL BOATERS .
Badger Lake, 118th Ave. 9:30 a.m. All classes offered . Contact: Clay Skebba 414/549-6634 .
ELMIRA, NY-July 29-30. SOUTHERN TIER R/C MODEL
BOATERS . Big Flats Hydrobowl. Classes for 20, 40, 60, F
Hydro ; 20 , 40 , 60 , F Mono ; 60 Scale ; Sport 40 . Pre registration required by 6/30. Contact: Pete Forcier 607/5623409.
WAUKESHA, WI-July 29-30. S.T.A.R.T. Fox River at Frame
Park . 9:00a.m. All classes both days; Scale on Sunday only.
Contact: Scott Jones 414/466-1860.
SAGINAW, MI-July 30. SAGINAW BAY R/C BOAT CLUB .
Sherman Rd. northeast of 1-75 and Kockville Rd . intersection , Zilwaukee Township. Open water 8:00 a.m. , racing at
9:00a.m. Classes forB , D Tunnel Outboard ; B, D, EF Mono;
B, D, E, F Hydro; 1/B Scale. Pre-registration requested . Contacts: Ralph Barthel517/695-9145; Charles Dukes 517/6316326.
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The Catalog lists about 200 federal
publications, many of them free . They can
help you eat right, manage your money,
stay healthy, plan your child 's education,
learn about federal benefits and more.
So sharpen your pencil. Write for the free
Consumer Information Catalog. And get
reading worth writing for.

W::: Consumer
Information Center
Department RW
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication and
the Consumer Information Center of the U.S. General Services Administration .
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Flying
Models
Classified
Advertising
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: 37¢ per word minimum order
$4.44. Count all initials as words. Ads payable in advance.
Fourth consecutive insertion of same ad is free , upon re·
quest. We must have home or business address for all ads
using P.O. Box number. Ads must be received in Newton no
later than 1st of the monoth, three months preceeding date
of issue, i.e., Feb. 1, for May issue. Send all ads to: classified
ads dept., FLYING MODELS MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 700,
Newton, NJ 07860. Ads sent to other departments may be
delayed or lost. Classifications are available. All ads set in
our standard 6 point type with lead in capital letters. All ads
accepted are subject to approval of the publisher.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
EVERYTHING FROM AUTOGIROS to Zaic books! Send
$2.00 for complete catalog of publications, plans, cards, rubber stamps and more. Hannan's Runway, Box A, Escondido,
CA 92025.
789
USED AVIATION BOOKS, free catalog. Want lists welcome.
Dan F. Webb Books, Box 6366FM , Moraga, CA 94570. 989

- - - - - - - - --

MODEL AIRPLANE ENGINES, 2 cylinder opposed, 2 cylinder inline; 4 cylinder opposed, 4 cylinder inline; 3 cylinder
radial , available soon. No warrantee. Hazardous in use.
Send stamp. Hazardous in use. Pal Engineering, Ltd ., 614
1289
First St. S.W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52404.

1986 FM PLAN DI RECTORY, Over 700 full size plans for
RC , Controline, freeflight, rubber, soaring, RC boats. Directory lists wingspan , power, designer, issue published , prices.
US $1 .00, foreign $2.00 . Flying Models, Reader Service
Dept., PO Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860.
TF

ANTIQUE IGNITION PARTS, O.K. , GHQ, Cannon , others.
Timers, tanks, plugs, points, plans, kits 1988 50-page , $5.00
postpaid. Chris Rossbach, AD 1, Queensboro Manor,
Gloversville, NY 12078.
889

GET INTO THE R/C boat hobby with the Swamp Blaster.
This affordable air boat will run on water, ice, or just about
anywhere. Beam: 12" , length : 23 1/2" . Engine .10 to .25,
two channel radio . For plans and complete instructions ,
Send $6.00 to: PO Box 830022, Richardson , TX 75083689
0022.

DIESEL ENGINE EXCHANGE buys and sells any age or
condition diesel. Check with us for what you want, or to get
oHer for what you have for sale. SSAE for list. Diesel Engine
Exchange, 6940 N.W. 15th St., Plantation, FL 33313. 305587-4861 .
TF
JET ENGINES: Doylejet, Jet-X, Turbonique, ARV-5, and
more. Supplies: Petal valves, spark plugs, ignition coils, JetX fuel. Plans: Brauner pulsejet $19.50. Turbonique turbines
$45.00. Monthly builder's newletter $12/yr. Latest copy,
$1.00. Catalog $3.00. Doylejet, 3225 Will Clayton Parkway,
TF
Houston, TX 77032.
IMPORTED DIESEL ENGINES- world's best selection! Current production Aurora, Cipolla, D-C, Enya, KMD, Mikro, MK17, MVVS, PAW. Silver Swallow & USE diesels. Also Mills
and Taplin Twin replica diesels and very special imported
glow engines. Catalog $1.00. Carlson Engine Imports, 814
E. Marconi, Phoenix, AZ 85022.
989

LIQUIDATING most of my model plane kits, supplies and accessories due to age ... mine!! Send large stamped envelope for 10-page list of quarter scale and regular R/C kits ,
sailplanes, wheels, propellers, spinners and pilots. Robert
Hawkins, 1200 E. Calle de Ia Cabra, Tucson , AZ 85718 .689

KITS
NOWLEN AERO P-NUT KITS - Nieuport, Deperdussin
$10.95, Bristol Scout $13.95. Aerodrome $7.95. Wright Flyer
$6.95 . Postage $2.00 any number of kits. 139 Boardwalk ,
689
Greenbrae, CA 94904.

FREE FLIGHT needs your support! Join the National Free
Flight Society. Send $15.00 for one year, 10 issues of 'Free
Flight Degest' To: NFFS, 6146 E. Cactus Wren Road , Scottsdale, AZ 85253, or write for details.
889

MAKE A BEERCAN BIPLANE from 15 of your favorite beer
or soda cans. Biplane is 9 inches long with 15 inch wingspan . Kit contains instructions, photographs, patterns .
190
$9.95. Kit Five, Box 72104, Marietta, GA 30007.

EVERYTHING FROM Autogiros to Zaic books! Send $2.00
for complete catalog of publications, plans, cards, rubber
stamps and more . Hannan's Runway, Box A, Escondido, CA
92025 .
689

MISCELLANEOUS

"LEARNING TO FLY R/C With or Without and Instructor",
$2.95 plus 65¢ postage. Jim Waterman , 3818 Deerfield Dr.,
San Antonio, TX 78218.
689
MODEL AIRPLANE MAGAZINE from 30's to date . Send
large SSAE to: Jim Robertson , 35 Stonecrest, St. Joseph,
MO 64506.
689

CUSTOM PATCHES
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED PATCHES . Your design made
any size, shape, colors. Five patch minimum. Free random
sample and brochure. Hein Specialties, 4202L North Drake,
TF
Chicago, IL 60618-1113.

WANTED
WANTED: Berkeley and Cleveland kits or related items:
Parts, plans, boxes, publications, brochures, books, ads, radio equipment, accessories, etc. Gordon Blume, 4649 191 st
Ave. S.E ., Issaquah, WA 98027.
1089
WANTED: Model airplane engines and race cars from the
30's and 40's . Don Blackburn , PO Box 15143, Amarillo, TX
79105. 806-622-1657
1089
WANTED: RTF U/C race cars, Mite cars; complete or pieces,
with or without engines. Buy or trade. John Fietze , PO Box
1521 , Amagansett, NY 11930.
TF

FOR SALE

"LEARNING TO FLY R/C With Or Without An Instructor",
$2.95 plus 65¢ postage. Jim Waterman , 3818 Deerfield Dr. ,
San Antonio, TX 78218.
989

BARGAIN HOBBY SUPPLIES: Every1hibng for the free flight
enthusiast' Balsa, tools, kits, and more. Send SSAE to: Discount Hobby Supply, 629-F South Breed St. , Los Angeles,
CA 90023.
689

SCALE DOCUMENTATION , PLAN ENLARGING , photopacks, drawings for 1800 aircraft. Giant scale model plans.
Catalog 82 pages $4.00. Scale Plans and Photo Service,
3209 Madison Ave. , Greensboro, N.C . 27403. 919-292190
5239.

MODEL RAILROADING is a fun hobby. Send $2.00 for recent sample issue of Railroad Model Craftsman magazine.
Covers all scales and gauges. Please mention FM . Railroad
TF
Model Craftsman, PO Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860.
COMPUTER PROGRAM : Pattern Master- use your IBM P/C
or compatible to make cutting patterns for aircraft covering.
Program and user guide $24.95 ; demo version (includes
$5 .00 coupon for full version) $5.00. Chandero Systems, 14
889
Parkview, Long Valley, NJ 07853.

PLANS

IDEAS, inventions, technology wanted! 1-800-288-IDEA.
1290
ISC-FLMO, 903 Liberty, Pittsburgh , PA 15222.
WANTED : OLD U/C STUNT KITS: Veco/Dumas , Kenhi /
Midwest, Jetco, Guillows, Sterling , Ambroid , Top Flight, etc.
Contest size .35 and up only. Richard Campbell , 18 Chester
Ave., Waltham, MA 02154. 617-891-8564.
789
WANTED: French model builder looking for American correspondant speaking French. Exchange of information about
class outrigger 21-45 . 90. -Deep Vee - Write: Paul Golomer,
989
3 Rue Victor Chevreuil , 75012, Paris, France.
WANTED EMPLOYMENT: Full time position in Hobby Shop.
Mature 48 year old, 35 years in aviation . Modeler of 40 years
and will relocate anywhere. Please call Mr. Frank Martin,
207-646-1544. PO Box 683, Ogunquit, ME 03907.
689
WANTED: AQUILA OR AQUILA Grande, top dollar for boxed
unassesmbled . Also looking for complete partial (undamaged) aquila. Spare parts: Canope, fiberglass or plastic fuselage. Send list, including condition and value. James R.
Schneider, 545 Buttonwood Dr. #B, Danville, CA 94526.689
WANTED: Berkley and Cleveland kits or related items; parts,
plans, boxes, publications, brochures, books, ads, 'radio
equipment, accessories, etc. Gordon Blume 4649191st Ave.
· 989
S.E. , Issaquah , WA 98027.
WANTED: Japanese twin-engine bombers, plans or kits.
John Fredriksen, 69 Flamingo Dr. , Warwick , AI 02886. 989

NEW: REARWIN "Cioudster"! " Accurate 1930's Scale
Plans" by Vern Clements , 308 Palo Alto, Caldwell, ID 83605.
Catalog/News $3.00, refundable .
989
CLASSIC COMBAT MODEL PLANS: Q~icker, Reactor,
Wow, Renegade , etc. SSAE for list. Barry Baxter, 6490
889
Sonora Way, Cypress, CA 90630.

ENGINES

GREAT PLANS abound in the 2nd printing "Decade of Design 2" , RiC rubber, gas, glider, only $5.00 each . Carstens
TF
Publications, Inc ., PO Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860.

ENGINE VIBRATION ISOLATOR MOUNTS. Four rubber
mounts with 10-24 socket head bolts. $6.50. Penron Products, Box 13051 , Arlington , TX 76094-0051 .
889

PLANS ENLARGED-Large Scale Specialists, PC Model
Software. Free catalog . Concept , PO Box 669F, Poway, CA
92064. 619-486-2464 .
TF

FLYING MODELS RECOMMENDED HOBBY DEALERS

DEALERS write: FLYING MODELS, P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860 for full information.
ALABAMA, OXFORD
Radio Control Boats, Planes, Cars
Helicopters , Games , Trains , Balsa
X Acto, plastic, paints, Dremel, much more
PLANES 'N THINGS
831-3178
Ouintard Mall

CALI FOR NIA, SAN DIEGO
R/C Specialists, Planes, Helicopters, Cars
Boats, Rockets, Hardware & Accessories
10 A.M.-8 P.M. Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat.
WE ST COAST HOBBIES
4690 Convoy
560-9633

CONNECTICUT, BRISTOL
Comp stk R/C boats, planes, cars, heli
Parts for OS , Enya, GMP, Tamiya.
Hrs M,T, W 10-7, Th , F 10-8, Sat 10-5:30
BRISTOL HOBBY CENTER
641 Farmington Ave.
583·7273

FLORIDA, ORANGE PARK
Have a problem?
Need an answer?
Call us - We can help!
A& B HOBBY HOUSE
2175 Kingsley Ave.

CALIFORNIA, PARADISE
Planes, RiC , U-Control
Trains, N,HO
Plastic Models
L&L TRAINS & HOBBIES
6412 Skyway
872-1 070

COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS
RiC planes, systems accessories
We build & fly what we sell
U/C Rubber Sig Balsa etc .
CUSTOM HOBBIES
221 6 E. Platte Ave.
634·7400

CONNECTICUT, COS COB
RiC , planes, cars and boats
Trains and accessories
9:30 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday
HOBBY HOUSE
405 E. Putnam Ave .
203· 809-0969

FLORIDA , ORLANDO
When at Disney World
Stop and see a complete line of
R/C planes , boats, cars , rockets & access.
BOB'S HOBBY CENTER , INC.
7333 Lake Underhill Rd .
277·1 248

CALIFORNIA, PETALUMA
Foreign and domestic plastic kits
Gaming accessories, trains-LGB, 0, HO, N
R/C kits, books, and modeling supplies
MODELS AND MORE
21 8 Petalu ma Blv d. N.

COLORADO , COLORAD O SPRINGS
Where modelers serve modelers
Specializing in R/C models
10-7 Mon-Fri , 10-6 Sat
THE EAGLES NEST - HOBB Y CENTER
352 1 N. Carefree Circle
586·1369

CONNECTI CUT, NORWALK
We Fly Radio Control
Complete line model airplane supplies
Custom ordering
AL 'S HOBBIES
54 Chestnut Hill Rd .
846-9090

GEORGIA, GRIFFIN
Airplanes, boats, cars , trains-We have
elec motors to do most any job in the hobby
Open 10-6 EST, Closed Sun & Wed
THE COUNTRY CLOTH SHOP
956 Teamon Road
404-2 27-6015
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FLYING MODELS RECOMMENDED HOBBY DEALERS

DEALERS write: FLYING MODELS, P.O. Box 700, Newton, NJ 07860 for full information.
ILLINOIS , CHICAGO
Radio Control Specialists. 20 minutes from
O' Hare & downtown Chicago. Mo-Fri
10-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 11-4
STANTON HOBBY SHOP, INC.
4734 N. Milwaukee Ave.
283-6446

MICHIGAN , GRAND RAPIDS
Planes, Trains, Cars & Boats
RIC, free flight, U co ntrols
All accessories, tools, etc .
MEYER 'S HOBBY HOUSE , INC.
2136 Plainfield
363-8347

NE'N JERSEY, SUSSEX
Sussex County's most complete Hobby
Shop-Trains-Planes-Cars-RIC-pl astics
Hrs 12-8 T, Th , F, 10-6 Sa, Su 12-5
SUSSEX COUNTY HOBBY
69 Main St.
201 -875-8580

PENNSYLVANIA, LANSDALE
Large stock of R/C , U/C and F/F
Airplane Kits - Engines - Hardware
Radios - Also R/C Boats & Cars
PENN VALLEY HOBBY CENTER
837 W. Main St.
855-1268

ILLINOIS , GREENVILLE
R/C, planes, boats, free flight , rockets
HO train s, Tyco service , X·Acto, Dremel
Hrs: M,T,W,Th & S 9:30-5, Fri 9:30-8
WlLL-0 ' -TH'WIND
664-3353
603 Harris Ave.

MICHIGAN , LAPEER
A full line stocking store
We repair wh at we sell - try us!

PENNSYL~NIA,

664-1414

NEW YORK , KINGSTON
Complete line of RIC pl anes, boats, cars
tanks, Estes & Centu ry roc kets & supplies
Compl.line of build. supi.Balsa, pai nts etc.
J & J 'S HOBBIES , INC.
37 N. Front
338-7174

ILLINOIS, LOMBARD
R/C specialists, kites, plastics
wooden ship models, control line
Free flight and accessories
G & D HOBBIES
312·953-8447
716 Main St.

MINNESOTA, MOORHEAD
R/C Planes, motors and accessories
HO railroad - ceramics
Open 9:30 to 8 - Man thru Sat
BADERS BIKE & HOBBY CENTER
121 -8 St. So.
236-8852

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
R/C Planes, Boats, Engines
Motors, Accessories
Everyt hing for flying or boating
AMERICA'S HOBBY CENTER
146 W. 22nd St.
675-8922

PENNSYLVANIA, READING
RIC and C/L model planes and boats
Your full service hobby store
Parts, accessories, magazines, books
IRON HORSE HOBBY HOUSE
60 S. Sixth St.
373-6927

ILLINOIS, SKOKIE
New & used trains, all gauges, repairs
LGB, Lionel, Am . Fl yer, Old Toys
Baseball ca rd s, R/C boats/planes/cars
N. SHORE HOBBY & COLLECTORS GAL.
4848 Oakton St.
673-4849

MINNESOTA, ST. CLOUD
Trains R/C plastic models
Play mobil lego
Open Daily
R&R HOBBIES , UNLIMITED
2008 N. 8th St .
612-251-3554

MISSOURI , ST. CHARLES
Full line hobby store
Free flight rubber
Control line, R/C planes/cars
MARK TWAIN HOBBY CENTER
314-946-2816
1201 South Fifth St.

PENNSYLVANIA, WARMINSTER
R/C Equipment & Supplies
Boats, Cars, Planes, Trains
Repairs on all trains & R/C equip.
JC R/C HOBBIES
13 York Rd.
672-5200

READERS:
magazines, or if he continuall y runs out before
you can obtain your copy, send us his name
and address and we 'll make sure he receives
an ample suppl y.

MISSOURI, TAYLOR
Rad io Control Aircraft
Open 7 days a week
on sight flyi ng (full size airport)
TOP HAT R/C JUNCTION
Junction Rtes 24 & 61
314-393-2098

RHODEISLAND,APPONAUG
Aircraff, Boats, U/C R/C
Technici ans on hand til 9
All supplies carried : Engineering service
APPONAUG COLOR SHOP
1364 Greenwich Ave.
737-5506

INDIANA , INDIANAPOLIS
RIC , C/L airplane center; plastic ki ts
trains, boats, HO cars, track & parts
1132th & 1/24th slot car racing. 2 tracks
SHEEKS HOBBY SHOP
5454 E. 21st
353-1919

NEVADA, NO. LAS VEGAS
One of the wo rl d's largest
full line hobbyshops
Daily 10-6, Fri 10-8, Sun 10-4
PETERSON HOBBIES & CRAFTS
3262 B. Civic Center Dr.
702-649· 3011

NEW YORK, PLATTSBURGH
R/C Planes, Boats, Cars & access.
Trains, Plastic , Military, Rockets, etc.
Open 10-6 daily, Fri until 8, Closed Sun
PLATTSBURGH HOBBIES
22 Oak St.
561 -0374

TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE

TENNESSEE MODEL HOBBIES, CO.
8909 Oak Ridge Hwy
615-482-2900

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS
Planes, boats, 1/8 scale ca rs
We service what we sell
Open 7 days
WESTSIDE HOBBIES
5235 Rockville Rd .
244-3297

NEVADA, RENO
Planes, Trains , Boats, Cars
Games, Tools, Books, Supplies
Daily 10-6, Fri 10-9, Closed Sunday
HIGH SIERRA MODELS
953 W. Moana
747-6964

NEW YORK, SYRACUSE
R/C Planes, Engines, Kits & Radios
Complete RIC Hobby Shop
R/C Boats & Cars & Helicopters
WALT 'S HOBBY & CRAFT
4300 West Genesee
468-6544

TEXAS, EL PASO
Complete line of R/C boats, planes
Cars, off-road, helicopters an d
much more - We ship UPS daily
HAL'S HOBBY SHOP
755-1914
4886-A Hercules

IOWA, WATERLOO
R/C specialists for N.E. Iowa
On site race car track
Owned & operated by active modelers
BOB'S R/C SUPPLY
935 Sheerer Ave.
319-232-3297

NEVADA, RENO

A.M.S . IMPORTS, INC.
702-786-7733
111 0 S. Wells Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA, RALEIGH
Train specialists with a large selection
N, HO, & 0 Scale RTR , Kits & Scratch
supplies, Brass , Books & Lionel
THE HOBBY SHOP
2020 Cameron S.Cameron Village 833-1123

TEXAS, HOUSTON
Toys for Big Boys!
RIC model airplanes & supplies
M-F 11 -7, Sat 10-6
LARRY'S HOBBIES
2327 E. FM1960
443-7373

KANSAS , WICHITA
Ai rplanes · Boats - Cars
Everything for the RIC modeler
From beginner to " Expert" !
BIG FRANK'S HOBBY CENTER
2269 N. Amidon
838-3011

NEW HAMPSHIRE, AUBURN
R/C planes, cars, boats, helicopters
Discount pricing on package deals
We work hard to give you the best prices
C.T. HOBBIES
603-483-2274
49 Eaton Rd .

OHIO, CLEVELAND
Large stock HO, N ga. trai ns. Domestic &
Foreign. Also kits, parts, supplies, scenery
paints, wood tools, books mag.
NATIONAL HOBBY INC.
5238 Ridge Rd.
749-2450

TEXAS, HOUSTON
Complete line of R/C and U-Control
Planes, Cars, Boats
All you r model needs in one place
TRAINS & PLANES
9737 Westheimer
977-1420

KENTUCKY, FLORENCE
Remote control airplanes, cars & boats
Open Monday - Saturday 11-8
NORTHERN KENTUCKY HOBBIES
7615 Burlington Pike
606-283-1110

NEW JERSEY, BLOOMFIELD
Complete lines of R/C airplanes & boats
plu s all the accessories needed
" We specialize in beginners "
DANA'S HOBBY HOUSE
392 Broad St.
743-3951

OHIO, MANSFIELD
Airpl ane Supplies
Model Rockets, Plastic & Wood Models
Tools & Airbrushes
JOHN 'S HOBBY SHOP
15 N. Main St.
526-4426

TEXAS, SAN ANTONIO
Specializing in R/C airplanes with
largest selection in Southwest. Also
boats, cars & rockets-Open Man-Sat 10-7
HOBBY CENTER INC.
3439 Fredericksburg Rd.
735-4218

LOUISIANA , BATON ROUGE
B.A. compl. hobby shp feat a cam pi line
of R/C & U/C aircraff, gas & elec . R/C cars,
boats, helicop., rocket & plas. mdls, more
ANDY 'S HOBBY TOWNE
3112 College
928-1534

NEW JERSEY, CHESTER
Everything in R/C at discount
Prices, plus free advice and coffee
Open 7 days
GB HOBBIES
705 Bartley Chester Rd.
201 -584-0422

OHIO , MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS
R/C & C/L kits, Engines, Hardware
SIG·INDY - World Engines - Pilot kits
1/12 Electric R/C Car Headquarters
AMERICAN MODELER
826-3088
7559 Pearl Road

UTAH , SANDY
Planes, Cars, Boats , Trains, Plastics
Complete line of tools, paints etc.
Monday- Friday 10·8 P.M. Sat 10-7 P.M.
M.R.S. HOBBY SHOP
9436 Union Square
572-6082

LOUISIANA, BATON ROUGE
B.A.'s lrgst hobby shop of R/C & V/C planes
boats, R/C cars, gl iders, 2 & 4 cy engines,
rocket and hard to find plastics
HOBBY TOWN
6996 Airline Hwy
356-3874

NEW JERSEY, JACKSON
RIC plan es, boats & ca rs w/ext. hrdw re. dept
parts & service cust. bit products Acorn s &
Futaba radios . 10 - 8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat .
JACKSON HOBBY SHOP
Rt. 526 W. County Line Rd.
364·3334

OHIO, NORWALK
Trains, Planes and Model Kits
Rackety RIC planes, boats and cars
Mon to Fri 12-8, Sat 10-6
PAUL'S HOBBIES
419-668-3019
28 Benedict Ave.

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE-TUKWILA
Basic Supplies
1 Mile East of Southcenter
Across from Longacres
EXPRESS STATION HOBBIES
668 Strander
228· 7750 .

MICHIGAN , DEARBORN
Radio Control , Plane kits, Engines
Boats, & Fittings
Dreme l, Unimat, etc.
JOE 'S HOBBY CENTER
933-6567
7845 Wyoming Ave.

NEW JERSEY, MATAWAN
A small friendly shop giving good prices
on everything in RIC Sig , Futaba, Dumas
MAC, and more
PARLOR HOBBIES
34 Broad St.
566-3158

OKLAHOMA, BROKEN ARROW
Planes, R/C U-Control , Free Flight, Rockets
0 , HO, N gauge trains-AFX Roadrace
Books, Tools, Graff Supplies, Corgi Toys
S&S HOBBIES AND CRAFTS
251-0330
108 S. Main

CANADA

MICHIGAN, EAST DETROIT
Radio Control , Plane kits, Engines
Boats & Fitt ings
Dremel, Unimat, etc.
JOE 'S HOBBY CENTER
17900 E. 10 Mile Rd.
773-8294

NEW JERSEY, MERCERVILLE
One of Central Jersey's largest plane stores
Sig, En ya - World Dealers
See us for all your hobby needs
IRON HORSE HOBBIES
116 Flock Road
586-2282

OREGON , BEAVERTON
R/C Planes, Boats, Cars, Tru cks
Full line of parts and accessories
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5
TAMMIES HOBBIES
3625 SW Hall Blvd .
503-644-4535

QUEBEC, MONTREAL (ST. EUSTACHE)
Full selection RIC & U Control Planes
boats, & cars. Complete stock of supplies
HO & Lionel trains. All crafts & art supplies
CARL'S HOBBY SHOP
1500 Labelle
688-6088

MICHIGAN, FARMINGTON
Radio Control, Plane kits, Engines
Boats & Fittings
Dremel , Unimat, etc .
JOE'S HOBBY CENTER
35203 Grand River Ave.
477-6266

NEW JERSEY, RED BANK

PENNSYLVANIA, EVANS CITY
R/C Cars, Planes, and Boats
11 :30 to 8:00 Daily
Sat 10:00 to 5:00, Sun 12:00 to 5:00
CRANBERRY HOBBY DEPOT
Rt 19 N. Perry Hwy
412-776-3640

PLANE AND BOAT MODELERS:
When traveling between good landing sights or
seeking out new patches of blue water, carry a
copy of Flying Models so you can check out
hobby dealers outside your home area. FM is
the only introduction you need.

INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS
Catering to all hobby needs/All maj . lines
R/C planes, boats, cars, bal sawood
fuel, eng . Z-N-H0-0 tra ins, plastic ki ts, more
TOM METZLER HOBBY CENTER
6838 Madison
784-3580

FLYING MODELS

J & D HOBBIES
288 S. Main St.

If you r local hobby dealer does not stock this

Hobbies Plu s'

" Our name says it all! "
HOBBY MASTERS
62 White St.

842-6020

PARKSIDE
Cars, Pl anes and trans R/C
Miniatures- Fantasy and Military
Arts Supplies
TOM'S ARTS-CRAFTS & HOBBIES
2901 Edgemont Ave.
876-2379

Hobbies Galore!

These and hundreds of other year round hobby
dealers are fun to visit in your travels
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MARC· SHOW
MID ATLANTIC RADIO CONTROL
JUNE 3 and 4, 1989
Saturday- 9am to 5pm
Sunday- 1Oam to 4pm

MARYLAND STATE FAIR GROUNDS
TIMONIUM, MARYLAND

PLENlY OF FREE PARKING

Sponsored by THE RADIO CONTROL MODELERS OF BALTIMORE

SWAP SHOP
' 10 FULL TABLE PER DAY
NO DEALERS, PLEASE
For Pre-Registration
CALL OON HANDS at 301 -788-5962
in the evenings

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
MARC DIRECTORS
JOHN KIRK & BRUCE PACKHAM
912 Cromwell Bridge Road
Towson, MD 21204
301 -825-8138
301-6874945
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THE ATTACK 4NBL
Our newest 4 channel system
has something for everyone. In fact,
the Attack 4NBL is such a versatile
performer we've customized it for all
kinds of radio control fun .

414 ATTACK

---------- -----===---

There's even a surface Attack
4NBL system on 75MHz. Supplied
with th ree S148 servos and R114H receiver, this ground and sea outfit has

ATTACK ELECTRIC
The 4NBL!MCR system is destined receiver and a MOSFET speed conto become a favorite with electric flyers. trol into one very compact, very light
This Attack system comes complete
and very efficient package. It also
with our new MCR-4A integrated reincorporates BEC to eliminate the
ceiver/speed control. Th is remarkable
need for, and extra weight of, a redevice incorporated a four channel
ceiver battery.

SILENT ATTACK
There 's a 4NBL system for sailplane flyers, too. With the Attack glider
package you get a pair of S133 servos,
R114H four channel receiver and a
250mAh NiCd pack. Again , when size
and weight of the airborne package is
critical, Attack is the answer.
Hooked up with
a pair of S133 micro
servos, this system is
perfect for electrics
like our Hirobo/Futaba
Professor.

lhlnsmltter!T4NBL
TY PE

RECEIVER

SERVOS

BATTERY

FREQUENCY

MCA·4A

5133(2)

SEC

72MHz

Electncs

R114H

5133(2)

NA·4K

72MHz

Sa11planes

R114H

5148(3)

Dry Case

72MHz

A1rcraft

A114H

S148(3)

Dry Case

75MHz

TrucovBoat

The ergonomically designed T4NBL transmitter
features comfort contoured case and adjustable
length control sticks.

what it takes for gearbox-equipped
4x4's and RC boats.
No matter which 4NBL system you choose, you'll also get our new four
channel Attack transmitter.
Loaded with extras like adjustable
stick gimbals, servo reve rse switches
and a rechargeable NiCd pack, the
T 4NBL transmitter also features a •
comfort contoured case and neckstrap for fatigue free operation.

ARFATTACK
The MCR·4A four channel receiver/MOSFET speed
control weighs just 1.5 oz. and can easily handle
280 to 540 size electric motors. 1.24" x 2.92" x 0.63:'
© 1988 Futaba Corp.

Looking for the perfect system for
ARF and conventional sport aircraft?
Once again, it's Attack to the rescue
with a high value package including
R114H receiver and three S148 servos.

Futilbil~
Futaba Corporati on of America
4 Studebake r/ Irvine, CA 92718
714-455-9888

